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Phase I: Sourcebook Development
7/15174 - 1/15/75

t 3
+4

Phase I of the project involved the development of a program plin-

ning guide for community colleges and other interested:institutions for.,

the planning and implementation of effective educational :program fOr

elders. The relating manuscript, Community C011egestRespdid."to Elders:

A-Sourcebodk-for Program Development, is enclosed (see Attachment A).
r

In capsule, the sourdebook contains the following informaeiOn: .4

* An examination of the changes in the nature of the,.

older adult population and the impact of'these changes

'On-the educational needs of elders.

* An analysi-s- of the capability and potential of edu-

cation, in general, and community colleges in para-
.

cular, to meet these changing needs.

*A-1."state-of the artw-report'on current community col-

lege programs for elders including two .case studies

of exemplary programs. ,

1'e An inclusive model of educatiOnal program development

for eldersprovidingspecific_guidelines.on needs

assessment, outreach tend recruitment, selection of

program content,:maximization of resources, and funding.

* Sample core curriculums in five specially delineated

-program areas for elders.

* An appendix containing. additional case studies, perti-

nent resources and contacts, 'an annotated baiography

and a listing of community colleges surveyed.

c.
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'The.preparition.of the sburcebook was based oninformaion gained

.

,throtigh the following procedures:

telephone-surVey of.,10 community - college -deans

of continuing. education and community services or

°other appropriete.college administrators.: The saMple
. . A

was chosen to include 100 colleges that. had special

pTOgramii for elderi and 50 that offered no such pro-.

grams'(see Attichmeetoll and C for sample/cbver letter

and ,questionnaire and a detiled explanation of survey

methodology).

...

* Three site visits.foseleCted community colleges with pro-

-grams identified as particularly effective or worthy of study.

**A mco#rehensive review of the literature on educational pro-

grew for elders including special needs and desires of elders'

, .

as well as.special problems encountered in developing and

"implementing programs for this group.

* Input from an adVisory panel consisting of elderscom,

'munity college administratorsiand experts in education
.

and gerontology (see Attachment D for advisory panermembers).

There-are two major-findings from Phase I. of this project:

1.) There exists a widespread demand for practical guidelines and infor-_

mOtion on educational program deVelopment-for elders. in surveying admini-

strators across the country, a great many requests for further information

on program development for elders were encountered. 'Although relatively

few colleges have developed speci4lirograms for elders, there is a growing

interest in serving this population for both philosophical andfinancial '
t



reasons. Yet, a, large majority of administrators Surveyed felt that one

of the greatest obstacles to program development was their lack of know-

ledge of the educational needs and desires of elders as well as of tech-

niques for planning, impleMenting and funding programs. Many commented

that most of the available information was too theoretical and failed to

combine an understanding of elders' needs with a comprehension of the

.
practical, problems faced in educational administration. Administrators

---,-were most often interested in knowing what fiber community-colleges were

doing for and with elders and what teehniques_of program:development had

actually worked well. One sidelight of this survey was that the project*

im
stafoften served as an informal information and.referral service by_put-

ting college, administrators in contact with others in their geographic.

-areas who might be helpful in program development; Overall, the desire

fair practical information was widespread.

2.) A nrodess:of program: evelopment which has.leadto successful

programs and which is capable of replication (with modifications fOrindi-

yidual

.

college and community characteristics) was identified inedesdtibed.-

In analyzing the survey, results, the literature-and'other information, the

project stafffound that programs considered successful (i.e. used-by elders

and rated as effective through informal or formal evalUations Hone by college

administrators) varied with regard to program content. .Yet, although content'

differed, almost all of-these programs employed a-similavinclusiveprocesc

cif program development. That is, these successful prograis followed certain
ti

identifiable steps in program planning and iMplementationwhichinvolved
._

elders in active roles as initiators, planners, organizers and instructors,.:

rather than,caly as students. The project staff found that elders' involvement-
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in the process of program development is crucial and as- important as

the resulting program content. The inclusive model of program development

presented in the.sourcebook is based'on this finding.

_Phase II:

Phase

administrators in theoNortheast region-for-the purpose of disseminating infor-

ietion'in thesourcebook. The Conference was planned .to best meet the

information needs of administrators as evidenced in Phase I. The resulting
:

'design was for a small, informal working'conference bringing together fifty-
1:.

Dissemination Conference

1/15/7$ - 4/15/75

II involved the development of a conference for community college'

two (52.administators and focuded around problem solving workshops. The

.iirtiose*Of the workshops vas to assist administrator's in. understanding and

actually grappling with the practical issues faced in planning and implementing

.
programs for elders. In particular the workshops were structured to provide

,. .
. . .

.,
.

insight into:the inclusive process of program development and to cover such

I

.

\

areas as. needs assessment, outreach and recruitment, program content, maxi-
-..

,

,.
N

nazing resources, and funding. In order to provide special assistance and

'expertise,. selected resource people were invited. This group included four'

,

.. ,

communitycollege administrators from across the country who hid.developed

. . ,

. 'eiempliry pinraMs for.elders and a program specialistfp= the American
... .. <

Association Of Cosimunity and Junior Colleges. These resource people parti-

; cipated in eidifof the workshops on a previously arranged rotation schedule'

\:

and 'Made 'themselves available.for informatdiscuisions and questions during

free periods of the:conference.

he development of the conference was acciished through. a subcontract

,with Middlesex Community College in Bedford; Massachusetts. The Massachusetts'
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Board of Regional Community Colleges also supported the:conference, and

it
selected Deans of Continuing Educatio at other Massachusetts conimunity

.colleges attended a 'special training session and served as workshop leaders.

All conference participants were provided with background materials including

-a copy of the sourcebook, an agenda,, a statement.on.the'history and goals of

the Conference,'background information on conference planners and resource

.

.

people, lists of conference participants arranged both alphabetically and

by workshop assignments, problem solving exercises, and-a checklist providing

.information on programs fOr elders in community"collegs in the Northeast.

This latter checklist was. a compilation.of information gathere from responses

to a special questionnaire included in the initial conference nvitation.(see

Attadhment E for samples of materials provided to conference pa ticipants)..

The Conference, "Education fora New Age: Planning. for El era in Com-'

/

=nifty Collegei, " was lel&in Boston on Aprill 10 and 11, 1975. There were- 68

participants (administrators plus elders, students and other int
1

rested persons)

who.were divided into five workshops. Reactions to the conference were pro

livided both orally and in written form at the closing general sees on.' Overall,

the reactions were favorable. Following is an evaluation of bot conference

accomplishments and shortcomings based upon participante,reactions and

project staff's analysis:.

1. The conference provided an-information base: for many

administrators on the growing edudational needi of elders

and the kinds of options and inno tions that education

can-provide both now and in the /fu. e.. As such, it served

".

as an enzOnragement.to develop programs where none etist

-and as an inducement to expand.existing programs.



The conference provided practical "how to" information

on program development and implementation. Community

college administrators without special programs for

elders felt better prepared to begin developient and

those with:programs feit they had new information to

meet particular problem areas.

3. A more positive view.of elders and their capabilities

and potentials,as allies in program developMent was

a reported result of the conference. Many admini-

strators mentioned intent to use elders more actively

as resources rather than-simply as clients in education

progtalals

4. The conference provided an opportunity for community

collegedministratos to pool ideas and shareexperi-

ences with other administrators in similar positions.

.
Throughout the survey conducted in Phan I,-community

college administrators expressed the desire to hear how

others had actually developed programs and for many

participants this proved to be-citii-ei..c-the most valuable -1

\

aspects of the conference. Besides providing information

ot. other programs and'positive reinforcement for program

deyelopment, such contacts can also have the mere far

reaching effect of laying a base for future coordination

. and:for a regional information network on community col-

lege programs for,elderso



5. The Conference highlighted the sourcebook and provided

information as to its intent and usage.

- Some specific actions in program planning for elders havi'been initiated

as a result of this Conference. The President of Middlesex Consunit College;

-the co-sponsor of the conference, has called in the project staff to provide

-- __consultation and assistance in working to obtain resources for more innovative'

prOgrams for elders at the college. The Massachusetts Board of Regional Com-

munity Colleges, has also proposed that the project staff. work to develop a

consortium of Massachusetts community colleges to maximize educational resources

for serving the State's elders. At the Conference, the MateaOhnsetts Secetary

of Educational Alfailrs unveiled his intentions tedevelop a'stateplsn to

insure expanded, educational opportunities for elders. Eastfield Comouni

College il$ Mesquite, Texas also sent a.representative to the Confer and

expressed the desire to work with.the project staff in further developing";

programs currently.in the planning stage.

The Conference method of. dissemination proved to have several short-

coMings andwas unable to meet certain needs. The majority of critical
4

comments centered around-the-inability-of-any-conference vehicle to provide

some of the specific kinds of technical assistance that.many colleges, particu-

larly those without existing progrimsfor elders, face. .While these parti-

cipants felt that they gained Joformitionand guidance from the Conference,

they also. felt a conference structure could not provide some of the in-depth

. _

direct assistance they needed. ror example, one administrator wanted direct

assistance on a specific problem with recruitment, and several collegei
--/

needed guidince in obtaining initial funding and seed money for progisMs.
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III. Conclusions and Recommendations

The survey conducted in Phase I'documented an increasing interest on

the part of both elders and community colleges in.the development of educational

programs for this group. The majority of today's elders are an active, healthy,
)

experienced group Of people who face an-excess of time and an'ibsence

4--

developed options that provide mealingful involvement for this time. As the

sourcebook indicates, the need to develop new optiOns and roles and-to plan

or tively for this period of life will become more pressingin the future

sin e.elders represeit the fastest growing segment of the population. Com-

.

colleges, with their mandate for embracing the educational needs.of
. - .

the whole commti4ty, are particularly appropriate envirotannts for developing.

programs to. meet elders' needs. 10f existing educationalihstitutions4 cam-

munit colleges have evidenced the most flexibility with regard to program

conten style's of teaching; use of off campus facilities, and\outreach
. .1

and xrcruitment efforts.

The survey in Phase I showed that one of the greatert obstacles to

program.development"for elders, as perceived by community college admini-

strators, was the lack of knowledge and information on techniques of plan-

ning and implementing programir for this population. The sourcebook deve-

loped

\

1

as part of the project provides basic practical guidelines which can

beof assistance in closing this information gap. In.particular, the inclusive

process of development outlined in the sourcebook can be adapted with some

individual modi\fications to fit the needs of Community colleges in a variety

of different settings and with very different elderly poiulitions. Yet, the

sourcebook, by itr'very nature, can only present a general model and cannot

possibly deal with; the myriad of specifics and individual problems that

M/4
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arise,in program_developrent._ Consequently, the sourcebodkcanbemost

effective when supplemented by more direct dissemination modes including use

''".- -

of demonstration. site training programs, direct technical assistance,

and further regional seminar/ and conferencei.

Mbre.specifically; in order to build the/Capabilities of coMmunity

colleges nationwide to develop and implement programs for elderi, it is

recommended that regional.lemonstration sitesbe selected and developed.

These sites would\have the following' functions:

= .

To serve,as model programs both in genet]. for their own

, regions and, in some specific aspects, for the country as

a whole. )

* To serve as on-going ragional' centers or-dissemination.pf

inforn6ation to other community colleges through the development of

Iconferences, workshops and printed materials.

* To develop the capability to 'provide direct technical assistance

and training to other colleges in the region in order toencourage.

replication and expansion of existing. elderly programs.

* To'serve as liboratIries for continued educational innovation

and the Creative e loration of new options fur elders. i

4

4

17'
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Chapter'l

Introduction

/0"

I

Even a cursory loOk at the statistics on aging indicates the
tremendous growth that can be anticipated in that age group over
the next few years. While today there are'about 23,000,000 or
slightly over 10 per cent of the population who are 65f by the

year 2000 this figure'will reach nearly 30,000,000 people.'

As medical technOlogy, advances, elders, as a groui), will
remain healthier longer, and fewer will be handicapped' with chronic-

medical problems. Today 95 percent of those 65 and Over live out-
side of institutions and onlx 20 per cent of those hale any inter-

,ference with their mobility. There is no reason to believe that
this will not be reduced even further in succeeding years.

Also, as 'people are retired earlier (as appears to be the
trend). people at 55 or even 50 will face problems of leisure time

now faced by people of 60 or

But the most significant question to ask about the elders. of
the future is, will they. (we?) age' the same way as past elders
vis-a-vis society? 'Hopefully not. Growing.oid-willitake on new

meaning. It will-be regarded as ushering in a new stage of living,

one of activity and involvement rather than of passivity and detach-

went.

The elders of the ,future will probably be less willing to sit

back and take a passive role. They will.be seeking new uses for

their time to make their lives more meaningful. They will be more

politically active and More involved in the affairsiof the commun-

ity. It is unlikely that they.Will be as satisfied only with
nature trips, bingo, or' artsyrcraftsy activities.

IIToday's middle-aged'and youth will approach t e last part of
their lives healthier, better educated, and more p litically aware

and better prepared for retitement than has been t e case in the
\past, And chances are that hey will live longer. Bernice Neugarten

uses tile term "young-old" 3 to describe those be een the ages of

55 and 75 years. She state that what this group will want in the

II

future is likely to be "A ide range of options aid opportunities,

, / -

1. U.S. Department 'f Health, Education an Welfare, New

7
Publication No. (SRS) 73 0006,New Facts About Older Americans,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973.
2. Ibid. /

3. Bernice'L. Neugarten, "Aye Groups in erican Society and

the Rise of the Young-Old." The Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science. September 1974, i4.----
I ,,,, , ..,

.
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both for self-enhancement and for community particiPation."4 She

goes on to say that the trend has begun and that "more middle -aged
and older people are returning to education, some because of
obsolescence of work skills and others for recreation and-self-

^fulfillment."5

The challenge to education lies,thus, in providing options
and meeting the needs of tomorrow's young-old. This manual is
designed to help meet that, challenge, but it is more than a how-
to-do-it, step-by-step primer: It provides the philosophical
basis for a new approach toward meeting, with their cooperation,
the educational needs of the elders on a community level and a
framework within which the elderly\can use the skills and know-
ledge they already possess in new. directions;

. Since it is usually the needy, the handicapped, the disabled

who attract our attention because they present problems that have

to be met, it was\the poor and dependent among thdSe in the older

age brackets that first came to be seen as "the aged." The term
"aged ",-meant the .poor and dependent among the olderpopulation.
As people began to realize, however, that not all those in the

higher age brackets were "aged" in this sense, new terminology was

called for. As yet there seems.te be no consensus for an accept-

able term. "The elderly," "older adults," "senior :ditizens," and

"elders" are among the terms used. Terminology is not a trivial

concern. It can help people overcome the stereotypes which con-
stitute one of the major roadblocks in their thinkihg,about plans
and programs involving those in the higher age brackets. The term

"elders" is used in this report.6

There is no single groUp of people more in need of.- programs

than elders but there is also no single group of people thatojore

needs to have its own capacities and abilities recognized. The

field of education, in general, and community colleges, in parti-

cular, have the opportunity and obligation to develop programs

based on recognition and.appreciation of eldert' talents.

-4. Ibid., p. 196.
5. Ibid.
6. For -purposes of this' guide, "elders" will r fer to

those who are' 60 years and over. However, this is.red gnized

to be an arbitrary choice, and other age boundaries suc as 55

or 65 are 4sed for different program and statistical pur oses.

(/



Chapter II

Aging and Education

A Perspective

The way- you conceive of and define a problem will determine
the way you go about,solving it. Different problem definitions
narrow the range of options differently. Moreover, the orientation
or vintage point from which you approach a problem helps formulate
problem conception and definition. _ This is as true with regard
to aging and education as it is to other areas of problem solving.
This planning guide sets forth an inclusive model of educational
program development for elders through community colleges. It
is based on a specific orientation and conception of elders and
education. It is meant to'be viewed as a working tool for the
community college educator who is interested in understanding how
elders would like'to see programs developed.

1

This guide and the inclusive model of program development-is.
predicated on the following conceptions of.today's elders and of
education:

,* Elders are basically an active, healthy, and
experienced group of people who are capable
of self-determination and continued valuable
contribution to society.

The major problems which older:people share
are caused not by advancing age per se but
by society's false images and stereotypes of
aging and the resulting policies and programs-
which grow out of and consequently perpetuate
these st%reotypes.

Most education and service programs have
focused on helping elders to adjust to what
are seen as the limitations of age and to'
accept the expected patterns of living and
behavior.

4.
Whe,major purpose of education is to encourage
personal and societal growth through the re-
evaluation of current concepts and the explora-
tion of new ideas and concepts.

Education, in general, and publicly supported
education, in particular, have elf-opportunity
and the obligation to reach out to elders and,
with them, to create new roles and options for
the later years.

!MIMEOS'



o Educational programs for elders should be
a joint venture and an alliance of equals
between elders and professionals, with elders
involved as initiators, planners, organizers,
nd active agents.

o El ersr involv ement in theTrocesi of program
development is crucial and as important to
elders as the actua program content.

These conceptions represent the cornerstone on which the-inclu-
sive model is to be built. They, in turn, are formulated from aot
broader perspective of both the opportunities-and problems in devel-
oping educationalprograms for elders in Community colleges.

The Challenge -

The challenge confrontincommunity colleges is twofold:

1. To recognize the emerge ce of a healthy, active, capable
generation of elders who presently face many years of
inactivity'and-.1eisure; a d

2. To develop an alliance with elders to explore and
develop a range of options and life styles for this
period of life.

Elders today represent a transitional generation; They differ
from past generations of elders in significant respects: medical
'science has made longer and healthier lives a reality, forced
retirement policies have increased the years of leisure, and changes
in mobility and family structure have made isolation more likely.
The result is a healthy, capable and.eiperienced group of people
who are increasingly removed from the normal functioning roles of,-
jobstand family. While the old roles and options have been taken
away, new ones have yet to.bedeveloped. Instead, the "leisure"
of retirement and the freedom from the responsibility of work and/or
raising a family have been idealized. But many elders find that
leisure is only valued when related to periods of work and activity.
Perpetual isure, not filled! with meaningful activity, can be a
tedious vac um giving rise to depression and listlessness at any
age. .Where past generations of elders could expect.perhaps 0 to 5
years of he lthy retirement, today's elders can often expect 15 to
20 years.

Society obviously cannot continue to deal with this.new group
of elders in the traditional! ways and with the traditionalAoolicies.
Using. these traditional concepts and policies is as confusing and
hopeless as. attempting to navigate unfamiliar waters with an out-
dated chart. The challenge, then, is to discover a variety of new
roles which will makes it possible for these elders to best utilize
their talents.

The development of these roles and options must, in the end;
be the joint responsibility'of educatioh, industry, government

1
S.

I

* 1
_
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and* elders. The initiative must come from a localized source
and responsibility must be more directed if action is to be
taken soon. Education has been'the most useful tool for prepar-
ing for new ways of life. Of existing educational institutions,
community colleges are appropriate environments to work with
eldets for the developthent of innovative programs. By their
very concept, community colleges are charged with involving the
entire community in education. It is a charge which is being
taken more seriously as traditional student enrollment declines
and as newly otganized groups such as elders, women, and handi-
capped become more vocal. Also, as tax-supported institutions,
community colleges have the motivation and initiative to meet
the larger needs of their comMunities.

)

i Community colleges have, evidenced flexibility in program
content, styles of teaching, use of ciff-campus facilities, and
specific outreach and recruitment efforts. Perhaps more signifi-
cant is the fact that community colleges, because of their origins,
and the necessity of attracting a clientele different from that
served. by 4-year. And private junior colleges, have avoided much
of the formal trappings and the strict rules and regulations often
associated with other educational institutions.: .They are less
likely, to seem removed and unapproachable. Contact and communica-
tions among students, faculty, and administration are generally
more frequent and more easily. attained. As a result, community
colleges have preserved the excitement, innovation, and enthus-
iasm which are so vital to 'good education. Moreover! there are
community colleges in every State, and they are generally geo-
graphically accessible to elders.

. The opportunity is unmistakable. Elders are looking for
meaningful use of their time, while community colleges have
resources and are looking, for.both financial and philosophical
reasons, to serve new groups. An alliance between the two. seems
natural and mutually advantageous.

The Problem

.Planning for elders has not kept pace with the changes in
the nature of the older population. This is largely because
society's image of elders_ continues to be based on misconceptions
and stereotypes which, at best; fit only a small minority of elders.
Using Bernice Neugarten's differentiation, society still sees
elders in terms of the minority of "old -old" and tends to disregaid

/

the very differe4t charac eristics and needs of the majority of
"young-old." As a result planners plan in terms of old-old
while seeking and serving/the young-old. What is needed is a
more realistic picture'of the older population which can serve
as a basis for balanced planning to'serve the needs of/both the
"young-old" and the "old-old." Following are some examples of
common misconceptions and myths about elders and the realities

1
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behind theM.
ti

Myth: Older people are physically weak and generally suffer

from poor health.

Reality: The majority of elders are healthy and capable of

usual physical activity, including climbing stairs, lifting normal

size ^packages, and walking good distances. Only a very small Minor-

ity of elders (4 per cent) require hospitalization,or nursing home

-care! Only,about.11 per cent are homebound. The remaining 85 per

cent' are in General good health).
/

Mya: Older-people are unable to learn new things.
.

/ Reality: Research has shown that intelligence and the ability

to learn do not decline with age. Speed
2

of response and manual'

dexterity may decline but learning\ability itself does not.

Myth: Older people have great difficulty adjusting to

change.

Reality: It is most ironic that elders are seen as unable

to adjust to.change since they are the one group that has already

demonstrated .this ability. This generation,of elders has wits

nessed the transition from horse and buggy to missile and jet.

cl It has gone through:a depression and two World Wars as well as

other national cataclysms. Throughout all this, they have man-

aged to adapt, hold jobs, raise families, and survive. This

survival alone testifies to the ability to change. Naturally,

elders, like the rest of the population, have certain personal

routines or habits with which they are comfortable. Very often .

the desire to keep and 'follow these routines is.considered a sign

of inflexibility rather than recognized as a real and legitimate

choice. There is, then, a tendency to confuse such reasonable

choice of routine with the inability to change. Elders, like

OffiZig, when presented with reason and motivation for change, can

do so.

Myth: Older. people are self-absorbed and are uninterested

in general community activities.

Reality: Older .people are.as interested, if not more so, in

community activities as are other age groups when given the oppor -,

tunity to participate. For example,. in comparison with other age

1. "New Factsbut01.der Americanb," U.S. Dept. of H.E.W.,

AOA, RE. cit.

2. Simone de Beauvoir, The Coming of Age, *rarher.Paperback

Library, New York, 1973, p. 52.
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groups; elders have a significantly high voting rate.3 Also, "in

comparison with the young, older people give greater attention to

political .campaigns and Ore more likely to follow public affairs

in the newspapers incl..= teievision.". They are also increasingly

involved in elderly clubs and groups. Where elders are not

involved in community activities, it is often because they have

been ignored by community groups and made to feel that they are,

unwelcome or simply tolerated. They are rarely given leadership

or decision-making Rositions and are often seen as having little

to contribute.

Myth: -Older people are interested only in ample types

of entertainment, as opposed to academic courses r jobs.

Reality: There are divergent interests amo elders as

there are among other age groups. But with elders real options

for expression of these divergent interests aresmo t often not

provided. Rather, elders are usually expected to end their

time in simple entertainment-and so programs/such as bingo, crafts,

and the like are provided for them. These programs do serve the

needs of one segment of the elderly population; however, there

are many elders who attend such ,programs not out of preference

but simply because that's all there is to dO, and many more who

simply do not participate'at all. Elders are forced out of the

job market,by compulsory retirement. Many/would be interested

in continuing paid full or part time work both for financial

and psychological reasons. Many, too, would'be interested in vol-

unteer positions or in cultivating new areas of learning. However,

serious effott to develop these opportunities for elders is often

lacking.

Older peopleoften have problems coping. with everyday

decisionmaking and need assistance and counseling to. insure that

they .limit activity, eat correctly, and, in general, take care of

themselves properly.

Reality: Most older pew* are experienced adults who are

most capable of making wise decisions as to their own abilities

and life.dtyles. Very often, however, they are treated with con-

descension and excessive solicitude by wellmeaning family, friends,

social workers, and other well wishers. They are advised not to

overdo or to "tire themselves out." 'The expectation is that elders

should no longer continue past levels of:activity regardless of

their real desires and capabilities to do so. Just bahind this,

too, lurks the implicit belief that all elders'are childlike and

3. .Robert C. Atchley, The Social Forces in Later Life: An

Introduction to Social Gerontology, Vadsworth 'Publishing tompany,

.Inc., Belmont, California, 1972, p. 241

4. Ibid., p. 240;

2
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require guidance and counseling. People who faced the many and
varied decisions that are necessarily made-in living more than
60 or 65 years are suddenly thought to require help in even minor
everyday matters. While such attitudes are well- meaning, they
are nonetheless destructive of dignity and initiative in elders
and perpetuate a helpless image. Elders, like other age groups,
may require information and assistance in specific problems such
as health, housing, or income. Because they are living on fixed
incomes, .they suffer more severely than do other groups from the
many effects of inflation and. may require more actual support from
a' variety of social programs. But the need for informational and
service programs should not be confused with.incapacitY for self-
determination.

°

These and other misconceptions and myths repredent a constella-
tion of prejudices and attitudes which have been termed "agism."
Agism has very serious implications in this society's treatment

of elders. The danger;of agism as with all prejudice is that it
obscures the ability td distinguish factors in the.society that
cause what is often re4ctive behavior by attributing all such
behavior to old age.itqelf.

.

Agism tends to.creite, reinforce,' and perPetimte the false'
stereotypes on which it is based. It has, then, a circular effect.
Because of its image of elders, society expects certain reactions
and certain modes of behavior from them. They are made aware,
overtly or otherwise, when others feel they ate "not.acting their
age." It is very difficult to refrain from internalization,and
'self-acceptance of others' images of you. After a while, elders
often begin to halie groundless self-doubts and concerns as to
whether.they are capable of activity, new ventures, or.even of

_

A related danger in agism'is that it absolves professional
educators, social workers, and others in society from any blame
in failing to meet elders' needs. Society rationalizes that if
"elders can't learn" or "elders aren't interested in anything but
entertainment," thenthe onus of providing innovative programs to
'stimulate elders and of finding methods to involve them is lifted.



A Survey

Chapter III

Current Programs

-

r

In order to form a base for the development of new programs, a
review of current programs is in order. To achieve this objec-
tive, a survey of current community college programs for elders
was conducted. This survey elicited from personnel in 150 community'
colleges across the country vinformation and perceptions concerning
the following issues:

1. The content and scope of current ,educational pro-
grams-for elders;

Z. The nature of the developmental process of such
programs;

3. The perceived obstacles to and possibilities for
the development of viable and responsive education
programs for elders.

Following is a brief synopsis of the findings of this survey.

Content and Scope of Current Community College Programs for
Elders - The most common provision which community colleges make

1

for e elders is allowing free or reduced tuition to regular course
offerings. The ability to provide special free or reduCed tuition
rates to elders is in many States prohibited by State law. On the .

other hand, other States such as Markland'i have passed facilitative,
legislation allowing elders to enroll'in courses at no cost on a'

space available basis. Most of California's community colleges,
offer either, free or reduced tuition to the State's elders. Merced
Community College; Merced, California, and Emeritus College, College
of Marin in Kentfieid, among others, issue special Gold Cards to
elders which qualify the holder not only for reduced-or free

tuition, b
04

t also for reductions in dramatic productions, athletic
events, d other college programs. A slight variation of the same
concept is offered by Austin ComMunity College, Austin, Minnesota,
whiCh prcivides a "Club 65" card to elders. providing similar entree ,

to all college events. A few'colleges, such as Lansing Community -

College /in Lansing, Michigan, offer special scholarships for elders:
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The existence of special classes or programs for eldev.. Inc-
. . community colleges is still relatively rare. Where special

programs do exist, they are generally aimed at helping elders
acbieVe self-enrichment through more satisfying use of leisure
time, Such classes or programs range'from\41ussian.literature
and autokiographical writing to photography, Greek dancing,-wood-
working, ortrips to local sites of interest. To a lesser'extentv
special -programs for elders take ,the form of retirement planning

-'through courses, seminars, and lecture series designed to
-1 elders prepare'for, the emotional, and economic impact of 'retire-

ment. For example, Middlesex Community College in Bedford, Massa-
thusetts, worked:with several local industries to provide seminars
on financial planning, available seviice programs, and options
for retirement:to,potential and recent retirees. Alsoi a number
of community colleges'have begun to provide direct. service to
elderi. Northern Nevada Community College-in Elko, Nevada, and
Honolulu ComMunity College in Hawaii.are two that operate multi-
service centers for elders offering information:ana assistance
on a range of housing, health, nutrition, and other problems
elders may face. ,Several other colleget, Indian Hills Community
College in Ottumwa, Iowa, for example, have recently Vecome sponsors
of the local Area Agency on Aging, and thus taken-on the.responsi-
bility for coordinating Multiple services for el*ders within their
geographic area.

Few community colleges halle ventured into the areas of advocacy
aqd.retraining.elders for, second careers, In the area of advocacy,
Hawkeye Institute of Technology,in Iowa has developed an affilia-
tion with-the local Gray Panthers chapter tO..coipcinsoi courses op
"Understanding Government" "Writing for Publication." North
Hennepin Community College in Brooklyn Park,\Minnesota, offers .
a number of courses'on Senior Power, Public Speaking, and'Organizing-

, for Legislative Action. With regard to new careers, Bergen Commu
nity College in Paramus, -New Jersey, has worked through thee 1 .

Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) to place.elders in public
agencies and has also trained-a number.of elders for new careers
in-qher fields such as real' estate.

7

Since programming for eldersappears.to be_a-relatively new-
area for community' colleges, 'Many. respondent's indicated that this
current period is in many ways an exciting one of innovation and
experimentation; As would be expected, existing programs often

. tefleCt special local interests or individual initiative rather
than the careful consideration of all possible alternatives. As a
more comprehensive picture of the educationalneeds vf elders is
achieved and as more efforts are made to reach this population, the
sharing of information`' on particularly effective programs and of
innovative ideas will be valuable and necessary. 'Following are
some., brief examples of innovative and unique features of community
college programs for elders which suggest some of the variety, and
creativity that currently exist in many programs:
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Hawkeye Institute.of.Technology.in Waterloo, Io wa,
has 'over 8,500 eleteri,pdtticipating in' 100 special
douises., dne special.event. which the college spon-

.%.sots annuallyis a day-long fishing jambokee which
ihc3udes special..fifst-aid'classes during the day's

'activities. ..
. .

. . .
Rochester Community College'inRochester,
is developidg a senior .citizen theatre to

.

lq-and.with elders.
.

.

o Flathead Valley Community College-in, Kalispel
Montana, uses cable television to provide re

, ment planning programs for rural and isolat

Minnesota,
be o erated'

ird-
d elders.

o Clackamas Community College in Oregon City, Oregon,
.has_artanged for .acceptance of the Gold card -at all
'.public schools in tIe district. This allows elders
to attend.events, use the libraries, cafeteriasv and
.transportation resources of the district at certain
prescribed times.

O Lakeland Community College in Mentoi, Ohio, was in:7,--
strumental-in developing the Senior Citizens Copuhbil
ofake County,"an incorporated associatiop-ot pre-
dominantly older people, whose purpose is identify-
ing elders' needs and taking action. The College
provides teem with staff'service,s-;" research services,
and assistance in%developing funding. The College'
also phblishes a monthly newsletter for elders
which is,distributed to ov3r 1,000 persons.

Niagara C9unty Community College in Sanborn, New York,
has developed.a Center for Older AduWbevelopment
which offers as patt of its programa variety of
courses aimed at training elders for leadership roles
in senior clubs, advocacy groups, and other commu-
nity organizations. The following are examples of
courses offered: "Strengthening the Leadership of
Senior Citizen Organizations," "Communication and
Interpersonal Skills," "Parliamentary Procedure,"
"Older Citizens' Organizations and the Governmental
Processl" and "Becoming InVolved in the Decision'
Making Process."
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The Nature of the Developmental Process of Prorams for Elders-
The survey slowe tnat, where specia programs or e ers exist,
they have Mostoften resulted from the interest and initiative of
a member of the college administration, generally either the
dean of continuing education or the ditector of community services.
As would be expected, the other major factor leading to program
development was the nature of-the popu'ation of elders in-the
community. In communities where eiders,were well organized, such
as in the MinneapoliS area, or wheie they represented a high per-
centage of the population, as in southern_ Florida, programs were
initiated.becauSe of.demand or obvious needs. Other less fre-
quently mentioned motivating factors were the availability of state
or federal funds-for programs for elders, the decline of younger
students, or the approach of an outside service agency such as
the State Unit on Aging or other community service groups.
An additional motivating factor for many colleges was the aware.,
ness of other college programs for elders and'of the increasing
,movement in this direction. In several instances, college per-
sonnel pointed to existing programs for elders at.other colleges
in their State as consciousness-raising for them on the need for
such programs.

At these community colleges where programs for. elders were
developed, recruitment of students was largely done through pub-
licity and advertising in local newspapers or through brochures-
or flyers. Another common recruitment method was outreach to
elders through senior citizen centers, elderly clubs, and elderly
housing. Personal contact through personal invitation or phone.
calls was also utilized for'recruitment by several colleges. .Where

access to the campus was difficult, a large number of colleges used
off-campus sites for programs for elders. Senior centers4recrea-
tional centers, meeting rooms in elderly housing, and municipal
and town facilities such as city halls and libraries---were---among the
most common of these. A number of other colleges provided special
buses or car pools to transport elders to otherwise inaccessible
campus centers.

AlMost all of the colleges having programs for elders tried
to develop a wide base of community involvement and coordination.
Involvement of elders was largely through advisory boards or dis-
Cussions with local elderly leaders and members of senior clubs
and' organizations. As for wider community involvement, the
common affiliations cited were with church groups, serviceclubs,

-housing authorities, local, health agencies, local Councils on Aging,
and State Agencie's on Aging.

9
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The Perceived Obstacles to and Possibilities for the Develop--,
ment of Viable and Responsive- Education Programs for Elders - The
most common obstacle to program aevelopment-cited by those college
administrators surveyed was:the lack of funding. Many_felt budgets
and staff were already facing too many demandg;and new programs
could not be started unless they were income-producing or supported
by outside monies. The-most frequently mentioned roadblock was
inadequate transportation for elders. This was particularly
problematic in rural states, although numerous suburban colleges
also.found it to be a major hurdle; -The lack of knowledge of
techniques of reaching out to'and motivating elders as well as of
planning and implementing programs also ranked among the major
obstacles perceived by the administrators ,surveyed. Other pro-
blems mentioned were lack of staff time to develop such programs,
lack of facilities and classrooms, and lack of administration and
faFulty support.

While concerned with real obstacles, however, most colleges
were optimistic about the potentials for developing and expanding
programs for elders. Most expressed recognition of the nee() to
serve elderi, and a number of colleges currently Without special,
programs reported specific plans for program development within
the coming academic year. The interest in obtaining further infor-
mation concerning successful programs at other colleges that could
be potentially adaptable was striking.

Case Studies

In order to provide deeper insight into the process of
successful program development as currently practiced, the
following case studies have been included:

1. Emeritus College -

College of Marin
Rentfield, California

2. North Hennepin Community College
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota

The North Hennepin and Emeritus programs were chosen because they
can both be termed "model," and they also represent differing
dynamics of progtam initiation. At Emeritus College, the program
for elders resulted from a college administration recognizing the
need and taking the initiative; at North Hennegn, elders literally
demanded a program from a college which proved to be very responsive.
(Further case studies of program development f r elders as compiled
and edited by the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges, can be found in Appendix A.)

4":./
v../

A
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Emeritus College: "e6/1ege for a New Age" - The College of
Marin is located in Kentfield, Ca i ia, about 20 miles north
of San Francisco. It is a modern campus isting of one-story,
sprawling cement buildings interspersed with.afew "temporary"
wooden structures that appear to be left over from earlier days.
The rugged hills that surround the college help to dissipate its
rather sterile appearance. Most of the students that attend the
community college are young, in their late teens and early twenties,
and live in the immediate area of Makin County.

Marin County is a high-income community that serves both as a
"bedroom" foi San Francisco and as a retirement community, pri-
marily for those with comfortable incomes. Although there are parts
of the county in which poorer, minimally educated minority groups
reside, most of the residents are well-educated whites.

,

The College of Marin claims the entire county as its constitu-
ency and offers a broad variety of prOgrams in topics ranging from
arts-and crafts to business education, from cooking to navigation,
and from consumer survival to justice and the law, and a course in
creative divorce because "Marin County has one of the highest -

divorce' rates ,in the United States " (from the college catalogue).
The college also offers a concert and lecture series for the

c.

community, providing a mixture of cultural programs throughout
the year.

The general programs of the college are not unusual but,
rather, characteristic of a great, many of the community colleges
throughout California and the country. However, the College of
Marin is unique in that it has developed, in cooperation with the
elders themselves, Emeritus College, a separate college designed
to provide educational programs for people over 55. The develop-
ment of Emeritus College represents, on the part of the college
administration, both an awareness of and a desire to meet the
special needs of this particular segment of the community.

Through Emeritus College the resources of the entire community
college are available to elders; but, in addition, there are special
courses, .given only during the daytime, that specially cater to
the elder population. Younger students are invited to participate
in any, and all of the courses, but the elders are .the dominant
group 'at half the usual. cost.

The courses provided cover a wide range of topics, including
courses in writing, the law, consumer rights, investments, psycho-
soCial development in the later years, photography, Greek dancing,
languages, yoga, and literature. Seventeen courses were available
aft Emeritus College during the fall of 1974. j
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To be a member of Emeritus College one,registers for a Gold
Card. To qualify one must only be over 55 years of age and have
a "desire to learn with others." The Gold Card is free and
entitles the holder to:

o Reduced basic fees for all classes listed in the
_Adult Education'SChedmle

° Reduced admission to concerts 'and lectures

° Voting rights at Emeritus College convocations

o Parking*permit at half price I

° Library privileges

o The Newsletter and other publications
. .

.
.

Courses at Emeritus College are given bot on and off the campus at
convenient locations such as community senior centers through7

. out the county. The,faculty consists of members of the faculty
from the broader community coalege (College of Marih) and special
instructors, in certain areas hired from the community, many of
whom-are themselves elderly. \ 1

On the campus elders and other age /groups participatein
classes and events together. -Emeritus Gollege_has representation
on the student government as well as on the college-wide planning
committee. The catalogue says:. "A uniq e feature of Emeritus
College is the oppOrtunity for the inte relationship and involve-
ment on campus with S udents of all ages." ''

The real effect veness of. the Emeitus College program lies
not in the programs or courses provide , nor in the fact that the
'elders pursue education with other age groups, but rather in the
process in which the program was devel ped and the desire on the
part of the participants for maintaining that process throughout

.v

its evolution.

As mentioned earlier there is inillarin County a substantially
high population of elderly people. Mpny have lived there/all
their lives, and a greater number have moved there for retirement,.
The College of Marin administration aw this population as needing
and perhaps wanting educational prog ams. Although the desire to
reach the elderly group was there, t o specific "incentives" caused
the college to reach out to the elde ly with special/programs and
classes. First, there was a decline in the traditional younger
population that the college was ser ing. This decline was per-
ceived as continuing in the years a ead with developing shifts in
the population as a wholeand in the County of 14 rin in particular.
Second, the astute. administration miit the poss ility of funding
a special program for the(el erly through title I of the Higher
Education Act.. That fundih was subsequently/ obtained.

9
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-The first step in the process was to hire someone to devblop
the program. That person turned out to be a semi-retired social
worker familiar with providing servives to communities, knoWledgeable
of and trained in community organization techniques, energetic and
dedicated to the.idea that people know what they want and are
capable of pursuing it, given both the opportunity and full know-
ledge of their options.

Before developing any courses or programs, the director formed
an advisory committee to work along with the administration of the
College of Turin in developing Emeritus College. The committee
considered several issues that might normally be considered only
by'the administration, such as the courses to be given, where they
were' to be given, who was to give them, and whether there should be4
any cost for the elderly to attend the programs. "'

. The director assisted the committee by proViding it with,
available options and acting as a catalyst with the college adminis-
trators. In addition, from the very outset of the program he helped
the elders to feel that the program was theirs. When the elders
on the committee were convinced that they has the opportunity to
make choices, they made them. They also made their own mistakes,,
but were allowed to correct them themselves.

Enthusiasm and excitement about the opportunities began to
emerge from the group. This spilled over into the community to
other elders. A series of courses and programs were selected for
the first year, and a total of 68 elders attended them both on and
off the campus during the first .year.

One particular issue that the committee considered during
their early meetings was whether to have the courses only on the
campus or in other locations throughout the community. After
considerable debate the committee decided to hold,courses both
on and off campus at first, gradually introducing the elderly to
the campus.

Throughout the first year the committee observed and com-
templated necessary changes, improved community relations, and
generally became thoroughly involved with the campus, and its
activities. EnthusiOmamong all segments of the campus--young .

and old, administration/and students--continued to grow. At the
beginning of the second year of the program, the enrollment at
Emeritus Coll6ge increased to over 1.,700 elders.

Program Analysis - Emeritus College did not face many of the
problems laced by other community colleges. First of all, the
college was lopated in a community that already had a highly
educated population committed to furthering their education.

okl
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Second, the population was not hampered by the lack of\transporta-
tion, having their own cars and, in some cases, people\to drive
theM. Finally, the college was able to obtain extra. resources
(a title I grant) with which to develop a program for the elderly
community. These factors, of course, enhanced the development of
Emeritus College as well as affecting the program content; but
even with these contributing' factors, -the program would not have
been as successful had the process of elderly involvement from
the beginning not been carried out by the administration. It is
important that the administration saw the "inclusive" orientation
as important, for one cannot create the illusion of participation
without reacting to demands for very long periods of,time.

One drawback to the program was the lack of attention in
involving some of the lower income and minority elderly groups
in the program. Although,it. was no doubt easier_ to develop the
program with those most oriented toward education, this precluded
orienting the program to meet specific needs of all groups. Any
attempts on the part of the "elite" to develop programs for the
others would be unacceptable, and including them after th-elact
would only make them peripheral members of the already existing
committee.

Finally, the committee, the organizer, and the administration
were faced with maintaining the process that had been so success-.
ful. This was not an easy task, for leaders, patticularly among
elderly looking for a nichd in the community, are reticent to let
new leadership emerge.

'Continual growth in terms of course content and numbers of
.elders is limited. Once the saturation point is reached in both
areas the task of the committee, can easily fall to monitoring
which is a bore, which can quickly lead to the demise of the
energies and the enthusiasm that is so valuable. Growth can,
however, continue within the overall college and within the com-
munity IF the administration can continue to see the eldsrs as a
resource as well as a student body.

The elderly, in a very real sense, do represent that community.
They have become a force within their community for changes that
they want. For example, they are extremely helpful in obtaining
funds for the college from the State or Federal Government. It is
difficult for any politician to re...lse the demands of his elderly
constituents.
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North Hennepin Community College: "Elders Call the Shots" -
North Hennepin Community College is a small, flat, modern campus
situated in the middle of the.potatO fields in a suburb about 20
minutes north of downtown Minneapolis, Minnesota. This tranquil
and unpretentious campus seems an unlikely setting. for one of the
most dynamic and pace-setting educational programs for elders, in'
the country. Yet, North Hennepin currently-serves approximately
2,000 elders through its many- faceted Seniors on Campus' Program.
This program offers an array of over 35 specially designed noncredit,
tuition-free courses to those in the area'who are 55 or 'over.

The courses cover several different program categories such
as enrichment, advocacy, retirement planning. and some retraining
for second careers. Course subjects include budgeting in today'd
market, African literature, legislative lobbying, photography,
political awareness, and a wide assortment of others. The college
also provides film festivals for elders, sponsors an exceptionally
good senior chorus, and offers a special trimnastics class for
water exercises given at a local and beautiful indoor pool. Elders
are also encouraged to take other regular college course offerings,
both credit and noncredit.

Although both the college and the elders initially had some
concerns as to the relationship between young and old students,
an exceptionally fine relationship between these age groups has
been developed. Periodic rap sessions between younger college
students and the elders are held, with enthusiastic response on
both sides. An annual "Spring Fling" dance pairs young and old
students in dancing polkas, waltzes, and modern fast numbers; it
is not only well-attended but alsoeagerly anticipated.

But the variety and vitality of the course content, while
important, is not the most noteworthy or striking aspect of
North Hennepin's program. Rather, what makes the college's pro-
gram exciting is the active role of elders in all phases of program
planning and development. Elders, in fact, were the initiators
of the program; and North Hennepin exemplifies the effectiveness
of citizen advocacy,' in general, and senior power, in particular,
when aimed at a generally receptive target.

Until 1971c the college had made no special efforts to include
elders in programs, and few elders had participated in the general
credit offerihgs of the college. However, both the college presi-
dent and the director of community services were committed to the
concept of the community college as a center for the educational
needs of the whole population.
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The college saw its,role as one of helping professionals who
weredealing with elders and making decisions concerning elders.
However, this proved to be a more indirec service role than the
one envisioned by the community's elder themselves.

. .

As. part of its view of itscommunity role and responsibility,
he college sponsored a community planning seminar"on the topic
" ousihg and Care for theiElderly." The seminar-dealt mainly with\H" ousing

home deveiopment,\and professionals and city officials
were invited as participants. To the surprise of the college and
the other participants, as' the seminar was about to begin, a van
from a local elderly advocacy 'group, the United Seniors of Minnea-
polis, drove up onto the campus pedestrian mall and about 15 older
people emerged.

.

The elders demanded to know why the. planning of a program
concerning older, adults' needs and services to meet these needs
4Lba not include them-and seek out their ideas. They also voiced
the more general question of overall interest in and programs
for elders at the college. The director of community services
answered the questions'by discussing -the availability of general
course offerings and college cultural events to elders. In many
cases, this would have been the extent of the encounter, with the
elders asking what the college was doing and could do for them and
the college responding with comments on the general availability
of its existing programs to; the whole community. In other cases,
the college might have made, relatively minor gestures and overtures
to the elderly population by offering reduced tuition to existing

_,-tourses or by developing several one-day or two-day workshops
for elders. But at North Hennepin, the administration used this I

encounter as the basis for an examination of its ability to meet
the real needs of the area's elders. The college then began its
own extensive outreach efforts tc understand what elders wanted

cand what the college could best provide.

As a first step, the director of community services, in con-
junction with several elderly groups, organized and sponsored ,a
Senior Citizen Invasion Day at the college, which attracted over
400 elders. As a result of this, an advisory committee composed
largely of elders was formed. From this group came the decisions
on program content. Also,from this group's discussions with the
director of community services came an award of funds under a
title III grant, Older Americans Act, for instructors, transporta-
tion, publicity, and other project supports.

0°
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One of the first programs was.to make Senior Citizens' Campus

Invasion Day an annual event to be held each fall to*open up the

campus to community elders.and acquaint them with the kinds of pro-

grams and services offered and how .they could become involved in the

college. This event has been particularly helpful in creating a sup-

portive and non-threatening entree to the college for many elders.

Also, the idea of seniors "invading" the campus was purpOsely
continued by the elders on the advisory committee to suggest the

.
vitality-and strength of elders%aotivating,themselves and plunging

back .into community life.

Elders-today not only help in planning programs but also are

involved in arranging and scheduling transportation for other

elders in a special senior van and car pools. They.are also in-

volved-in recruiting other elders, calling to check on absent

senior students, and teaching courses themselves. Elders use

written evaluation fbrms to express satisfaction and dissatisfac-

tion with courses and are encouraged to provide more informal feed-

back as well. The college administrators and faculty from the

president on down are accessible to and open with elders;' they appear

to cultivate and enjoy their.relationships with the elderly students.

Elders are also involved in student' government, and one 62-year-old

student was elected to the student senate.

Program Analysis - The North Hennepin situation had two

strong assets from the outset: a well-organized elderly con-
.stituency, 'and a college president and a director of community

services who were committed to the philosophy of an open

college for evelyone. The United Seniors of Minneapolis, the

elderly group which "invaded" the'camus and made initial' demands

for a program, are an active, politically sophisticated group well

steeped in the skills of advocacy. The existence of such a group

as well as other local well-organized senior clubs certainly made

outreach and information tasks much easier and more effective for

the college.

The director of community services and the president of the

college envisioned their roles to be those of facilitators, and

immediately recognized and stressed the importance of elders' self-

determination and involvement. It is indicative of the entire pro-

gram that when asked the role of elders in the program, the director

of community services'answered: "It's very simple; they call the

shots."

The continuing and deep commitment of the director of com-

munity services has been the key to the program's success. He

has been able to provide competent direction without being overly

directive. He has also managed to develop an informal, relaxed

approach that is neither condescending nor patronizing. As the

Seniors on Campus Program developed, he became so involved in the

issue/of education for elders thathe developed a study and
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wrote his doctoral dissertation in that field. He used his exper-
tise in providing options and structuring situations within which
the elders made their own decisions and developed their own program.-
The elders, through their advisory committee, determined the courses
to be offered, suggested the instructors, and set times and places
for courses to be held. As a result, the North Hennepin program
was able to develop an excellent balance between the professional
and consumer roles in program development.

There were other factors which were instrumental in the
program's success. /First, the program was able' to obtain funds.
Besides supporting he program, funds were used to purchase a
van for tran'Sportig elderly students. Since the college is
quite a distance from the city and not very convenient to public
transportation, this was a necessity for elderly participation.
Car pools were al0:1 organized to assist in the transportation
effort. Also, the college-Itself is physically accessible with
single level buildings, no stairs, and ample parking close by.
It also had facilities for students in wheel chairs.

The North Hennepin program still faces many problems. It
has not been abe to find methods of reaching the poorer, more
isolated elders who are underrepresented in these and other pro -.
grams for elders. This is obviously a very difficult task k'it
one which is important for the continued growth of the program.
Also, the col ege must face the problem of maintaining the aura
of excitement and involvement which have been the hallmark of the
program.

The development of the Seniors on Campus program has-been
recognized as a growth experience not only by the elderly students
but also by the rest of the student body and the administration.

3



Chapter IV

An Inclusive Model of

Educational L)ro ram Development for Elders

Taking the Initiative

In some cases community colleges have started progrgms for
elders in response to demands from either' elders themselves or,
from professionals and/or agencies providing social services to
elders. (See North Hennepin Case Study.) Today, however, more
and more community college administrators are themselves taking
the initiative and developing the programs from within. By doing
this they find that they can both increase the early commitment
of the college and allot more time for the planning process.

Before one can undertake to initiate effective programs for .

elders it is necessary to view elders as people who are inter-
ested in and in need of educational programs as well as people
who should be included in the community college'd service popula-
tion.

The initial steps to be taken may be to convince. the college
"higher ups" and/or governing board that the college should reach
out to serve the elders of the community. The means by which and
how quickly this is accomplished.depend upon the situation. In
some cases it_may_be enough_to document the need, i.e., numbers,
sex, education, futVie projections. In other cases, it may be
necessary to use more persuasion and clout.

Among the areas to look Into to gather support'for one's
case are: a) other colleges that are doing programming for elders;
b) facts, andCfigures about elders and edubation; c) potential losi
of younger students due to aging of general population (the'"baby
boom" bulge is moving upward); d) humanitarian commitment; e) pro-
fessionals serving elders' in the community; f) elders themselves.

One assistant director of continuing education in a community
college in the northeast did everything he could think of to con-
vince the director that the college should reach out to a' rather
substantial elderly population. Finally, he brought in an "expert"
on the problems of-aging and got the dean and her together over
lunch. The "expert" talked about programs throughout the country,
and the dean was convinced that the program should start.

It is important that commitment of the college administration
be obtained before beginning the program methodology suggested in

this volume. Without that commitment the program cannot succeed.

If one has'the commitment of the college administration one
is well, on the way toward taking the initiative in contacting the

1
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elders of the community. Reaching out to elders cannot be over-
emphasized.. Not only does\it give the college a better grasp
of the needs but it has the effect of showing the elders that you
are sincerely interested in them, something that very few others
have done.

Taking the initiative in programming for elders can.give the
college an important start in the tedious process of client involve-
ment in planning and program development. If the C011eje accepts.
the view that programs for elders are an obligationithen it can
examine how to,lbest mobilize its resources and set the process of
program development in.motion.

Forming an Alliance

This model of program development is set in a framework of
inclusiveness. That is, its success hinges on the involvement of
elders in each of the steps. Thus forming an alliance with the
community of elders is the' ey to the model, forthe process of
forming the alliance and the subsequent planning is as important
to prograM effectiveness as the resulting courses and/or services.

fe

It is suggested that the alliance with eldefrs be developed
with the community through the formation of a representative coaii-
.tion of older adults. This group may. be called a consumer (elderly)
planning board (CPB), a program development committee (PDC); a
senior- advisory council (SAC), or some other designation. (Pre-
ferably, the word "advisory" "should be avoidedsince it implies
little authority in decision-making-4.) For the purposes of this
guide, the group will be hereafter referred to as the consumer
planning board. The purpose of this board is't6 insure the con-
stant input of the community's elders in program planning.

There are two basic,concerns in developing this board: 1)

choosing a representative board; 2) attaining the proper balance
between the, role of the consumer board and the role of the college
administrator.

Choosing a representative board - In selecting a group repre-
sentative of elders, it is tempting to call on'a few very active
older people who may already be connected with the college or to
use an existing organized club to serve as the planning group.
While this certainly saves time and research at the outset, in the
long run it can be detrimental to final program success. It is
important, then, to do some initial research on the general char-
acteristics of elders in the community. .

The basic factual information needed to achieve an overview
of the community's older-population is:

3
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NuMber of elders

Percentage of population

Areas of high density "of elders

Income levels

Age and sex breakdowns

Residential arrangements (living alone, senior
housing, living with families, living_in nurs-
ing homes) .,

This information can generally be obtained from a combination of
census reports and information compiled by the State agency on
aging. The position of this agency slithineach state bureaucracy
differs as does its title. (See Appendix E for liiting and .,

address of State Agencies.) The State agency should also be able
to direct youto any other existing special stUdies of your
community's elders. 1

I

Once you have this general overview of the elderly popula-
tion, the next step is to see what clubs and organizations for
elders.exist in yourcommunity and to determine what section of
the elderly population they represent. A listing of most clubs
can generally be obtained from the State agency on aging. It
is helpful to speak with a number of these groups and with a num-
ber of elders to achieve a complete picture. Very. often, there
will be several groups in the community, each of which claims to
represent the elderly. In truth, each, usually represents one
.segment of community elders. While the numbers and types ol'organ-
izations for elders vary greatly from town tdii5wh-and state to
state, there are two large national organilati ns which have many
local chapters across the country: the Nation 1 Council of Senior
Citizens; the American Association of Retired eisons/National
Retired Teachers Associ:ation.

Beyond these, many cities and towns have councils on aging,
golden age clubs, ethnic-based senior clubs, clubs. for retired
unionworkers: and retired professionals. Also, many elderlY.
housing complexes have their own clubs. There are many elders
in the community who may not be represented by organized elderly
groups and from whom representatives should be Sought. For
example, elders in nursing homes are often capable of%participating
in certain programs. An ambulatory representative from a local
nursing home could be a board member.

Having attained a picture of the characteristics Of elders
in the community and a picture of the existing clubs and organ-
izations and what portion of elders they represent, aboard of
about 8 to 15 elders should be selected. This iglarge enouat-
to insure representation but small enough to be rue "working"
group.
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Since each community varies greatly, no spetific guidelines
on the makeup of the consumer board are possible. .However, follow-
ing are some general guidelines to consider in choosing members:

o Representation of different income levels

o Good distribution of men and worsen

o Representation of different age levels from
55 on

o Representation of working and retired elderi

o Representation for diffe ent geographical
sections of the communit

o Representation of different types of living
arrangements

1

o Representation of institutionalized elders

o Representation of differ nt educational back-
grounds

o Representation of different minority and ethnic
groups

Attainin the ro er balance between the consumer board and
.the college administrator - Many consumer .Doar s serve as soun..lng
boards and rubber stamps of policies already set. In a sense,
they exist solely to legitimize decisions already made. This has
been particularly true where consumer boards of elders have been

developed. Elders are usually expected to attend meetings, ask
a few questions, and nod their heads in approval of other's deci-
sions 'about programs while others make decisions and implement'
programs. Such a.consumer board provides no real input to the
administrator and usually does not succeed in giving elders even
an illusion of participation:

The consumer board :.posed here must be one with which the
administrator is willing to work on an equal basis and on all
phases of the program. This can involve long. and difficult meetings
to iron out disagreements and differences, but it also insures real
elderly involvement and the development of a process providing both

dignity.and self-determination.

Attaining the proper balance between the rples of the con-
sumer board and the administrator is difficult. However, each
does have a complementary task and their roles can be mutually

I
supportive. Through input from the elderly consuraer board, the

I
.
administrator greatly minimizes chances of makinge-krors due to
oversight or ignorance of elders' interests and habits oriof
other activities and programs for elders in 'the community. Elders
can also provide help to the administrator by exerting influence
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on and seekin'g assistance from the college administration and other
community groups. A contingent of elders approaching the administra-
tion with a request for space and use of-rooms can sometimes be
,more effective than the dean of continuing education making the same
request.

This does not mean that elders become experts in education
any more than it means that the administration can fully under-

. stand the problems elders face. Rather, this does mean that both
have special, equally important areas of expertise which are import-
ant ingredients for the most effective program development.

The administrator should not be dictated to by the board nor
should the board allow staff to be dictated to by the administra-
tor. The administrator should provide program research and pre-
sent a wide variety of different program options and methods of
teaching which could be available for elders.

Most groups in the population are likely to be traditional in
their approach to education and/unless given full' understanding of
options, may choose programs which do not succeed in meeting their
needs. Effective self-determination of programs must be based on

. as complete information as possible. The administrator also,has the
responsibility to see that all matters are fully discussed, that
every member of the board has a chance to speak, and that the rami-
fications and implications of various decisions are understandable.
The administrator, too, must set the parameters of resources within
which the college is willing to make a commitment. The consumer
planning board has an obligation to present community needs as they
see.them, to consider educational objectives and options as well
as the limitations and abilities of the college to provide needed
'programs and activities.

The consumer planning board and the administratiob represent
an alliance for program development for elders and as such it is
helpful that the CPB have active representation on other decision-

-making boards, where they exist. Clackamas Community College,
Oregon City, Oregon, has elders serving as members. of every con-
sumer and gov-rning board in the college. This, the administrators
claim, gives the elders a voice in all activities and programs of
they college. (See Appendix h.)

Assessing Needs

The initial task confronting the administrator and the con-
sumer planning board is an assessment of the educational needg of
the community's elders. Ultimately, for e'ffective programs, an
assessment of elders' needs depends on their'own perceptions of
their needs in conjunction with other supportive data. The diffi-
culty lies in ferreting out what the educational needs are since
people are often unaware of educational options available and needs
are often unrealized or ill-defined. Talks with small groups of
elders or individuals, pointing out options and finding out about
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habits and interests, are one valuable method of needs assessment.

Another way of assessing needs is to develop an instrument
which will give information on elders' major problems and inter-
ests as well as on their choice of educational programs to solve
these problems to be used as a guide along, with other available
data. On pages 29-30, is.an example of such a needs assessment
instrument. It consists on one side of 20 statements expressing
both positive and negative feelings about themselves and their.
lives, commonly expressed by elders. In the opposite column are
20 statements listing solutions in terms of an activity or program
which a communitycolleg might offer. Those filling out the form
(which should ideally be on one long sheet) Should be instructed

. to choose the descriptiv statements that typify their situations
and then connect each of these with the solution in the right-hand /
column that they think wo ld either further enhance a positive
feeling or reverse a negative one.

This technique may be particularly effective for three
reasons: (1) it is brief and relatively easy to complete;
(2) it gives elders the.opportunity to express not only their
concerns and feelings but also the solutions they want; and (3)
by allowing eachAndividual to express feelings al .' solutions, a
more complete picture of consumer desires is obtained. The instru-
ment says to elders: "You know best what the needs are and you
know best what is needed to change these. This is just a way of
helping you to clarify your thoughts." This also means that the
administrator and the consumer planning board will have more
specific directions and guidelines on elders' wishes when choos-
ing program content:

The next problem concerns the use made of this needs assess-
ment instrument. Since the purpose of the instrument is torassess
the needs of a representative sample of elders and the con umer
planning board was chosen on the basis of its representati eness,
the instrument should be given first to its members. This is
only a small sample, however, and other elders should be i volved.
This can be done through the help of the consumer planning board,
senior clubs, nursing homes, senior residences, or general mailing
lists. A very large sample is not necessary. A sample of about
5 percent of elders in your service area is usually sufficient. The
major benefit of taking a large sample is that the more people you
can reach, the more likely you are to develop local interest and
"enthusiasm and the more people you will be involving in the process.

.The needs assessment instrument can assist the program
developer in obtaining useful information quickly. Data obtained
through in-depth interviews with individuals and talks with large
groups of elders can be used to supplement the instrument results.
Also, meetings with professionals working with elders in such
agencies as Social Security, Public Health, familyservice
organizations, and other community .groups can provide a broader
perspective of needs. Very often, professionals in these
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agencies will have greater contact with low-income, isolated
people than do the clubs. From all of these sources, then, a
clearer picture of needs and program desires should emerge for
both the consumer planning board and the administration to con-
sider.

44.
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Needs AssessmentlInstrument

mmunity College is interested in finding
out what kinds of ne ds and interests older people have and what
'kinds of programs a d activities they would like to see developed.
In order to getIth's information, we need your help in filling
out this brief fo . Below, in the left-hand column, are listed
20 tatements de cribing feelings, both good and bad, that older
adults often feel: In the right-hand column are 20 examples

f of activities,tourses, or programs which a community college
) might develop: Please choose tile statements in the left-hand
/ column that best describe your Ifeelliqgs about yourself. Next

draw an arrOw from each of these descriptions to the activity or
program t at you think would make you feel even better about a
good fee ing or would help to Improve a.bad feeling. In other
words, onnect statements describing how you feel with activities
you would like to see developed because of those feelings.

Feelings Activities

1. I am often lonely.

--2. I don't know where to go to
get information on programs.

3. I don't feel that I'm making
the most of my talents and
knowledge.

4. I feel powerless tochange
most of the financial and
housing problems t\face.

5. I feel isolated and home-
bound.

6. I like meeting new people.

7. I am confused about what
benefits I am eligible for.

8. I miss the routine of work.

9. I feel older people are
discriminated against.

10. I have difficulty in getting
around the city (town).

11. I enjoy havingincreased
leisure time.

1. Learning a new language.

2. Meeting.with a counselor and
a small group of elders to
discuss how to cope with
retirement and/or widowhood.

3. Being trained to help care
for young children.

4. Going on field trips to
local points of interest.

5. Attending a hot lunch or
other programs with other
older addlts.

6. Learning how to deal with and
negotiat with 'local, State,
amd,rederal agencies.

7./ Learning about the effects
and the problems of growing
old in this society.

8. Having one central place to
go and get information or
just talk to other elders.

9. Volunteer work several dayj
a week.
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Feelings

12. I don't know much about 10.
options for retirement.

13. I don't feel needed unless
I'm accomplishing something 11.'
specific.

14. I don't think other people
understand the problems
elders face.

15. I need help in finding where
to go for specialized help.

Activities

Learning about my-legal
rights and the law as it
affects older people.

Attending a film series.

12. 'Being trained to -assist
and inform other elders:.

13. Learning about Social
Security, health, and
other benefits for elders.

14.

16. I don't have enough to keep
me busy.

17. I feel I'm presently dealing 15.
gdite well with my retirement,
but there may be future prob-
lems I haven't foreseen.

18. I have to feel useful to
be happy.

I think there are many laws
and policies which should

changed..

I am worried about even-
tually having to go into a

N,,.nursing home.

19.

16.

Having a bus or van avail-
able for special shopping
and medical trips.

Yearning how to understand
and overcome the-myths and
stereotypes of aging.

Taking courses in litera-
ture or,world events, etc.

17. Learning what local programs
exist that are especially
for elders.

18. Having a home care service
to provide help for ill
or homebound persons.

19. Learning how to organize
with other adults to help
each other;

20'. Being trained to work
several hours a week at a
part-time job.

Please use the space on the back of this sheet to make any additional
comments you wish with regard to your own concerns and feelings and
educational programs that might be of assistance to you.

1
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Analysis of Needs Assessment. Results

Most of the feelings 'and activities linkages will be self-
explanatory in terms of suggesting needs and directions for
program content. However, for purposes of general guidance, the
activities chosen can be grouped in the following manner under
the five program categories used in this guide:

Enrichment:

Numbers: 1, 4, 11, 16

Retirement Planning :'

Numbers: 2, 7, 13, 17

Second Careers:

Numbers: 3, 9, 12, 20

Advocacy:

Numbers: 6,.10, 15, 19

Services:

:lumbers: 5, 14, 18
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\
Selecting Program Content

.To detbrmine program content, needs and program desires, as
evidenced in the needs assessment, must be placed within some work -
able\ framework. Community college programs for elders can be
grouped into five general categories: .enrichment, -retirement
planning, second careers, advocacy, and services. These are defined,
as follows:

,o Enrichment - Those programs and courses whose
major goal is the intellectual and cultural
development of the individual. This also
includes social and recreational activities

\ geared to providing more interesting use of
\leisure time.

o Retiremeht planning - 'Programs or courses
designedto help elders' face-and understand
the social, psychological, and physical prob-
lems of retirement.

o SecOnd careers - Training for either voluntary
or paid e ployment.

o Advocacy Programs and courses designed to
train eld rs to work with other elders to
improve `c rrent conditions and to change the
image of lder people. It includes training
elders to push for beneficial legislation or

Ii'd/a.E a
organizing and informing other

o Services, The provision of direct social ser-
vices tbrelders by the college.

An ideal situation would be for a college to offer well-
rounded programs to elders in the first four of those categories,
since in almost every community there will be some interest in each
and to offer "services" only in special circumstances. Realistic-
ally, however, colleges do have limited budgets and resources and
must generally choose to focus intensively on one or two areas or
possibly to develop a program which includes some limited programs
in each area. - The program area or areas you choose to develop
will depend on:

o Needs and desires as obtained through needs
assessment.

o The college's ability to provide such pro/

grams either alone or in conjunction with
other community groups.

4.0



o The existence of other community agencies or
organizations which already provide these pro-
grams or which are both more capable of and
willing to provide them.

.-7- /
Following is a separate discus sion/of each of the five pro-

gram categories, giving general guidelines on purpose and content
Of the program and sample curriculums.

Enrichment - The enrichment category is the one which
community colleges have. most commonly developed for elders. The
college is more likely to have.-the staff, facilities, and exper-
ience to develop enrichment programs than prog k4 s in the other
four categories. There are, however, major issu which the
administrator and the consumer planning board will\face in devel-
oping them. The first of these issues is to choose from the
broad span of possible enrichment programs those whiCh best meet
the needs of the local population.

Another issue is the dilemina of age-integrated vs. a e .

segregated classes. Some colleges have found that elders hose
to attend classes solely with other elders, while other colleges
find that elders prefer the intergenerational give-and-take 8t
classes with younger students.

\
,.\

A third issue is the question of credit vs. noncredit
courses. Again there is a difference of opinion. Some prefer
the-lower pressure of noncredit Courses, while others feel Credit
courses provide for them a sense of structure and purpose. Many
colleges try to provide a mixture of both. These and other,,
issues can only be solved through working with the consumer '
planning board to determine local preferences.

/
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Sample Enrichment Curriculums

The purpose of enrichment programs is to provide creative
and meaningful use of leisure time. This is a category
in which community colleges are least likely to require
advice since enrichment programs are usually areas of
theidr greatest expertise. Also, becatise of the breadth
of the category, no one curriculum can be developedthat
would suit all enrichment interests. As a result, below
are categories of enrichment programs and some selected
course suggestions of particular interest to many elders.

Basic Education:

English as a second la' juage

Reading

Grammar and construction

Arithmetic

Basic science

Liberal Arts:

Humanities:

Autobiographical writing: writing from experience

Modern literature on aging, both fiction and non-
fiction

Women in contemporary society

Social Sciences:

History of your community

Psychological aspects of aging

Sociological aspects of aging

Local and State government

The law as, it affects elders

Budgeting and consumer survival

History of the 20th century as witnessed by
course participants.

Aging in other societies

4
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Science :

Biol gical aspects of aging

Arts and Cr fts:

Photogra hy

Sculpture

Weaving

'Ethnic and fol dancing

Bridge

Chess

Theater: acting, producing, and directing

Cooking for one or two people

Basic auto repair

Basic electronici

Home plumbing and heating

Singing and chorus

Gardening

Jewelry making

Woodcarving

Otheri

Physical fitness

Lip reading

Investments

First aid

Public speaking

Field trips to local sites of interest

Yoga
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Retirement Planning - Retirement planning programs are being
developed increasingly in community colleges. An effective retire-
ment planning program should be started with individuals in their
early 40's and continued off and on until after retirement. However,
most retirement planning programs are offered to people either just
approaching retirement or recently retired. A college interested
in developing such a program may want to approach local businesses
and unions to discuss possible cooperation in recruitment', program
development, provision of facilities, and funds. A retirement plan-
ning program should basically' cover three different aspects of
retirement: (1) anticipating the many changes in relationships .

and life style, (2) learning how to make one's way through the

service system of programs and available benefits, and (3) developing

a new life style.

Most people are not prepared for the many changes and reper-
cussions of retirement. Retirement does not simply mean leaving
a Oob. It often means developing a new relationship with a spouse,

where constant togetherness can cause problems in even the happi-

est of marriages. Retirement also often may. mean developing new
relationships with friends. Many people's social contacts come
largely from work, and. retirement can mean the loss ,of these
friendships if readjustments are not made. Retirement means the
.sudden loss of a routine and often a sense of worth. Individuals
whose identities have been as a machinist, editor, teacher, or fire-
fighter must suddenly put "retired" before these identifications and
see this as an indication of uselessness and a "has been" status.
A retirement planning program, then, must deal with these changes
and their impact by helping elders to expect and anticipate them,
to understand their universality in this society, and to find ways

of coping successfully.

There is, also, a network of services and benefits available

to elders. Elders need to have information on Social Security,

health insurance, transportation and nutrition programs, educa-
tional programs, and.many others. A retirement planning program
should provide basic information on all of these as well as guide
lines on making one's way through this systeM. It is particularly
important that elders realize that these programs are due them as

a right and that they have earned such benefits and paid for them
through their taxes and other contributions to society.

The final aspect of a useful retirement planning program is

t help elders assess their interests and desires for using their

coming years. Options such as cultivating an existing hobby or
starting a second career can be explored. . /

I
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Sample Core Curriculum

Retirement Planning Program

The purpose of the retirement planning program is

-1. TO alert those clode to retirement to the prob-
lems they are likely to face in retirement.

. To better equip them to cope with the problems
they anticipate facing or are likely to face.

3. To develop individual general retirement "plans"
with knowledge of problems elders are likely to
f ace-.

Goals

1. To alert people close
to retirement to prob-
lems they may face in
retirement

2. To provide greater
capacity to cope with
a variety of problems

Curriculum

Retirement and role-
lessness

Retirement and time

Retirement and houi-
-ing

Retirement and spouse

Retirement and health

Retirement "shock"

o Widowhood

o Isolation

o Loneliness

Study of retirement
network"

'SuggrAed.Methods

Both,spouses should
attend if possible

Discussion with
people already in
retirement

Simulation of prOb-,
lems

Group attempts to
cope with them

Case examples

Selection of study
areas most rele-
vant

Discussion with
agency personnel
about services
provided

Grbup discussion
and workshops on
various study areas



Goals

r:
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Curriculum Suggested Methods

Income Visiting agencies
and housing options

o Pensions

o 'Social Security

o Investments

o Supplementar
second income

o Other

Social Services

o Agencies on Aging

State

Local

o Golden Age groups

o Churches

o Information and
resources,

o Other

Health

o Medicare

o Medicaid

o MedeX

o Hospitals

o Doctors

o Nursing homes

o Fraud

o Other
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Housing Options

Private housirig

o Public housing

o House versus apart-
ment

o Retirement villages

o Other

Legal Services

o Wills

o Frauds

o Obtaining, rights,

Agism (prejudice against
age)

Prevalence of ac i.sm

o Distinguishing be-
tween the myths of
agism and reality

Ways of confronting prob-
lems of obtaining service

3. To develop an individ- Group discussion and
ual retirement plan individual study of spe-
which is not binding cific problems
but general

/
Discussion of
agism

Simulation of
"myths'and,
reality"

'Discussion
with those in
retireme t on
problems f
obtaining ser-
vice

Simulation

Workshop ,

Individual
study

Counseling
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Second Careers - Few community colleges have developed pro-
grams to train elders for second careers. Yet, for both economic
and psychological reasons, increasing numbers of elders are inter-
ested in developing new vocations or turning. avocations into
vocations. The demand for euch .programs, then, is likely to
become greater. There are many reasons, too, why second careers
make sense. Since elders represent a talented and experienced
human resource, there are many tasks in this society they can do
in social services, business, and government. A program in
second careers includes the following components:

o Assisting elders in assessing talents and desires

o Training

o Opportunity and job development

o Placement and followilp

o Ei/aluation

Many training programs fail because they neglect the component
"opportunity and job development." Employment opportunities for
second careers do not always exist in communities. Sometimes this
is because the employer Ms not thought of using elders to fill
jobs or because there are no positions available.in certain employ-

,
ment areas. The community college administrator, consumer planning
board, and/or elders participating in a second career class may want
to work with business, local government agencies, and private
social agencies in deyeloping part-time and full-time, volunteer
and paid positions. Where specific jobs do not already exist,
the college should attempt to point out areas where there is need
and where jobs could be created. For example, hospitals might be
shown that hiring an elderly person for intake and reception areas
to assist entering patients would provide a valuable service. Or,
the local Social Security office might be shown how it would be
to their benefit to have several elders trained to answer certain
types.of calls -and inquiries. The college, ideally, then should
take the initiative in not only training elders for second careers
but in helping to develop the concept of second careers.



Sam le Core Curr/iculum for

Second Career Pro ram

The purpose of a second ca( eer prografiris to provide
an- examination of individOal potentials and options
for voluntary or paid employment and to develop train-
ing and employment oppor unities.

Goals Curriculum

1. To develop capacity to/
select viable options,

2. To deve
or upg ade existing
ones

Review of and asEc.s-
ment of individual
skills and abilities
as related to job
desires

o Past employment
history

o Hobbies and
avocations

o Areas of spe-
cial.interest
or study

o Physical capa-
city

o Financial needs

o Voluntary-paid

o Business-human
service

o Part time-full
time

o Other

op new skills Assessment of avail-
able education for
skill development

o Existing commun-
ity college pro-
grams

Lik

Suggested Methods

Group discussions

Individual analysis
of needs

Individual- counsel-
ing

Sample second-
career case strdies

Development by)
elders of a job
fair for eldeirs
with representa-
tives of local
human service agen-
cies, businesses,
and other potential
employers available
for discussion of
their areas

1111---1



3. Job development

4. Evaluation and
followup
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o Other education-
al institutions

o On-the-job train-
ing

Review 'of specifid
employment opportuni-
ties and job counseling

Assessment of job satis-
faction

Group and
individual
discussions.
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Advocacy - Elders, like other minority groups in recent years,
. have begun to realize that to improve their situation in any

significant, large-scale way, they will have to become activists
and advocates and organize to help themselves. Community colleges
can provide support to these efforts in various ways. Colleges can
develop programs and courses to instruct elders on the basics of
the political and economic system and how they directly affect the
conditions of elders. Colleges can design courses to instruct.
on such techniques as organizing, lobbying, and writing press
releases for the media. This can be particularly effective if done
in conjunction organized clubs and groups in the community.
Periodic seminars on specific pending national and State legisla-
tion can be scheduled. The degree to which colleges can participate
in such advocaCy efforts, particularly with regard to/specific
stands on bills and candidates, will depend on the State and fed-
eral regulations governing the use of government funds. If regu-
lations prohibit such complete involvement and sponsorship,
colleges can serve as a catalyst in assisting organizations in
developing such programs. Another option is for colleges to
develop a nonprofit corporation with elders and to jointly develop
an advocacy program.



Sample Core Curriculum

for Advocacy Program

The purpose of an advocacy program is to inform and
train older people to understand the complex of prob-
lems they face and to master the techniques and
methods of advocacy through which they can begin to
overcome these problems.

Goals Curriculum

1. To develop an under-
standing of the myths
and realities of aging

2. To develop. knowledge
about the political
process

3. To develop knowledge
of income and finan-
cial problems of
-elders

be)

Overview of physio-
logical, socio-
logical and psycho-
logical aspects of
aging to provide
an explanation of
aging in the context
of this society
terms of what
elders can expect,
how they are
regarded by others,
and the resulting
changes

Review of organiza-
tion and functions
-of national, State,
and local govern-
ments

Overview of Social
Security system
and other pension
policies

Review of consumer
problems in living
on a fixed income
in terms of infla-
tion

Suggested Methods

Case studies to
reflect differences
in aging

Group discussion
on changes exper-

-'-ienced vis-a-vis
? the society

Talks by local
representatives

ExaMination of
voting records of
political people
and policies and
provisions of
"helping" agencies

Examination of
existing legisla-
tion and proposed
legislation on,
income

Talks with Social
Security personnel
on major problems
voiced by recip-
ients



Goals

I

4. To develop knowledge
of health care prob-
lems

5. To develop knowledge
of housing, trans-
portation, and other
problems of aging

5. To overcome feelings
of powerlessness and
frustration
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Curriculum

Discussion of pos-
sible remedies and
plans for raising
elders' income
through minimum
wage and reductions
in taxes and other
'cost breaks

Review of avail-*
ability of health legislation
care, health care
delivery, and qual-
ity both locally
and nationally

"\ Suggested Methods'

Existing and proposed'

Review of health
insurance plans
and costs

Review of national
health insurance
and legislation

Review of the
national and State
legislation for
elders affecting
these areas

Organizing and
developing coali-
tions of elders
for "senior power"

Lobbying--initiating
and pushing legisla-
tion

Communications and
use of media to
educate elders and
the community to
make problems and
demands visible

9
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Services - Generally, community colleges should not be the
providers of direct social services to elderS except insofai as
they assist in direct educational program participation. However,
in many areas, community colleges have been either the only or
the most qualified body to sponsor and develop needed service pro- ,

grams. This is particularly true in many rural areas of the Midwest
and West. As a result, some colleges now sponsor nutrition programs,
multiservice centers, information and referral programs, and health'.

clinics for elders. Nevertheless, provision of these services to
meet basic needs does not fall within the special expertige of the
community college. Where needs for basic social services do
exist and where existing agencies cannot handle these, community
colleges should begin to work with elders and community agencies
to advocate for funds and to strengthen these existing service
agencies. In other words, community colleges should undertake
direct services only on a transitional and temporary basis. 1

Insuring Program Effectiveness

While generalizations about elders are to be studiously avoided,
there are characteristics that may be found among numbers of elders
(as well as some younger people) that the program planner may wish
to take into .account in order to reach the maximum numbers of elders
and to assure maximum effectiveness with those reached. Some of
these characteristics follow:

o Limited mobility either. from personal physical
limitations or lack of transportation

o Fear and/or apprehension about "returning to
school" and competing with younger people

o Knowledge and wisdom gained through years of
experience

o Lack of awareness of the community college as a poten-
tial resource

These characteristics can influence recruitment techniques,
location of the program, facilities used, teaching style and
types of supporting services.

Recruitment - If one takes serious the notion that commun-
ity colleges are obliged to serve the elders of their communities,
then it may become necessary to "sell" the college to all segments
of that group in order to get them involved. At this point both
where to do this and what to say are appropriate questions.

In addition to the usual use of the public media for announc-
ing programs, consider putting special announcements and articles
in newsletters and bulletins that are published by local senior
citizen and golden ag* clubs. Mid Plains Community College in North

6 u
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Platte, Nebraskafound that feature stories in the local papers
on program participants and content rather than mere announcements
were very effective in promoting interest. Church bulletins are
also often widely read by the elders of community.

One college arranged with the electric company to include
announcements of courses for elders in with the electric bill in
order to reach isolated people. Rock Valley Community College;
Rockford, Illinois/sends personal invitations announcing' college
programs directly to elders' homes.

However, when recruiting elders, no one medium is as effectiVe
as direct contact with the prospective participants. Personal
appearances and contact by staff or, better still, elders familiar
with the program at places where the elderly live, work, gather
for meetings, or participate in recreation are by far the best .

methods of recruitment. Bucks County Community College in Newtown,
Pennsylvania/ recruits elders by setting up booths in local shop-
ping centers and malls. Other places to visit in the recruitment
4.tinerary include senior citizen and golden age clubs, councils
on aging, church groups, veterans' clubs, grange meetings, elderly
housing projects, recreation centers (public and private), bingo,
beano games, etc., (often elders are there because they know no
other options); libraries, nursing homes, and business and industry.

Nursing homes are often overlooked as recruitment possibilities,
even though they present an excellent opportunity for programs.
However, when recruiting in a nursing home the college must_be will
ing to hold clisses there or make sure proper and adequate trans-
portation is provided.

Businesses and industry should not be ignored as places of
recruitment, particularly for second career and preretirement
programs. Usually there are newsletters or in-house newspapers
in larger industrial.plants that will carry a list of programs
or articles on available resources. In some cases industry is
willing to cooperateby bringing together people close to retire-
ment for a meeting to discuss potential programs.

Recruitment of elders for community college programs requires
that they be convinced that the college is a resource for them.
Their image of education may be narrow. Some may see education
only as sitting behind a desk and doing their lessons. This can
make it diff4- It to present a broad view of the resources that
education can provide. They must be made to feel that the college
can meet an important need or desire they have.

One must call upon common sense in discussing programs with
elders, usually staying away from educational jargon, since
these terms are sometimes negatively charged for any lay audience.
When discussing available options it is often useful.to talk in
specifics, indicating the exact content of the various courses,
the leaders, the teaching methods to be used, where sessions will
be held, and what will be expected of them as participants.
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In recruiting, it is helpful to beak in mind that, for many,
the college campus may appear to be "foreign" territory. Some
have fears of becoming part of the academic atmosphere. Also,
some will assume that they will be competing with "smarter and
abler young people," and will have reservations about being

4 involvdd in courses with younger students. The person recruit-
ing for programs may want to attempt to alleviate some fears,
whether real or imagined, at the outset. Several colleges through-
out the country have used the "gold card" as a way of acquainting
elders with' the campus. Elders \of the community are given special
privileges and access to events at the college at reduced rates
or even free. \To symbolize this privileged status all elders are
issued gold cards.

'Location of F'rograms - Several \factors may influence the loca-
tion of the program, such as accessibility of ,the campus, avail-

\L\
ability of transportation, availabil'ty of suitable off-campus
sites, fears among some elders about academia and/or sharing'
classes with young students, and suitability of the campus for
use ,by those with physical limitations. If the campus is easily
accessible and available to elders, many colleges have found it
to be the best place to hold their programs. Benefits accrue to
both the college and the elders when they are on campus. For
example, the younger students, faculty and administration
benefit from the elders' experience, 'while the elders feel that
they are a part of the life of the campus and enjoy their exper-
iences with others.

If the elderly population generally is not familiar with or
is fearful of educational programs, holding programs in places
familiar to them can eliminate potential concern about being
"on campus." Senior citizen centers and public buildings such
as city or town halls, high schools, recreation centers, etc.
are often places to hold programs. CZten elders are used to
these places and they are usually centrally' located.

A satisfactory locale for programs in the area of retirement
planning and second careers may be in space provided by the
business or industry that is cooperating with the program.

Successful programs have been conducted by community colleges
in nursing and retirement homes, retirement villages, public
housing, and trailer parks occupied by large numbers of elderly

people. Black Hills Community College in Spearfish, South Dakota,
is one of several colleges across the country that holds lectures
and programs in local nursing homes. A community college in Ver-

mont has held successful programs in private homes. Thus, flexible
and innovative use of options is helpful when selecting the location

of programs.

Methods of Teaching - How one presents material to elders can
have a great deal of influence on the success of the program.
Don't ignore what elders do know in presenting new material. It

is impossible to travel through fifty, sixty, or seventy years of

°
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life without learning a good deal about practical living. Too
often teachers use the same teaching practices with elders as
with youth and quickly lose their audience of elders.

Education of the elders presents a.different challenge to the
teachers. The teacher brings to the course-or program a knowledge
about a subject and resources that the students do not have. But
the teacher should be ever aware of the fact that the elders alsO
have knowledge and resources that the teacher may not have. It
is the combining of all this knowledge and resources for increased
knowledge that the teacher should keep in mind as the objective.

The teacher should also keep the students continually aware
of the learning options available to them. Decisions on the use
of audiovisual material, field trips, individual indepth studies
of particular areas, political action, role playing, and other
aids to education should be made jointly by teachers and students.

The teaching style that most lends itself to this approach
and recommended for teaching elders is the seminar or workshop
with small numbers of students participating.

Supportive Services - One of the major probleMs that commun-
ity colleges face in the development of programs for all elders
is transportation. This is particularly a problem faced in
rural and suburban areas where public transportation is minimal
or nonexistent. Many elders choose not to have or cannot afford
cars. No specific solution is offered to this problem, but
following are some suggestions gleaned from the experiences of
others.

If the program can afford a bus to transport elders to and
from programs this is one solution. The bus_can be driven by
one or several of the elders in the program either voluntarily
or for remuneration. If the program budget cannot support a bus
or theie are budgetary regulations prohibiting it, perhaps a
local philanthropic or fraternal organization could donate one.
Also a local car dealer might provide one for advertising pur-
poses. You might check to see if there are funds available for
a bus through the state office on aging and/or the Area Agency
on Aging serving your area. Finally certain education funds
may be available from other State or Federal sources in your
area for this purpose.

Another solution is to borrow a bus if possible. Sometimes
senior citizen groups or churches have buses. Also school buses
might be available off hours for use by elders. In Iowa, the
use,. for example, of school buses to transport elders to commun-
ity college programs has proven very successful. Of course, the
major difficulty with borrowing buses is that their availability
may dictate the time schedule for the program which may not be
the best time for the elders.

60
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Some programs have successfully developed a system of shared
rides with other students or participants, youngsters or alders.
This system, however, is often fraught with the usual troubles of
car pools which need not be reiterated.

Some colleges have contacted church and/or student gror.s to
provide transportation as a philanthropic project. A word of
caution: if this is attempted, one person should be assigned
f,111 time to coordinate the program. This may be an elder from
the program or a staff person. Without such coordination too
many elders become stranded and the whole program is likely to
break down quickly.

The physical limitations of some elders require close scrutiny
of facilities before their use. Generally, the more physical
barriers there are the fewer elders will have access to the pro-
gram. Stairs can be a major problem. To accommodate eldeily
with physical limitations classrooms should be on the fLcst floor
and in no case abovethelsecond floor without an e:evator or
escalator available. Buildings which have facilities to accommo-
date the handicapped such as ramps are more easily accessible
to elders. Also one should not overlook the availability of bath-
rooms to physically handicapped elderly people when planning pro-
grams. Some buildings, particularly new ones, often have heavy
fire doors in the hallways. These doors are difficult for many
elders to get through when they are closed. Avoidance of such
barriers assures greater chances of successful programs.

In most communities, there are service agencies that are able
to help elders with such problems as housing, health care, income
and nutrition. A working knowledge of the agencies and exactly
what they can and cannot do is helpful villUh working with elderly
people. In some cases, it may be advisable to bring agency
representatives to the program, on campus and off.

There are, however, localities where services are minimal or
nonexistent; and there are also many problems for which there
are no current solutions 4 In such cases, elders are often their
own best resource for se king solutions. "Senior power" organiza-
tions throughout the country are presently working to solve many
of the problems faced by elders and are having some success. As
mentioned previously, community colleges can assist in the develop-
ment of advocacy to increase the number and variety of supportive
services for elders.

Some colleges have been successful in mobilizing many of the
resources of the community for greater program effectiveness.
Local businesses may donate a wide variety of needed materials
and space. At Southwest Wisconsin.Vocational Technical Institute,
Fennimore, Wisconsin, community service clubs co- sponsor classes
and programs. Also, at Greenfield Community College, Greenfield,
Massachusetts, local businesses donated downtown store space for
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a storefront college as well as other equipment and materials.
This requires wide contact with business and community leaders,
and ingenuity in begging and borrowing. It is worthwhile to bear
in mind that along with their genuine concern for.elders, provid-
ing elders with help is good public relations for business. Giving
public credit to those who help by word of mott' or in writing,
or through awards insures continued cooperation, from previous donors
and makes it more likely that others will help.

Maximizing Manpower, Finances, and Other Resources

One of the greatest challenges in developing a program is.in
making the most of available resources and seeking out new resources.
Most college administrators are faced,with both a limited budget
and either a part-time staff or no staff at all. There are resources,
both human and financial, which can be obtained by the enterprising
and determined administrator.

The best resource for any educational 'program for elders is
elders theMselves. As stressed earlier, involvement of elders
.in program development and implementation not only contributes
to program success but also must be seen as a goal in itself.
Elders can perform a number Of essential program tasks which would
normally be undertaken by paid staff. Fcllowing are a few examples
of such tasks:.

o Researching basic demographic and factual back-;
ground on the community's elders

o Assistingin community needs assessment, includ-
ing distribution of needs assessment instrument
and analysis of results

o Recruiting students through talks to elderly
groups, direct mailing to elders, and staffing
information booths in senior centers or other
areas where elders congregate

o Providing publicity and communications by writing
press releases and flyers for local newspapers
and/or TV and radio stations; arranging appear-
ances on local radio and TV community service
programs

o Serving as instructors and teachers

o Approaching community groups and local industry
for doriations of materials, space, and/or funds

o Approaching government agencies and private founda-
tionsi along with administrators, for funds

o Collecting information on and developing liaisons
with pertinent community groups and organizations
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o Developing car pools and working out transportation
schedules

o Assisting in writing proposals for program funds, to
appropriate agencies

While most of these tasks can be done by elderly volunteers;
qualified-elders shouldbe given particular consideration in
filling paid positions where'theY have been developed and funded.

There are several places to find elders to work on program
tasks such as those outlined above. The first and most obvious
place is the consumer planning board. Members may be interested
in assisting themselves or will be able to direct you to other
elders who would. Another source of elderly volunteers is the
network of'local elderly clubs and organizations found in most
communities. Most communities have several organizations such
as Voluntary Action Programs or united community ,groups which
place adult volunteers.

Another appropriate resource is a volunteer program especially
geared'to training and providing elders as volunteers, the Retired`:

Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP). This program serves people 60
and over. Community collecas can become involved in this program
in two ways: eitheras the sponsor and developer of the program
or as a volunteer station for use of elders' talents.. More than
25 community colleges have developed RSVP programs,. although this
direct service role can often be more appropriately accomplished
.by other groups in the community. Elders are provided with sti-
pends and work for several days a week at jobs chosen to reflect
their choice and talents. The RSVP program comes under the
auspices of ACTION, a Federal agency, which administers a number
of volunteer service programs. For the name and address of the
program nearest to your college, you can contact your regional
office. of ACTION '(see Appendix B for address).

Besides elders themselves, there are other groups which can
provide volunteers. Many younger college students, particularly
those in the field of social service or education, would be inter-
ested in phases of program development. In some cases,, students
can be given field work credit for substantial participation.
Sometimes, staff of area social agencies and other community groups
will see participation in such tasks'as outreach and instruction as
part of their functions and provide such services at no cost to the

college.

Some large companies have developed programs which encourage
workers to perform community functions on company time. For
example, Xerox Corporation has a Community Involvement Program
which allows employees to select and work in a project or activity

backed by corporate funds. Xerox Corporation also has a Social
Service Leave Program which supports selected employees to work

an entire year in some community-related project. A quick survey

6 I.)
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of local industry would determine ifsuch programs exist in
your community.

Besides personnel, there are c....her program resources which
can often be obtained at no cost. Use of public and municipal
buildings such as city or town halls and libraries can often pro-
vide needed space in population centers. Also, local companies
and businesses, if approached (particularly by a group of elders),
will often donate equipment and'Supplies.

A successful education program for elders can, then, be
developed with little direct funding. However, this involves an
aggressive search for volunteers and donations. This approach,
however, also serves to involve both elders and other community
groups more deeply in the process of program development'and,
while more taxing for the' adminstrator, can provide greater rewards.

Most educational programs for elders, however, do ultimately
need to seek some sources of, direct funding beyond the limitations
of the college budget. .

A major source of funding for educational programs for elders
is the Federal Government. Three different agencies within the
Federal Government are particularly appropriate for directing
such program proposals: Administration on Aging, Office of Bduca-
tion, and Department of Labor. 1

The Administration on Aging, U.S..Department of Health, Educa-
.tionfand Welfare, through the authority of the Older Americans
Comprehensive Service Amendments of 1973, has authorized funds_
for several purposes which fall within the possible pr gram inter-
ests of community* colleges. Title III of these amendm nts can
provide funds for developing a wide range of cultural nrichment
and direct service programs for elders, and for planni g, needs
assessment, outreach, and transportation aspects of th program.
Title IV of these amendments provides funds for the tr ining of
persons to improve service delivery to elders. This. co ld include
'funds for programs which train elders to develop second areers
in providing services to other elders. Title VII provide funds
for nutrition, including not only provision of meals but also
nutrition education and other supportive services such as informa-
tiokand referral. This funding would basically be used by colleges
who felt compelled to enter into direct'service delivery because
of elders' unmet nutritional needs in the community.

Most Administration on Aging grants are disbursed and admin-
istered\by the State Unit on Aging in eacn State. Recently
State Units have decentralized service planning and delivery by
developing area agencies on aging. Funding efforts should also
take into account alliances with these-area agencies. Requests
for detailed information on area agencies and on funding proposals
can be addressed to the State Unit in your State or to the Admini-
stration on Aging in Washington. (See Appendix B for addresses

6 I
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of State Units and the \Administration on Aging.)

The Office of Educa
Education, and Welfare,
'educational programs fo
of the Higher Education
community service and co
needs of elders, retirem

ion, also in the U.S. Department of Health,
s another appropriate source for funding
elders. In particular, Title I, Part A,
ct of 1965 authorizes funds to support .--

tinuing education programs to meet the
nt planning, and general enrichment

programs. This title, along with_Title III of the Older Ameri-
cans Amendments outlined above, has been an especially successful
funding route for community colleges. Funds are disbursed through
each State's Post-Secondary Education Agency, and requests for
information should be addressed to these agencies or to the Office
of-Education-in Washington. --Also-under_the_auspices of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, each 'State Post-SecondaryZclucation
Agency has some monies for funding scholarships for pursuit of
basic educational objectives. These can be sought for financing
needy elderly students.

Under Title III of the Adult Education Act, Office of Educa-
tion funds can be sought to train elderly paraprofessionals for
participation in community service program. These funds are
administered on the State level by the State education agency.
The Office of Education also disburses funds through each State's
Vocational Education Agency to be used td develop training pro-
grams to upgradeelders' skills, consumer education programs,
curriculums, and to train paraprofessionals. Again, requests for
more information should be made to either the Vocational Educa-
tion Agency in your State or the Office of Education in Washington,
D.C.

The Department.of Labor is another possible source of Federal
funding. Under the recent Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act of 1973, funds are available to provide training and job
development for older workers, with particular regard to retrain-
ing for employment in public service positions. Colleges inter-
ested in developing second career programs may find this source
'a useful funding possibility. Funds under this Act are distri-
buted by "Local Prime Sponsors," a term used for the specially
designated local units of government charged with administering
these funds. Further information can be obtained from the
regional Federal office or the Department of Labor in Washington, D.C.

For certain-innovative and replicable model programs,
limited direct funds are made available directly through the
Administration on Aging in Washington under Title 'IV (Model Pro-
jects) of the 1972 Amendments to the Older Americans Act.

Although most Federal funds are disbursed through and admini-
stered by appropriate State and municipal governmental units,
often, State units on aging and State education agencies accept
funding proposals for specifically earmarked State funds. Also,
State public health and mental health agencies should be checked
for funds to develop health education' programs for eldeis through

'30
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the college.

Local units of government, counties, and particularly the
larger cities may have funds for developing Programs for elders.
County offices, city and town hafls should also be contacted to
see where responsibility for elderly programs rests and what
programs exist.

Private funds can come from thre potential sources: local
civic and social clubs, private foundations, and business organi-
zations. Local civic and social clubs--Kiwanis Club, Rotary Club,
Elks Club, University Women's Clubs, Junior League, Junior Chamber
of Commerce, etc. sponsor events to raise funds for the benefit
of local community projects. If approached by groups of commun-
ity elders and presented with the need for funds for educational
programs, they willloften provide needed financial assistance.

Private foundations are a source of funding, although some
have restrictions on funding public institutions. Local founda-
tions are particularly receptive to funding programs in the immed-
iate community and should be approached before larger national
folundations. A Directory of Foundations, usually available at
your college or the local library, lists private foundations by
State along with an explanation of the types of projects-they
fund, areas of special interest to elders, and monies available.
A directory of foundations for your State may be available through
the Secretary of State's office. One may want to check the pre-
vious year's tax records of a foundation to determine actual
allocations of funds.

Up to now, the business community has not been-a source for
funds. However', business is recognizing its responsibility and
obligation concerning the option:. open to its retired employees
and the community's elders, particularly in view of early retire-
ment policies. Again, however, the business community must be
approached and shown the needs that exist and the potential
rewards for the community as a

S.
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Chapter V

A Glimpse of the Future:

Implications for Program Development

It appears that American society will, during the last of the
20th century, continue toward greater industrialization and urban-
ization. Technological development will continue to increase
rapidly in 'the years to come making it increasingly difficult for
workers to keep up with changes that affect their jobs. As a
result younger workers, more recently educated in what probably
will become a more technically oriented system, will have more up
to date thus more valuable knowledge than their older counter-
parts.

The society will continue to be youth oriented and will undoubt-
edly continue to regard work as the most important factor in deter-
mining a person's position in and worth to the society.

Because future technical development will both accelerate the
rate of a person's obsolescnce2 in industry and also make it
possible for a smaller prop rtion of workers to produce the neces-
sary goods for the society, a reduction in the age of compulsory
retirement to 60 or even 55 can be anticipated. As a result, it
is possible that the lower limits of what is called "old age" will
be reduced accordingly.

But what can be predicted about the elders who will be liv-
ing in the America of the future? First, we know that there will
be more elders than ever before. It is predicted that there will
beat least 28.8 million over 65 by the year 2000. We also know
that the proportions of elders in the population will increase
steadilyl for at the present time the number of people over 65 is
increasing more rapidly than the nation as a whole.' If there. is
a major breakthrough in the cure of heart disease or cancer or
both we can predict that the figures will be even higher.

1. See Donald 0. Cowgill, "The Aging of Populations and
Societies" in The Annals of the eanerican Academy of Politics and
Social Science, Vol. 415, September, 1974.

2. Robert A. Binstock, "Aging and the Future of American
Politics." Political Consequences of Aging. The Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 415, Septem-
ber, 1974, pp. 159-212.

3. "New Facts About Older Americans," U.S. Dept. H.E.W.,
U.S. Gov. Printing Office, 1973.

4. "We, the American Elderly," U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
U.S. Gov. Printing Office, 1973.
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We also know that in the future elderly women will outnumber
men to even a greater exte than they do today.5 Elders will
also be better ed4cated,6, healthier and more physically mobile
than ever before.' Probaiply tomorrow's elders will be slight
more affluent than elderis today8 and more will be living alone:

Aside from thesejrather dry statistics about the aging, one
can predict that increasing numbers of today's younger people will
live longer, healthier lives following their work careers and
consequently "old age" will become a more active stage in the life
cycle. It is likely-that people will be seeking increasing options
for activities during their retirement and retirement itself will
take on new meaning as an entrance into new roles and new activities,
not only as an exit from the old roles as it primarily is today.

Over the next decade and beyond the society will be wrestling
with providing ways of helping many elders -constructively to use
time that really will not be considered-leisure time. Leisure
time is related to work and st people can be filled with
activities that haxe.-littre-or no social worth to the individual.
However, when-refliees-hzve-no _work at least some of their time
must be filled with what to them Is meaningful activity.

As the population increases and the age of retirement decreases
there will be increasing numbers of healthy, "young" elders able
to perform many tasks in and for the society. Ways need to be
continually developed to harness the untapped resources of elders
to help meet society's economic and social needs.

Finally, as the composition of the elderly population changes
over the next 25 years there will be an increasing demand on finan-
cial, social and medical services. These demands will probably alter
.the substance of those services as well as the amount, making it
necessary not only to increase services but to develop new services
that have never been provided.

The implications of the above for community college involve-
ment in the field of aging are many.

As the population of elders grows, so too will the demand
for programs by elders from various sources, including education.
Community colleges will need to reach out to greater numbers of
elderly and reach out to them with a wider spectrum of programs.
As forced retirement becomes more and more common, education
about that period of life and ways of preparing for it and coping
with it will be necessary. Not only will people about to retire

5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. "New Facts about Older Americans," op. cit.
8. "We, the American_ Elderly," op, cit:
9. Ibid.
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and those recently retired need such programs but also younger
people in the college program and in industry. It is likely
that industry and labor will increasingly look to education for
help in this program in the near future.

As the notion of a two-career life becomes increasingly
accepted, courses and programs to prepare people for second careers
will be needed. Community colleges can work with younger people as
well as elders to develop second career curriculums and in con:-
junction with service agencies and industry develop jobs in the
community for older workers. Educators and service personnel will
need__to be trained in methods of developing second career programs.

As retirement becomes a more active way of life for increas-
ing numbers of people, education, in general, and community colleges,
in particular, will be called upon to prepare elders to take advan-
tage of a variety of options (outside of second careers) for use
of both leisure and non-leisure time. This might involve active
participation in advocacy, legislative activity, education for
continued growth and enrichment, volunteer service activity, and
a variety of options not yet thought of.

.As the need for services increases and changes its focus,
community colleges can prepare both service personnel and elders
to cope with the changes. New personnel will need training and
veteran personnel will need updating on newly developed techniques,
services, and programs. Further; community colleges can supplement
services with additional programs and even pilot new and innovative
services where appropriate and necessary.

As knowledge proliferates in the field of gerontology, ser-
vice personnel often will not have time to sort out and keep up
with the literature that can help them in their practice. The
community college can serve as a resource to the practitioner by
sorting out relevant material and abstracting articles and books
to facilitate professional practice.

While the major areas for possible participation of community
colleges with elders in the future have been mentioned, the
potentials for specific programs, courses, etc. in any or all of
'these areas are practically unlimited. Program development in 'tile

l

' future will require imagination on the part of the planners, cora-
mitment on the part of the college, and continued interaction with
the community of elders, industry, labor, and government.

As the younger population, traditionally those served by
the community college, decreases over the.next few years, many
colleges will look to new populations in order to maintain services
and educational standards in the community. Hopefvlly, these col-

,

leges will seek to make elders their second careers.
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0 APPENDIX A

Five Additional Case Studies

The following program descriptions are taken
from Older Americans and Community Colleges:
Selected Papers, edited by Andrew S. Korim
and Dorothy 0. Waugaman.

Grateful acknowledgment is given to the
American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges for permission to print these
excerpts here.
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SENIOR INVOLVEMENT, AT CLACKAMAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

John Hakanson
President

Clackamas Community College
Oregon City, Oregon

Many senior-oriented activities are regularly scheduled as
part of the college's program. At least one senior citizen serves
on each of the 27 lay advisory committees which help the college
keep its curricular and service programs in line with community
needs. On one of the committees, the Community Service Advisory
Committee, both the chairman and the vice-chairman are seniors.

Our senior citizen Gold Card program appears to have been
the first of its kind in Oregon. It was started at Clackamas
eight years ago, and since that time every community college in
Oregon has adopted the same plan or one similar to it. Even
Oregon State University and the University of Oregon are now using
a limited version of the plan for their activities.

Any Clackamas College District senior citizen, 62 years or
older, may receive a Gold Card by applying at a local high school.
The card entitles the bearer to attend high school or college
dramatic, musical or athletic events without charge. It also
allows the senior citizen to register for any college class, tuition
free.

Another campus program involving senior citizens is the
Green Fingers community garden. Green Fingers is operated on
several acres of campus land divided into 142 plots, 20' X 40'.
Anyone in the community who wants-to garden but has no land to
cultivate is invited to take a plot. Water, seeds and fertilizers

are provided through donations. There are no restrictions on what
is planted, and gardeners are wholly responsible for managing
their own crops. Many seniors and low income families use the
garden plots as a means.to supplement their food supplies.

Last summer, a boat trip on the Columbia River was offered
through the courtesy of the Portland Yacht Club. Arrangements
for the trip, including lunch, were made by the Community Servi es
Advisory Committee, and it was publicized through the Clackama
County Senior Citizen's Council, and the college public information
office.

( /
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On at least two occasions, the college has joined with other
groups and organizations in the county to organize a salmon bake
for seniors. The governor of the state and one of Oregon's congress-
men have spoken at these gatherings.

Other college services which have been useful to senior cit-
izens include the following: (1) the speakers' bureau, which reg-
ularly sends staff members to address groups; (2) assistance in
publicizing senior activities; (3),printing of publicity and in-
formation; and (4) seminars on topics of special interest. When
possible, college vehicles are used to provide transportation for
groups of seniors to various events.

College counselors make their services available to seniors)
and college staff members function on various committees, boards,
task forces, and steering committees working for and with senior
citizen groups.

Community education classes are available for everyone, but
there are some specifically tailored to the elderly. Some ex-
amples are Physical Fitnes6 for SeniorsThe Aging American and
Understanding Your Social Security.

Clackamas Community College has received funds for two im-
portant projects related to the elderly within the past year.
The-first of these is the Senior InVolvement Project, funded by
the Oregon Department of Human Resources Program on Aging, the
college, and the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges. The second project is the Retired Senior Volunteer Pro-
gram (RSVP) funded through ACTION and the college.

Phase I activities of the Senior Involvement Project included
in-service training for people working with the elderly in insti-
tutional settings. One of these classes was held at Dammasch
Hospital, a State mental institution. Instructional emphasis was
on the sociological implications of aging.

Another manpower training program was held in February. The
two-day workshop covered motivation techniques, reality orienta-
tion, understanding depression, behaVior modification, and recre-
ational management and direction. Volunteers working with the
elderly, and staff and administrators of nursing homes were among
the participants. Orientation to the Aging and Their Health Care,
another manpower training program at the paraprofessional level,
was taught on campus.

A two-year Human Serqices curriculum with and Associate in
Science degree is planned with basic core classes coupled with a
specialty. The specialties will include some or all of the fol-
lowing: child care, mental health, educational aide, and aging.
A practicum in the specialty selected is a requirement of the
curriculum.

1
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Approximately 35 seniors attended a class on the Aging Am-
. erican at a local Loaves and Fishes chapter, with another sched-
uled to begin soon. Loaves and Fishes is one of several names
given to county programs of federally assisted meals plans for
the elderly.

One of the conditions of federal funding for these programs
is that in addition to.serving food, some form of social interaction
opportunity is provided. The college, through its speaker's\ pureau.
adult basic education program, and the Senior Involvement Project,
helps meet this condition by providing speakers, films, classes,
and, musical or dramatic presentations.

College instructors have made nutritional information avail-
.

able through the Loaves and Fishes program but have not met with
overwhelming success. However, a Shopper Helper workshop, with
tips on stretching the food dollar, shopping and cooking for one
or two persons and how to ;Ise freezers and other present-day
appliances, had a spinoff that shows promise. Two workshop par-,
ticipants reported what they learned to ;senior centers.

One of the emphases of the Senior Involvement Project is to
enhance the opportunities for seniors to contribute to the solution
of their own problems, as well as those of others. We avoid speak-
ing and acting in terms of doing thingS "for" seniors; ather we
conduct ourselves' so as to do things "with" seniors. st older
people have been meeting heavy responsibilities for m y years.
Many are not ready to quit that entirely, nor should hey be
encouraged to do so. Most seniors need the stimulation and
opportunity of participation and involvement..

The Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) is funded to
provide senior citizens, retired and over 60 years of age, op-
portunity to offer theirtime and skills in volunteer service.
Their duties have included work in schools; senior centers, hos-
pitals, nursing homes, offices, libraries, parole and probation
,offices, and community centers.

A newsletter and weekly "Seniors on the Move" newspaper
column in a local paper stimulate interest and open. communi-
cation lines among seniors by reporting activities of RSVP
volunteers.

/



SERVING OLDER-AMERICANS:
PROGRESS AT TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Don C. Garrison
Director ,

Tri-County Technical College
Pendleton, South Carolina

The basic purpose of the project is to develop one of
South Carolina's most neglected resources - people - and invest
this resource in a field bankrupt in skilled manpower -

The scope of the project includes the formulation and
implementation of a program to meet the needs of senior citizens
in the Appalachian Region of South Carolina with emphasis on
meeting the needs of citizens in Anderson, Oconee, and Pickens
Counties. It is being accomplished by working to achieve three
major objectives which constitute the three-pronged thrust of
service, education, and referral.

The first of these components, scheduled to be implemented
in September of this year, will provide indirect service to senior
citizens through a manpower training program. This manpower.
component, when developed, will offer services to senior
citizens both in institutional and community environments, such
as "project plea," "meals on wheels," extended care centers,
welfare, social security, nursing homes, and other social
agencies. This will be accomplished by the initiation of a
two-year associate of applied science degree program to train
job-entry personnel and a sequence'of Curriculum and non-
curriculum courses designed to aid current social agency
employees in more efficient services to our senior citizens.

The second thrust is presently well underway. The education
component is designed to offer educational programs to both
individuals and groups of senior citizens. Courses such as
Proper Nutritional Habits, Health Care, Budgetary Planning,
Arts and Crafts, and Recreation will be offered. Tuition (no fees
or books included) will be free to all senior, citizens sixty (60)
years of age or older in these courses which are designed to
contribute to the "good life" of our senior citizens. At present
there are over 600 senior citizens in our service area enrolled
in general educational programs. Another 413 enrolled in
"retraining" courses such as Housewiring, Driver Training,
Brick Masonry, Cabinet Making, and Small Engine Repair.
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The third major thrust of the project is that of offering
referral services in the community, both from senior citizens
to proper agencies, and from agencies to senior citizens. The
referral phase of.the program is taking, or will take, three
directions: first, courses will be organized for agency
employees to assure that all employees Understand their roles
and responsibilities to their senior clients; second, the
Human Resources Associate's Department Chairperson and staff
will act as an information center for individuals, groups, and
social agencies who need direction to proper agencies where
services can be obtained; and third, the associate's department
chairperson and staff are becoming active in the counties'
councils on aging so that they can become an information bank,
coordinating agent, and "the glue" to hold the councils
together.

Three additional specific, but less major, objectives
are also contained in the project.

These objectives relate directly to the Human Resource
Associate educational program (a program that leads to the
associate in applied science degree). These specific objectives
are

1. To develop and implement a multi-directional training
program, which will train personnel to provide service,
education, and referral to the elderly within The
Tri.:County..Community and the Appalachian Region of
South Carolina,

2. To recruit, enroll, and graduate 20 to 30 area spec-
ialists annually and to offer services to senior
citizens in both institutions and community
environments,

3, To employ a department chairperson and staff who will
teach specialists in this program and serve as a
liaison with all senior citizen groups and agencies
within the region.

In support of the above objectives, the following courses
comprising a curriculum with a focus on aging will be imple-
mented in Human Services:
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Human Growth a.ld Development I
Introduction to Gerontology
The Aged in Contemporary Society
Self Awareness
Active Therapy I
Human Growth and Development II
Concepts of Work and Leisure
Community Organizations
Active Therapy II
Consultation
Nutrition and Health
Personnel Finance
Crisis Management
Nursing Care for the Elderly
Developing a Therapeutic Community for the Elderly
Introduction to Social Work
Communications Skills Development
Special Problems of the Elderly
Effective Speaking
Supervised Field Placement I

The final phase of the project contains an evaluation
report. This report will describe all work performed to
include a complete outline of the program and a complete
description of how the programs were developed, conducted,
and evaluated. Continuation plans will also be presented in
the final report. The report will be used in the approval
process for acceptance of the new educational program. Final
approval for all new educational programs to be implemented
within the technical college system must be given by
the South Carolina Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education and the South Cardlte Higher Education Commission.
Documentation of need is the it critical requirement of the
approval process.

The project has opened new avenues of service for the
community. Additional objectives, not included in the. project
as funded by Duke University and AACJC, are either being, or
will be, supported from other sources such as the technical
college, counties' Council for Aging, industry, The South
Carolina Commission on Aging, other agencies responsible for
offering servides to senior citizens, and other projects funded
by. the Appalachian Regional Commission.

;
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Problems Encountered in Implementation

There are several probleths that have to be solved in the,
Human Services program. First, finding'a person qualified to
coordinate the program has caused a serioul delay. We have been
unable to find a person with both the administrative back-
ground .and the technical knowledge required. Apparently, the
output of graduate programs in this field is not enoughto
satisfy the current demand for highly trained individuals in
the field of aging. A second problem, and perhaps the most
serious,is that the program is simply ahead of its time. The
newness of the program and its innovative nature have caused
some lack of understanding in state and local social welfare
agencies. It takes a concentrated effort to educate these
agencies to the ben f its of'such a program.

,,.

A related problem is that of getting recognition from the
heads of state and local social welfare agencies. The social
agencies are mann d by professionally trained personnel (usually
with a Master's egree), and there has been some difficulty in
getting them to-accept these two-year graduates with such highly
specialized tr fining. However, Rrogress is being made through .

an intensive ucational effort.
In order to establish positions and job classifications

for graduates, it is essential ithat officials understand the
need for the .capabilities of thehighly specialized graduates
who will be produced.

1
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PROGRAMS FOR ELDER AMERICANS
AT SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Robert Varela
Coordinator

Educational Services for the Aging
Southeast Community College

Lincoln, Nebraska
1

1

Focus on Pre-retirement Education -

In consultation between Southeast Community College and
the Nebraska Commission on Aging, it was d ci ed that initial
priority al.3 emphasis of resources would e p aced on fulfilling
the recognized community need for pr etirem&nt education.
An advisory comi.ittee, set up fo -he purpose of ensuring citizen
input into program development, and composed a wide variety
of individuals and represp atives of groups i \terested in the
problems of older Nebragkans, concurred in this decision.

,----

The following section reviews materials pipared.by the
staff of Southeast Community College\in respons to the,
priority stated above. The outline of the Pre-ietirement
Planning Program is suitable for m dification by other interested
community colleges to meet local n ed. Topics Covered in the
outline include attitudes toward a ing, successful retirement,
income and expenses upon retiremen and the law pertaining to
retired persons.

The target population was ide tified as all persons, age
50 and over, who lived in the service area of the college.
These persons would be found in industry, retail sales, financial
institutions, or as members of unions, self-employed, or in
small groups with insufficient numbers to support such I program.

In the latter case, two or more small groups might combine for
the program.

, Specific needs that a pre-retirement program might meet
/ deal with developing and/or sustaining feelings of self-worth,
developing an awareness of alternative for retirees, and
exposing persons to the existence of resouzce agencies and
persons. Each pre-retirement group to be deived would be
questioned to determine specific content to be incorporated
into the model of.a previously developed training package..

The program, as developed, was expected to meet/ the
following needs:
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1. the need for a continued sense of self-worth, and

7'2. the need--for information about the aging process,
living arrangements, budget changes, and laws that
impact on the retiree.

The first session is designed to introduce the participant
to the fact that retirement is a personal event. During the
meeting time, persdnal feelings and ideas about retirement are
examined. The film, "The Rest of Your Life' is determined to
be an excellent resource for introduction to the subject of
retirement as a personal life event.

Recognizing that actual life situations are important in
the process of education, the second session\utilizesipersonal
sharint. by some retirees in demonstrating successful retirement
models. While all lelements of a person's life cannot be matched
to a model, often some similarities can be found. It is helpful
to include modea.s of varied life styles during this session.

The last folir sections of the program are intc,rchangeable.
Their 'order is insignificant; however, all of the elements are
important to include.

Explanations of the normal process of aging performs dual
functions. On the one hand, knowing the general process of
normal deterioration can alleviate some anxiety at the loss of
energy, or other slowing down; on the other, specific' danger
signals can be highlighted to provide an awareness of when
treatment might be indicated. Also included with this session, -r.
is the desirability of maintaining as much growth as possible
until death. Second career possibilties, vollteer work, and
other creative uses of leisure time ensure that 'growth will not
stop at retirement.

The question of where and how to live is a perplexing one
for many retirees. Questions such as should they stay in the
same area where they have long time friendships, should they
stay in the same house even though it requires a lot of upkeep,
or should they move into a retirement community with easy upkeep
homes, or to an easier climate, closer to children or other
relatives, or what? What supportive services are available for
independent living when Oh.ronic health problems arise? Alternative
answers to the questions are discussed in the large groups, but
opportunity for evaluation of the information on a personal basis
is available in a small group setting.

.1
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Since Social Security provides retirement income for a
great proportion of retiree, persons, a valuable resource person
for a pre-retirement program is a representative of the Social
Security Administration. The importance of income in addition-,
to Social-Security payments is stressed. Alternative sources
of money income, methods of supplementing money income through
discounts and careful purchasing are discussed.

How the law affects retired persons, what special pro-
visions are available for tax relief, how to set up trusts for
'conserving inheritances, why wills are important, what kind
of planning can be done, and how to make the most effective
use of available insurance are vital to retirement planning.
The necessity for adyice from a lawyer and how to obtain legal

counsel are also liscusst..d.'

A program is only as effective as it impacts on people it
is meant to reach. It became apparent early in the project at
Southeast Community College that a major effort would need to
be undertaken to alert the .-community of the college progr7s

$ for older members of the community. Promotional letters were
sent to businessmen and civic groups in the Lincoln, Nebraska,
area informing them of the programs at the college. Posters',
were sent with the letter for posting on bulletin boards. The
motto of the program, "Failure to Prepare is to Prepare for
Failure," was used to direct attention tz the poster.

Additionally, the program was given wide coverage in 'local
newspapers. As activities took place, stories appeared in the
newspapers giving a wide range of ready access to the information
regarding the efforts of the college.

Participants in college programs are required to evaluate
the total program. ,This'demonstrates the intent to improve
programs expanding community support. Suggestions to make
modifications have been in orporated into the programming.

The advisory committee was established by the college
proved to be valuable not only in contributing to the dev=
elopment of activities but also in assisting the college to
publicize its efforts. Much of the success Of the efforts of
the college is due to the commitment given to the college
by the members of the advisory committee.



THE ROLE OF FLATHEAD VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE IN
DEVELOPING SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY

Harold B. Ingalls
Coordinator

Aging Project
Flathead Valley Community College

Kalispell, Montana

Flathead Valley Community College is located in North-
western Montana in the Rocky Mountains. The area, with its
mountains, lakes, streams, and relatively mild climate (similar
to the Puget Sound area), has been a prime retirement location
for people from all parts of the state. As a resdlt,. 21 percent
of the population of Kalispell, the site of FVCC, consists of
persons age 60 and over. The high percentage, of retired citizens
in the community has led the college to place a high priority
on the programs for senior citizens.

There are three aspects of the college response td the senior
citizens of the community:

1. outreach programs,

2. information and referral, and

3. coordination with councils on aging at various levels.-

Outreach activities vary widely in scope. Free tuition
is offered to senior citizens for all academic, occupational,
and community service classes on a space available basis..
Specialized courses are available with a minimal-tuition of
$5.00. Admission to dress rehearsals of all drama and musical
events is free. College vehicles are available for transporta-
tion of senior citizens on an ability to pay basis. In
addition, the COA newsletter (published by the County Council
on Aging) is printed and distributed through college services.

The college program hies moved out to senior centers:
recreation classes of the college provide programs of recreation
.,ad fitness in the centers. .There is an emphasis on performances
by musical and other collegiate groups at senior centers and for
senior organizations. A comprehensive arts and crafts program,
using the resources of the. elderly with special skills to be
instructors, hab been developed.

College student clubs helped furnish the senior centers by
gathering furniture for use in the facilities Provided, thus
creating some understanding and feeling between the generations.
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Finally, the college sponsors a Retired Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP), utilizing student assistance in organizational
procedures. Since its inception, the senior volunteers have
learned new skills, developed new interests and made a con-
tribution to the life of the community. The program at FVCC
is considered one of the best in the state.

A novel program of information and referral has been
implemented with the aid of televisiLa. Ipasmuch as 80 percent
of the college service area is covered by cable television,
a broad variety of educational, cultural, social, and recreational
services can be delivered inexpensively through the cable
television system. One of the most successful pilot efforts
during the first year of the program was a weekly news broad-
cast for senior citizens, "These Are the Day's." Features
include national and state news pertaining to benefits for
older citizens; local events and happenings; hints On Social
Security, health, and n )ltrition, and the very popular short
video clips of local history entitled "Those Were the Days."

The use of television in information and referral services
for the elderly has been highly effective since television is a
chief source of information for the retired population. When
coupled with the COA newsletter, information and referral
services in the Flathead Valley reach nearly 100 percent of
the target population.

The coordination function of FVCC with local and area
councils on aging has benefited the community at large. Most
of the efforts of the designated planning coordinator of the
college have been in the area of coordinating programs and
services between the local council on aging and FVCC,

1.1



RESPONDING TO THE NEEDS OF THE AGING:
THE APPROACH AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY

Doreen D. Heller
Coordinator

Aging Prbject
Community College of Allegheny County

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

The Community College of Allegheny County (CCAC) (Pennsylvania)
is committed to the concept of educating senior citizens. There
is a genuine commitment to providing educational opportunities
for-the entire population of Allegheny County. A full-time
coordinator of aging projects was appointed as the result of a
grant from the American Association of Community and Junioi-
Colleges to research and develop curriculum for the elderly
living in .complex urban setting. An advisory council was
appointed to assist in the development of innovative and sub-
stantive programs for older adults and for those working with
them. Several council members came from the professional field;
however, most of them were retired but active individuals.

--Rel-ati-onshiy-were immediately establis1ied with many social
service agencies in Pittsburgh and in Allegheny County. One of
the most immediate needs to surface as a result of this contact
was manpower training. College resources ana program efforts
in the first six meths of the project focused on manpower
training.

-- In cooperation with the local Council on Aging, problem-
solving seminars for professionals working in the field
of aging were developed.

In-service training for supervisors in senior citizen
centers was conducted with the. City of Pittsburgh.

-- Presently, in the developmental process are in-service
courses for nursing home and residence home staffs in
the area.

-- A 100-hour training course is being conducted for home-
maker/home health aides who serve the elderly under the
auspices of the Visiting Nurse Association and the Adult
Services Division of the Allegheny County Department of
Social Services.
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-- A program was developed in cooperation with Meals on
Wheels in which basic casework skills were taught to
the volunteers who delivered the wals.

-- Four seminars on nutrition were held for volunteers
working in Meals on Wheels kitchens.

-- Five series of seminars are being developed and ponsored
by CCAC for the Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP):
one for volunteer directors and their staffs to develop
methods of using the creative talents of volunteers
more effectively; and four for volunteers working in
various settings: (1) in the area of child development;
(2) in general hospitals; (3) in museums and the Better
Business Bureau; and (4) in convalescence and nursing
homes.

-- Credit courses were offered in sociology and recreation
therapy for volunteers in the Foster Grandparent Program.

-- Just completed is a five-week program for clergymen
designed to their understanding of the aging process.
Resources available in the Pittsburgh area to aid them
in ministering to the older adult in the community
were described.

-- A one-day seminar was conducted for Baptist laymen in
the expectation that parish ministers could use lay
help'in ministering to the needs of the elderly.

The advisory council helped direct the elderly in planning
to meet their own needs. Members of the council first advised
an assessment be made of the needs of the elderly living in the

(

community. Involvement and commitment 'of the council members
can le best summed up by one of the pr

(:

spectiye members when he
was asked to serve on the council: "I puppose I must accept
this challenge for we shall not pass this way again, but between
us we may get the road improved while we are here."

-- An afternoon spent at a senior center led to interest
being expressed by seniors for dance and volleyball.
instruction. This interest fostered active support
of a 15-week course entitled "Fitness over Fifty."
Simple breathing exercises led to immediate improvement
of the problems they experienced with shortness of
breath. The instructor had had little previous contact
with the elderly, but worked slowly And carefully,
developing the course as it progressed.
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-- A working relationship with the Craftsman Guild in the
Pittsburgh area led to classes in painting, ceramics,
and weaving being offered in aggregate housing units
and senior citizen centers.

-- As a resultpf a survey'of residents in a building for
seniors able to live independently, classes in Jewish.
Culture and the Psychology of Aging were conducted.

-- In a more confining residence, a program on the history
of Pittsburgh has just begun. Class meetings are
informal, consisting of dialogues between students and
the instructor.

-- One of the most prominent concerns of elderly persons
is their fear of being a victim of crime. The athletic
director at one of the campuses became interested in
the safety and security of elderly women. He developed
and taught a course in personal safety at a county
housing unit. One.of his students; 70 years old, had
not been out of her apartment in two years because of
her fear. Interest in the program had been evident
throughout the community. In the future, the course
will be greatly expanded and adapted to meet the needs
of individual students and the geographical area in
Vich it is to be taught.

-- Finally, in May, the college is co-sponsoring a Senior
Fair involving state, county, and city officials. One
goal of the fair is to create an awareness of the needs
and concerns of older adults on the part of the younger
members of the community. Another goal is to acquaint -

the seniors with programs and opportunities available
to them.

It has been a great advantage to have a full-time staff
person as coordinator to implement all the programs for the
elderly in the CCAC system. Cooperation was immediately established

'are
the campus directors of community service. Regular meetings

are held to discuss current programs and problems, as well as
future plans. Cooperation and joint sponsorship have been estab-
lished with most social agencies serving the county. Because
of the availability of an individual represenzing the 'entire
college who can discuss and solve problems of an educational
nature, more effective, direct service can be given to the
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elderly in the country. The coordinator served as a member of
the task force on education for the county -wide model of the
Health and Welfare Department, as educationaloconsultant for
the Governor's Council on Aging (Western Region) and the
Pennsylvania Specialists on Aging. Joint and cooperative
programs are currently being planned between the community

college and the other instutions of higher education in Pittsburgh.
Resources of all the local colleges and universities are now
easily and readily available for the promotion of.educational._
response to needs of the elderly in Allegheny County.

Because of the relationship established with AACJC, the
coordinator has taken part in three conferences on "The Role of
the Community College in Serving the Aged." From Wormation
obtained at the conferences, it appears there is more substantive
activity in Allegheny County than in many other community college
jurisdictions, primarily due to the full-time status of a staff
person to implement and coordinate programs,

All of these activities have occured in the span of nine
mont, s. We feel this indicates a tremendous need and desire
by ocial agencies and individual citizens, to support the
educational system in its reaction to the awareness of need in
our senior population.
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STATE AGENCIES ON AGING

Alabama
Commissio/i on Aging
740 Madison Avenue
Montgomery, AL 36104

Alaska
Office of Aging
Pouch H
Juneau, AK 99801

Arizona
Division for Aging
State Department of Public
Welfare

1624 West Adams Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Arkansas
Office on Aging
State Capitol Building
Little Rock, AR 72201

California
Commission on Aging
800 Capitol Mall, Room 2105
Sacramento, CA 98514

ColOrado
D-7v7r-s3.on of Services

for the Aging
State Department of Social

Services
1575 Sherman Street
Denver, CO 80203

Connecticut
Department on Aainq
90 Washington Street, Room 312
Hartford, CT 06115

A

Delaware
Bureau of Aging
1118 West Street
Wilmington, DE 19801

District of Columbia
Special Assistant for Services

to the Aged
Department of Public Welfare
122 C Street, NW, Room 803
Washington, D.C. 20001

Florida
51-1:11-06n of Family Services
Department of Health and

Rehabilitative Services
P.O. Box 2050
Jacksonville, FL 32203

Georgia
Commission on Aging
Suite 301
1372 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30309

Hawaii
Commission on Aging
250 S. King Street, Room 601
Honolulu, HA 96813

Idaho -

51717e of Aging
Capitol Annex No.7
509 N. 5th Street,,Room 100
Boise, ID 83702

Illinois
Division of Community Services
Department of Public Aid
Stats, Office Building
Springfield: Il 62706
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Indiana
Commission on the Aging

and the Aged
Graphic Arts Building
215 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46202

Iowa
Commission on Aging
State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

Kansas
Division of Services

for the Aging
Department of Social Welfare
State Office Building
Topeka, KS 66612

Kentucky
Commission on the Aging
207 Holmes Street
Frankfort, KY 40601

Louisiana
Commission on the Aging
P$0. Box 44282
Capitol Station
Banton, Rouge, LA 70804

Maine
Services for Aging
Department of Health

and Welfare
State House
Augusta, ME 04330

Maryland
Commission on Aging
State Office Building
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

Massachusetts
Department of Elder Affairs-
120 Boylestbn Street
Boston, MA 02116

:Six: J..

Michigan
Commission on Aging
1101 South Washington Avenue
Lansing, MI 48913

Minnesota
Governor s Citizens Council

on Aging
277 West University Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55103

Mississippi
'Council on Aging
P.O. Box 4232 Fondren Station
Jackson, MS 39216

Missouri .

Office of Aging
Department of Community Affairs
505 Missouri Boulevard
Jefferson City, MO 65101

Montana
Commission on Aging
Penkay Eagles Manor
715 Fee Street
Helena, MT 59601

Nebraska
Commission on Aging
State House Station 94784
Lincoln, NB 68509

Nevada
Aging Services Program
515 East Musser Street
Room 113
Carson City, NV 89701

New Hampshire
Council on Aging

. P.O. 11,x 786,
3 South Street
Concord, NH 03301
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New Jersey'
Division on Aging
Department of Community

Affairs
P.O. Box 2768
363 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625

New Mexico
State Commission on Aging
408 Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501

New York
Office for the Aging
New YorkState Executive

Department
855 Central Avenue
Albany,,NY 12206

North Carolina
Governor's Coordinating

Council on Aging
administration Building
213 Hillsborough Street
Raleigh,'NC 27603

North Dakota'
Programs on Aging
State Board on Public Welfare
Randall Professional Building
Route 1
1Bismarck, ND 58501

Ohio
BIVision of Administration
on Aging

. Department of Mental Hygiene
and Correction

State Office Building
Columbus, OH 43215

Oklahoma
Special Unit on Aging
Department of Public Welfare
P.O. Box 25352, Capitol Station
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Oregon
Oregon State Program on Aging
313 Public Service Building
Salem, OR 97310

Pennsylvania
Office of Family Services
Department of Public Welfare
Health and Welfare Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Rhode Island
Services for the Aging
Department of Community

Affairs
289 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 12903

South Carolina
Interagency Council on Aging
.2414 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29201

South Dakota
Programs on Aging
State Department of Health
State Capitol Building
Pierre, SD 57501

Tennessee
Commission on Aging
Capitol Towers,
510 Gay Street

'Nashville, TN 37219

Texas
Governor's Committee on
Aging

P.O. Box 12786
Austin, TX 78711

Utah
ITOrsion on Aging
353 East 2nd South,
Salt Lake City, UT \84111
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Vermont
Interdepartmental Council

on Aging
126 Main Street
Montpelier, VT 05602

Virginia
Gerontology Planning Section
Planning and Community Affairs
1010 Madison Building

_Richmond, VA 23219

Washin to
State Cou.cil on Aging
Departmen of Social and

Health S rvices
P.O. Box 1 62
Olympia, W 98501

West Virginia
Commission on Aging
State Capitol
Charleston, PJV 25306'

Wisconsin
Division on ging.
Department of Health and

Social Sery ces
Room 690
1 West Wilson Street
Madison, WI 53702

Wyoming
Department of Health and

Social Services
St to Office Budding
aeyenne, WY



FEDERAL RESOURCES

U.S. Departmen't of Health, Education, and Welfare
Administration on Aging, Social Rehabilitation Service
Regional Offices

Region I. (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, and Vermont)

John F.. Kennedy Federal Building
Government Center
Boston, NA 02203

Region II. (New Jersey, New r

26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10067

rIerto Rico, Virgin Islands)

Region III. ( elaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania Virginia, and West Virginia)

P.O. Box 12900
Philadelphia, PA 12900

Regiop IV, (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee)

50*eventh Street, NE
Room 404
Atlanta, GA 30323

Region V. (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and
Wisconsin)

433 West
Room 712
New Post
Chicago,

Van Buren

Office Building
IL 60607

Region VI. (Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas)

1114 Commerce Street
Dallas, TX 75202
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Sion VII. (Iowan Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska)

601 East 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64106

Region VIII. (Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakotaa.
Utah, and Wyoming)

19th and Stout Streets
Room 9017
Federal Office Building
Denver, CO 80202

Region IX. (Arizona, California, Hawaii, NeIada)

50 Fulton1Street
Room 406
Federal Office Building
San Francisco, CA 94102 .

Re -ion X. (Alaska Idaho Ore on and Washin ton)

1319 2nd Avenue, Mezzanine Floor
Arcade Building
Seattle, WA 98101

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office of Education
400 Maryland Ave. S.W.

U.S. Department of Labor
601 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20213
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ACTION

National Office')

806 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20525

Area I

1416 Post Office Building
Boston, MA 02109

Area II

Room 1609
26 Federal Plaza.
New York, NY 1000?

Area III

320 Walnut Strget
6th Floor .

Philadelphia, PA 19106

Area IV

730 Peach Tree Street, NE
Room 895
Atlanta, GA '30308

Area V

Room 332
1 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606

Area VI

Corrigan Tower Building
Suite 1600
212 North St. Paul Street
Dallas, TX 75201

Area VII

2 Gateway Center
Suite 330
4th and State Street
Kansas City, KS 66101

Area VIII

Prudential Plaza Building
Room 514
1050 17th Street
Denver, CO 80202

Area IX

100 McAllister Street
Room 2400
San. Francisco, CA 94102

Area X

1601 2nd Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
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OTHER NATIONAL RESOURCES

National Council of Senior Citizens
1511 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

American Association of Retired persons /National Retired
Teachers Association

1909 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20049

Institute of Lifetime Learning
Dupont-Circle Building, 6th-floor
Washington, D.C. 20036

215 Long Beach Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90802

National Association of Federal Retired Employees
1533 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

\
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Annotated Bibliography

Following is a brief annotated bibliography of pertinent
information and analyses in educational program development for
elders. It is intended to spotlight those materials which are
'considered most valuable to the community college administrator.
The bibliography is in two sections. The first lists four
publications which offer practical guidelines and specific back-
ground information for the planning and development of community
college programs for elders. The second section is a more varied
listing of literature that provides further background and insight
on topics' discussed in this guide.

Academy for Educational Development, Inc., Never Too Old to Learn,
New York, June 1974.

A concise and readable discussion of current programs for
elders and guidelines for new program development based on a
survey and study for the Edna McConnell Clark FOundation,

Grabowski, Stanley and W. Dean Mason, Learning for. Aging, Adult
Education Association of the USA and ERIC Clearinghouse on
Adult Education, Washington, D.C., 1974.

A compilation of articles covering a variety of different
aspects of education for aging. Among the topics discussed are
the role of education in an aging society and informal approaches
in education for aging.

Huber, Robert, Gundar Myran, and Sean Sweeney, Community College
Services for Senior Citizens, Michigan State University,
Lansing, Michigan, November, 1971.

A brief but thorough report highlighting ways in which the
community college can assist elders directly in their individual
self-development and indirectly through developing skills for
those serving elderi. This report provides many interesting pro--
gram examples and a helpful Appendix of factual information on
pertinent legislation and funding references.

Korim, Andrew S., Older Americans and Community Colleges: A Guide
for Program Implementation, American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, Washington, D.C., 1974.

A comprehensive review of the current "state of the art" of
community college programs serving elders and a guide for the de-
velopment and expansion of such programs. This booklet uetails
strategies for implementing programs to train personnel to work
with elders, for providing a wide range of developmental programs
and supportive services for elders, and for developing and mobiliz-
ing community resources to address elders' needs. Illustrations
are woven into*the chapters citing the diversifidation of com-
munity colleges into new operational modes addressing community
priorities associated with aging.:10t1
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Atchley, Robert C., The Social Forces in Later Life: An Intro-
dudtion to Social Gerontology, Wadsworth Publishing Company,
ETIEOnt, California, 1972.

Provides a brief background on biological and psychological
"facts of life" concerning physical aging, followed by a detailed
discussion of the interplay between various social and social-
psychological forces and the aging individual.

Blau, Zena Smith, Old Age in a Changing Society, New Viewpoints,
New York, 1973.

A look at aging and retirement from a perspective of role
and identity change. The author discusses the creation of new
roles through which elders can remain useful, integral members
of the society.

de Beauvoir, Simone, The Coming of Age, Warner Paperback Library,
New York, 1973.

A thorough discussion of aging today. Develops an histori-
cal perspective of aging and covers all facets of the problem in-
cluding biological, p'sychological, and sociological aspects.
Recommended as a basic for an understanding of aging.

Donahue, Wilma, H. L. Orbach and 0. Pollack, "Retirement: The
Emerging Social Pattern," in Clark Tibbitts, Handbook of
Social Gerontology, Societal Aspects of Aging, University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1960.

A review of the literatUre on retirement looked at with regard
to historical developments, present policies and attitudes, and
individual expectations and adjustments.

Entine, Alan, "Second Careers! Experience and Expectations," in
Harold L. Sheppa.rd and Neal Q.' Herrick, Where Have All the
Robots Gone?, Free Press, New York, 1972.

Describes a New Career Program at Columbia University which.trains older workers for educational and social work. Contains
recommendations for operating such a program.
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Hunter, Woodrow W., Preparation for Retirement, Institute of
Gerontology, University of Michigan-Wayne State University,
Ann Arbor, 1973.

Guidelines and resources for setting up a group method
pre-retirement program.

Jacobs, H. Lee, W. Dean Mason, and earl Kauffman, Education for

Aging: A Review of Recent Literature, Adult Education
Association, Washington, D.C., 1970.

Reviews the current literature on education for elders, in-
cluding the topics of learning abilities of elders, opportunities
and program needs, job retraining, pre-retirement programs, and
informal educatiolf programs.

Kauffman, Earl, Continuing Education for Older Adults: A Demon-
stration in Method and Content, University of Kentucky,
Lexington, Kentucky, 1967.

Presents results of a leadership training project. conducted
by the Council on Aging at the University of Kentucky. The project

involved development of community-based education programs for.
elders at the community college level. A description of the
process of program development is included.

Knowles, Malcolm S., Higher Adult Education in the United States,
American'Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 1969.

Reviews the historical development of adult education programs
and discusses current issues facing educational institutions in

this area. General guidelines for program development are also

included.

Korim, Andrew S. and Dorothy 0. Waugaman, Older Americans and
Community Colleges: Selected Papers, American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges, Washington, D.C., December
1974.

A collection of short papers by persons in five community
colleges across the country who have developed programs for elders.
Papers describe the programs and emphasize the necessity for inter-
locking the resources of community colleges with other resources
within the community to improve programs for elders.

Kreps, Juanita M., "Career Options after Fifty: Suggested Research,"
Industrial Gerontology, Autumn 1971.

Discusses options for retirement such as early retirement,
gradual work reduction, and second careers. Suggests research
on work and leisure preferences of the older worker and on what
employers can do to identify and overcome barriers to work
choices.



Londoner, Carroll A., "Survival Needs of the Aged: Implications
for Program Planning," Aging and Human Development, Vol. 2,
No. 2., May 1971, pp. 113-117

Stresses the need for instrumental educational activities
rather than expressive educational activities to provide employable
skills for later years.

Neugarten, Bernice L., "Age Groups in the American Society and the
Rise of the Young-Old" in the Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, Philadelphia, 1974.

An article projecting the idea that elders are emerging as
two ,groups, the young-old and the old-old. The author predicts
that the young-old will/become increasingly more active in the
society, in the future.

Neugarten, Bernice L., Middle Ageand Aging, University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1968.

A comprehensive text emphasizing the social 'and psychological
factors affecting the process of aging in contemporary America.

Smith, Bert Kruger, Aging in America, Beacon Press, Boston, 1973.

A review'of various aspects of aging, its problems an Current

programs. Contains suggestions for future changes, and suggestions

on how people can prepare for old age.

Stetson, Damon, Starting Over, MacMillan and Co., New York, 1971.

Describes individual cases of mid-career change with a
discussion of the trend towards second careers, including

institutional and individual factors relating to career change in

the middle and later years.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES WITH PROGRAMS

Alabama California (continued)

Southern Union State Junior
College

Wadley

Arizona

kA.

Moorpark College
Moorpark'

San Jose City College
San Jose

Santa Monica College

Arizona Western College Santa Monica

Yuma

Arkansas

-
Phillips County Community

College
Helena

California

Barstow Community College
District

Barstow

City College of San
Francisco

San Francisco

Colorado

Mesa College
Grand Junction

Florida

Brevard Community College
Cocoa

Daytona Beach Community College
Daytona Beach

Indian River Community College
Fort Pierce

College of the Desert Lake City Community College

Palm Desert Lake City

Contra Costa College Manatee Junior College

San Pablo Bradenton

Hartnell Community College
Salinas

Marin County Comminity
College District

College of Mdrin
Kentfield

Seminole Junior College
\Sanford

Georgia

Clayton Junior College
Murrow

Modesto Junior College
Modesto Macon Junior College

Macon
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Idaho

College of Southern Idaho
Twin Falls

Illinois

Black Hawk College
Moline

Kankakee 'Community College
Kankakee

Lincoln Trail College
Robinson

Mayfair College
Chicago

Rock Valley College
Rockford

Wabash Valley College
Mt; Carmel

Waubonsee Community
College

Sugar Grove

Iowa

Des Moines
Ankeny Campus
Ankeny

Des Moines Area Community
College

Boone Campus
Boone

Hawkeye Institute of
Technology

Waterloo

Indian Hills Community
College

Ottumwa Campus
Ottumwa

Centerville Campus
Centerville

-2-

Iowa (continued)

Iowa Central Community College
Fort Dodge

Iowa Lakes Community College
Estherville

KirkwOod Community College
Cedar Rapids

Scott Community College
Davenport

Kansas

Dodge City Community College
Dodge City

Kentucky

Jefferson CommunityCollege
Louisvilley

Louisiana 1

I

Delgado Junior College
New Orleans

Maine

Northern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute

_Presque Isle

Maryland

Community College of Baltimore
Baltimore

.Hagerstown Junior College
Hagerstown

Massachusetts

North Shore Community College
Beverly

Greenfield Community College
Greenfield

C,



Michigan

Alpena .Community College
Alpena

Charles Stewart Molt,
Community College

Flint

Henry Ford Community
College

Dearborn

Jackson Community College
Jackson

Lansing Community College
Lansing

Northwest4irn Michigan
College

Traverse City

Schoolcraft College
Livonia

Minnesota

Anoka Ramsey Community
College

Coon Rap:as

Austin Community College
Austin

North Hennepin Community
College

Minneapolis

Rainy River Community
College

International Falls

Missouri

Metropblitan Junior College
District

Moberly Area Junior College
Moberly

1

-

Montana

Flathead Valley College
Kalispell

Nebraska

McCoolc,Community
McCook.

Mid-Plains Technical Community
College

North Platte

Nebraska Western Community College
Scottsbluff

North Platte Community College
North Platte

Northeast Nebraska Technical
Community College

Norfolk

Southeast Technical Community
College

Lincoln Campus
incoln

Nevada .

University of Nevada Community
College System

Northern Nevada Community College
Elko

New Jersey

Bergen 'Community Ccllege
Paramus

Cumberland County College
Vineland

Gloucester County College
Sewell



New Jersey (continued)

06ean County College
Edison

Salem Community College
Penns Grove

New York

1 Jefferson Community College
Watertown

New York City Community
College

Brooklyn ---

Niagara County Community
College

Sanborn

Queensborough Community
College

Bayside

Tompkins-Courtland
Community College

Dryden

North Carolina

Davidson County Community
College

Lexington

Piedmont Technical Institute
Roxboro

North Dakota

Bismarck Junior College
Bismarck

. Ohio (continued)

Ohio University
Belmont County Campus
St. Clairsville

Oklahoma

Carl Albert Junior College
Altus

Oscar Rose Junior College
Midwest City

South Oklahoma City Junior College
Oklahoma City

Oregon

Central Oregon Community College
Bend

Clackamas Community College
Oregon City

Pennsylvania

Bucks County Community College
Newtown

Community College of Allegheny
County

Boyce Campus
Monroeville

Community College of Allegheny
County

College Center-North
Pittsburgh

South Carolina

Tri-County Technical. College
Ohio Pendleton

Lakeland Community College-
Mentor

Tennessee

Motlow State Community College
Tullahoma



Texas
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Cooke Count'i-7Y-

Gainesville

Dallas County
College

Dallas

Vermint

unior College

Community College
District

Community College of Vermont
Montpelier

Virginia

Thomas Nelson Community College
Hampton

Washington

Fort Stellacom Community College
Taxoma

West Virginia

West Virgini.i Northern Campus
Wheeling Campus
Wheeling

Wisconsin

Southwest Wisconsin Technical
Institute

Fennimore
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES WITHOUT PROGRAMS

Arizona

Pima Communfty College
Tucson

Arkansas

Arkansas State University
Beebe Branch
Beebe

California

Cerro Coso Community College
Ridgecrest

Florida

Florida Keys Community College
Key West

St. Johns Rivers Junior
College

Palatka

Hawaii

Hawaii Community College
Hilo Kalamazoo Valley Community College

Kalamazoo

Maine

Southern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute

South Portland

University of Maine at Augusta
Augusta

University of Maine at Bangor
Bangor

Massachusetts

Berkshire Community College
Pittsfield

Cape Cod Community College
West Barnstable

Quincy Junior College
Quincy

Quinsigamond Community College
Worcester

Michigan

Indiana

Vincennes University
Vincennes

Iowa

Southeastern Community College
North Campus
North Burlington

Kansas

Barton County Community
Junior College -

Great Bend

Fort Scott Community Junior
College

Fort Scott

1 iu

Minnesota

Brainerd Community College
Brainerd

Lakewood Community College
White Bear Lake

Rochester Community College
Rochester

University of Minnesota
Technical College

Waseca Campug
Waseca

Willmar Community College
Willmar



Mississippi

East Central Junior College
Decatur

Itawamba Junior College
Fulton

MisSouri

Jefferson College
Hillsboro

Montana

Miles Community College
Miles City

Hampshire

NewNew Hampshire Vocational
Technical College

Berlin Campus
Berlin

New Jersey

Somerset County College
Somerville

New Mexico

New Mexico State University
Carlsbad Campus
Carlsbad

New York

Community College of the
Finger Lakes

Canandaigua-

North Dakota

North Dakota State University
Bottineau Branch
Bottineau

Ohio

Scioto Technical College
Portsmouth Campus--Ohio

University
Portsmouth

1

Terra Technical College
Fremont

University College
Cincinnati

University of Toledo
Community and Technical College
Toledo

Oklahoma

Connors State College
Warner

Eastern Oklahoma State College
Wilburton

Northeastern Oklahoma A & M
College

Miami

Oklahoma State University
Technical Institute

Oklahoma City

Pennsylvania

Lehigh County Community College
Schnecksville

Rhode Island

Rhode Island Junior College
Warwick

South Carolina

University of South Carolina
Lancaster Regional Campus
Lancaster

South Dakota

Black Hills.-Stiate College -
Junior College

Spearfish

Tennessee

Nashville State Technical
Institute

Nashville
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Texas
*MI

Bee County College
Beeville

Galveston Junior College
Galveston

Utah

Dixie College
St. George

Virginia

Richard Bland College of
William and Mary

Petersburg

West Virginia

West Virginia University
Potomac State College
Keyser

GPO 111.054
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MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION OF OLDER AMERICANS, INC.

110 ARLINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116 Telephone 4261.1867

August 29, 1974

Dear Dean:

The Massachusetts Association of Older Americans, Inc., a
non-profit statewide group organized to promote the socia,
welfare of elders through services and education, is
currently preparing a program planning guide on educational
services to elders. The planning guide will assist interested
community colleges in starting and implementing programs and
courses for older, people. This work is being supported by
the National Institute of Education which will also unde'rtake
the publication and national-distribution of the final product.
In order to develop the best possible guide we need your help.

Many community colleges have begun to develop special programs
for elders; others have offered special incentives and made
particular efforts to reach elders in the community. Many
other colleges are interested in reaching this population but

. have not yet had the opportunity to do so. We want to find
out where programs for elders exist and do not exist, what
types of programs are most successful, and most importantly,
what problems and obstacles are faced by educators in program
development and implementation. In order to obtain the
necessary information, we are surveying a small number of
community colleges nationwide. The resulting survey data
will be instrumental in the preparation of the program planning
guide. Your community college has been chosen for inclusion
in th.:.s sample.

I41 tit

A NonProfit Organisation Dedicated to the Welfare of Senior Citizens $0174
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We plan to conduct the survey by telephone interviews. However,
in order to save time at both ends, we are enclosing a copy
of the interview schedule we plan to use when we call. We
realize that this is a very hectic time of year for you and
there are many pressing demands on your time. As you will
see, the interview is brief; the maximum time of this tele-
phone interview will be one half hour. Also, you will note
that we are interested in talking with both those colleges
that have and those that do not have special programs for
elders.

After looking through these questions, you may feel that you
are not the person in your college best suited to provide
the answers. If this is the case, please fill out and return
the enclosed card listing the name, title, and telephone
number of the proper person. We shall then directly contact
the person named on .the returned card.

If the program planning guide is tobe of value, it must
reflect an understanding of the actual experiences and views
of community college educators and administrators. This
information we can get only from you. All information will
be kept confidential and no mention of any specific college
or progrim will be made without permission. Upon publication,
we will send you a complimentary copy of the program planning
guide.

Although the information essential for our survey can be
obtained from your responses to the enclosed questionnaire,
it would be most helpful for us to have any course catalogues,
brochures, pamphlets, or other materials pertinent to your
college's programming for elders. We would appreciate your
sending such materials to us as soon as possible. This
additional information will provide a clearer picture of
program breadth and content.

'rank you in advance for your cooperation. We look forward
to talking with you in the next several weeks.

Sincerely,

PROJECT STAFF

fef2. Oe ti4J24
1 ian L. Glickman .



QUESTIONNAIRE

(NOTE: Do not return this questionnaire. Questionnaire
iTi5r your use in telephone interview only).

Part I of this interview is aimed at finding out

some factual information about your college and elderly

participation in programs or courses.

-Part II is aimed at unders0 tanding programming,

orientation, procedures, and decisions as viewed by

educators and administrators in the community college

setting.

Part I - Please answer each question by checking or
filling in where appropriate.

1. Would you say that your college primarily serves
an urban or rural population?

urban rural
"-.......

2. Do older people, that is people over 65, participate
in any of the programs provided by your college?

, -

Yes No

1 Lk)
MAOA - NSI
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3. Following are several questions covering the nature
of these older participants. We do not intend for
you to engage in extensive computations or to spend
time in perusing your records. If any exact per-
centage (or number) is not readily available, please
give your best estimate.

What, percentage of these older participants
would you say

a. Are men

.1
b. Are women

c. Have completed
college

d. Have not completed
higl, school

e. Are receiving most
of their income
from Social Security
payments or pension
funds

f. Are there any other
special characteristics
of elderly participants
you feel noteworthy? Yes No

If yes what?
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1 4. Does your college make any special provisions for
the inclusion of older people in its program(s)?

Yes No

(If no, go to question 10 and stop there. You
need not complete Part II but will be asked several
brief questioris on future plans, etc. in the phone
interview).

5. (If yes) please describe those provisions

a. special classes Yes No a.

b. special programs

_
Yes No b.

c. reduced tuition

_
Yes No c.

d. free tuition Yes No d.

e. scholarships Yes No e.

f. other Yes No f.

Describe

If c, d, e, (f) - go to question 10

1 1 t
MAOA - NSI
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r- 6. (If a and/or b)

What percent of older people attending all your
programs attend those especially designed for the
elderly? (Estimate please - if exact figures are
not available).

7. What percent of the total budget was allocated
for these special programs? (Estimate please -
if exact figures are not .available).

8. How long have you been providing special pro-
grams for older people?

years

9. What were the major factors-leading to
initiation and development of programs
for elders?

1 1.
MAOA - NSI
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10. What do you see as the greatest obstacles
in developing arid providing programs for
elders?

)

1.1(.., ti

MAOA - NSI
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PART II

1. Older people, -- that is people 60 and over --- are
becoming interested in taking part in educational
programs. Educational programs for the elderly, no
differently than those for any other group of students,
must be based on some assumptions and/or facts con-
cerning the abilities; potentials, and problems of
the participants. Listed below are 5 scales relating
to the particular status of the elderly in various
areas of functioning. Please indicate (with an X

. liolaced'anywhere on each scale) the overall assessment
of your college or program of elderly people as com-
pared to other adults.

Physical Capacity

Weak and Strong
feeble and vital

Limited
and set

Deteriora-
ting

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Intellectual Potential

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Emotional Stability

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MAOA - NSI

Unlimited
and open

Integrated



Passive
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Behavioral Orientation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Social Awareness

Active -

Self-encap- Concerned
sulated and and
Unresponsive Responsive

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Educational programs for elderly people can assume
very different forms, have very different orientations
and direct themselves to a host of different kinds of
programs that are responsive to the needs and interests
of the elderly. Please read each overall program
description carefully and then rank them in terms of
your current programmatic thrust.

1 = the kind of program or program orientation that
most characterizes your present offerings

5 = the kind of program or program orientation that
least characterizes your present offerings

1

MAOA NSI
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Enrichment - This category covers those programs and
courses whose Major goal is the intellectual and cultural
development of the individual. This may range from basic
or remedial education to courses on literature, anthro-
pology, astronomy, or any of the traditional arts and
sciences curricula. This category also covers cultural,
social, and recreational activities geared to providing
more interesting use of leisure time. This could involve
arts and crafts courses, film series, or trips to local
sites of interest.

Retirement planning - This covers programs or courses
designed to help elders face and understand the social,
psychological, and physical problems of retirement. These
may involve help in coping with finances or health and
insurance benefits or in dealing with the emotional impact
and crises often resulting from retirement.

Second careers - This category covers training for either
voluntary or paid employment. This could include training
elders for new careers in needed human service positions
or to fill special needs of local industry.

Advocacy - This category covers programs and ourses designed
to train elders to work with other elders tcimprove current
conditions and to change the image of older people. This
would include training elders to push for beneficial legislation
or to work at organizing and informing other elderly.

1

Services - This category covers the provision of direct social
services to elders by the college. This would include such
activities as development of a senior citizen center at the
college, provision of information and referral services to
elders in the community, or provision of hot lunches or meals
on wheels to elders.

2 . ) MAOA NSI
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3. Many (if not most) of the crucial variables that affect
the overall nature of educational programs for the elderly
are often times not under the direct control of those most
directly involved in program development and implementation.
Questions of money, material resources and the allocation of
personnel are examples of such'key variables. There are,
however, many areas in which each program can define for
itself the objectives it wishes to achieve and the means
by which it believes these objectives can best be met.
Listed below are several such areas. They include recruitment,
access, process, and follow-up. Please answer each question
by sharing with us (in only a sentence or two) the manner
in which you approach each problem area.

Recruitment

a. How do you make elderly people aware of your programs?

b. What specific techniques, if any, do you use to
recruit elders as students?

Access

c. Are any of your continuing education programs held
at other than on-campus sites?

Yes

No

If so, where?

1"), MAOA - NSI
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d. Ere any provisions made for transportation of
older students?

Yes No

e. Are continuing education programs held

During the day only

In the evening only

Both

f. Are most classes having elders as participants held

On ground level

Above ground level

g. Do your buildings housing classes with elderly
participants have elevators or ramps?

Yes No

MAOA - NSI



Process

h. Are elderly participants involved in developing
and planning programs?

Yes No

Is so, how?

i. Do participants have the opportunity to evaluate
courses and programs?

i

Yes No

Is so, how?

. Following is a listing of learning methods and
styles of teaching. Please mark the three methods,
most frequently used in your program with, elderly
participants by placing a 1 after them. Please
mark the three methods least used in elderly pro-
grams by placing a 2 after them.

Regular academic courses

Short courses, classes

1.1 t )

MAOA - NSI
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Seminars and discussion groups

Lecture series

Role playing and simulation
exercises

Conferences, workshops

Field trips

Cable and/or commercial TV

Film series

Other (Specify)

111.

k. Do any of your programs having elders as participants
have affiliations or connections with other community
organizations or institutions?

Yes No

If so, please describe briefly.
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Follow-up

1. Are'any of your courses desgined to prepare elders
for some specific role in the community following
program completion?

Yes No

If so, please describe briefly.

m. Do your programs having elders as participants
concern themselves with the participants' problems
and needs other than their educational problems?
(i.e. housing, income, etc.)

Yes No

If so, how?

n. Do you have elders participating in retraining or
skill development programs?

Yes No

If so, do you provide any assistance in job
location following program completion?

Yes No

Describe

1 'l)

MAOA - NSI
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4. The following is a purely hypothetical question --
but one which we think is important, especially in
terms of giving you the opportunity to express your
own visions, hopes, and goals.

Let us assume that you were given $50,000 of "new
money" --- money specifically earmarked for the
development and implementation of educational pro-
grams for the elderly. Now, giving free rein to
your ideas, what would you do with the money?;
and how would you go about doing it?

MAOA - NSI
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5. Clearly, as indicated both 'in our previous communications
with you and in the cover-letter accompanying this
questionnaire, our questionnaire is fairly short and
general in nature. This was purposeful, for we know
how hectic these early months of the school year are
and how limited and taxed your time is. However, if
there is any additional information or ideas about
your program that you might want to share with us, or
any suggestions you might have that might be helpful
to others. initiating educational programs for the
elderly, we would appreciate your commenting on this
briefly now.

Thank you for your cooperation.

MAOA - NSI





Explanation of Survey Methodology

This survey elicits from appropriate personnel in 150 commun-
ity colleges, informiation and perceptions concerning the following
issues:

1. The current state of educational programs for the
elderly at the community college level

2. The nature and developmental process surrounding
such existing or contemplated programs for the
elderly

3. The perceived obstacles to, and possibilities for,
the development of viable and responsive educa-
tional programs for the elderly.

The Development of a Questionnaire - For purposes of gather-
ing the data deemed appropriate to the issues and needs to which
this planning guide is directed, a specific questionnaire was
developed for administration to a weighted and stratified random
sample of community colleges throughout the country. This ques.-
tionnaire was constructed in such a manner as to elicit informa-
tionconcerning at.least three specific areas from which data /

deemed important to the project's contractual objectives could
be amassed. These three areas or dimensions could be summarized
as follows:

Table 1. Dimensions and Data

Dimension Data Sought

I. Basic factual and'his- 1. Size and nature of population
torical information. served.

2. Quantity and quality of resources.
3. Overall educational-community

orientation.

II. Nature of existing or
potential programs for
the elderly.

III. Institutional analysis
of the future.

1'4sit,*

1. Type and kind of physical
facilities.

2. Educational developmental
process.

3. Specific focus of programming.

1. Obstacles to program development.
2. Possibilities of program develop-

ment.
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Sampling Techniques - Given the nature and history of the use
of questionnaires as a primary source of descriptive data',
problems of sampling require the development of sampling pro-
cedures that significantly increase the probabilities of adequate
sample size and representative sample selections.

With respect to the size of the sample, it was determined
that a total N of 150 cases would prove to be more than adequate
for a stable universe of 933 public community colleges. Statis-
tically, a sample size of 16% is considered to be an appropriate
sample base for the approximation of a known universe. In addition,
however, sampling size was directly influenced by the desire to
maximize the number of cases in which programs for the elderly
were known to exist as opposed to those in which such programs were
known to be absent. Thus, twice as many samples of "colleges- t

with-programs" were included in the final sample as "colleges-
without-programs."

Table 2: Sample Size and Universe Approximation

Universe: 933

Sample Sizes:
Colleges with Programs 100
Colleges without Programs 50

Sample Universe: 150

Sample % of Universe: 16.07

With respect to the problems of sample representativeness;
criteria were developed to insure sample selection on the
basis of the differential distribution of the elderly by
1. absolute numbers, 2. comparative percentage, 3. geographic
distribution, and 4. population density (urban vs. rural).
Thus, for example, the following 10 states were-identified (and
ranked) as having the greatest numbers of people over 65 years
of age. (Criterion 1)

1W. J. Dixon and F. J. Massey Jr., Introduction to Statistical
Analysis., New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1951, and

S. Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences., New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1965.

1"JO
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State Absolute Number

1. New York 1,982,000
2. California 1,888,000
3. Pennsylvania 1,307,000
4. Florida 1,127,000
5. Illinois 1,115,000
6. Texas 1,059,000
7. Ohio 1,025,000
8. Michigan 777,000
9. New Jersey 722,000

10. Massachusetts 645,000

With respect
states and

to comparative percentages, however, the following
rankings were determined. (Criterion 2).

State Relative Percentage

1. Florida 15.5
2. Arkansas 12.7
3. Iowa 12.3
4. Nebraska 12.3
5. South Dakota 12.2
6. Kansas 12.1
7. Missouri 12.1
8. Oklahoma 11.9
9. Minnesota 11.6

10. Maine 11.5

As can be seen, only the state of Florida emerged in both strati-
fications. Consequently, by generalizing this selection process
to include the criteria concerning geographic distribution (Crite-
rion 3) and population density (Criterion 4), it became possible
to develop a "scale of representativeness" that, when coupled with,
and weighted by, the actual number of community colleges in each
state, guaranteed both overall national inclusion and selective
regional or criterion ai:pearance.

Questionnaire Administration and Data Collection - The
questionnaires, after initial development and pretesting, were
administered through direct mailings and follow-up telephone
contacts. The questionnaires were sent out to all the community
colleges designated to be surveyed. Two weeks later, a follow-
up telephone contact was established with each. Thase follow-up
contacts were then employed to gather the necessary data through
telephone interviews using the questionnaire itself as the basis
for response.
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In addition to the above, specific case histories were
developed in order to provide a more detailed description and
analysis of the problems and issues involved in educational pro-
gram development for the elderly. These case histories, compiled
after on-site visits, are included in Chapter 3 of this planning

guide. The community colleges or settings selected for case study
analysis, were:

1. North Hennepin Community College
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota

2. Emeritus College
College of Marin
Kentfield, California

,



Table 3. initial Sampling Units by State

II Samelod State # Sampled

.A/nbP:::=1 2 Montana 2Alaska' 2 Nebraska 11Ar4-onr. 2 Nevada. 2Arkansas 6 New HampshireCaliornia 11 New Jersey 11CoIora:lo > 2 New Mexico 2Connecticut 2 New York 11:Delaware 2 North Carolina 2Florida 11 North Dakota 2Georgia 2 Ohio 11Hawaii 2 Oklahoma 11Idaho , 2 Oregon 2Illinois. 11 Pennsylvania 11In 1ia::a 2 Rhode Island 1Iowa 11 South Carolina 2Kansas 11 South Dakota 2Kentuoky 2 Tennessee 2Louisiana 2 Texas 11Maine 5 Utah 2Marylan,' 2 Vermont 2Massachusetts' 11 Virginia 2Miehi;:,n 11 Washington 2Minnesota' 11 West Virginia 2Mississippi 2 Wisconsin 2Missouri 11 Wyoming 2
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Table 4. Number of Public Community Colleges

By State

Strtte Number State Number

ALABAMA 18 MONTANA 3
ALASKA 8 NEBRASKA 12
ARIZONA 13 NEVADA 4

ARKANSAS 6 NEW HAMPSHIRE 7
CALIFORNIA 98 NEW JERSEY 15
COLORADO 16 NEW MEXICO 12
CONNECTICUT 16 NEW YORK /15
DELAWARE 3 NORTH CAROLINA \ 57
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 1 NORTH DAKOTA 5
FLORIDA 28 OHIO 41
GEORGIA 15 OKLAHOMA 15
HAWAII 7 OREGON 14
IDAHO 2 PENNSYLVANIA 34
ILLINOIS 48 RHODE ISLAND 1
INDIANA 2 SOUTH CAROLINA 25
IOWA 22 SOUTH DAKOTA
KANSAS 21 TENNESSEE 12
KENTUCKY 14 TEXAS 56
LOUISIANA 6 UTAH 5
MAINE 5 VERMONT 2
MARYLAND 17 VIRGINIA 24
MASSACHUSETTS 18 WASHINGTON 27
MICHIGAN 32 WEST VIRGINIA 6
MINNESOTA 20 WISCONSIN 28
MISSISSIPPI 18 WYOMING 7
MISSOURI 111 AMERICAN SAMOA 1

CANAL ZONE* 1
PUERTO RICO 4
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1. Margaret Austin

2. Dr. Bruce Bauer

Advisory Panel

Elder and staff librariien for the Massa-
chusetts Association of Older Americans.

Director of Community Services, North
Hennepin Community-' College, Brooklyn Park,

Minnesota

3. Robert Charney Instructor, Boston State College

4. Wendell Coltin

5. Frayda Cooper

6. Alfred Fernandez,'

Columnist for the Boston Herald American
specializing in elder affairs.

Editor, Ginn and Company

Dean of Instruction, Ventura College,
Ventura, California

7. Helen Kaplan, Boston Television commentator and host

of program on elders

8. Andrew Korim Program Specialist, American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges and
author of Older Americans and Community
Colleges: An Overview

9. Joseph Levin Elder and columnist for the Boston Globe
specializing in elder affairs.

10. Charles Moore Elder and former President of the Cambridge,
Massachusetts Council on Aging.

11. Rev. Virgil Murdock -- Director, Massachusetts Benevolent Fra-
ternity of Uriitarian Churches

12. Ester Rea

13. Ruth Robinson

14. Donald A. Thompson

15. Frederick Viaux

ow.

Elder and President of the Watertown,
Massachusetts Council on Aging.

Nurse and speical consultant on health
problems of elders.

Elder and President of the Massachusetts
Association of Older Americans, Inc.

Associate Dean for Program Development,
Middlesex Community College, Bedford,

Massachusetts.
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0/ Continuing education

Dear Colleague:

February 12, 1975

We would like you to attend a two-day working Conierence,
"Education for a New Age: Planning for Elders IrinTIEunity
Colleges", to be held April 10 and 11, 1975, in Boston, Massachusetts.
This Conference is being sponsored by Middlesex Community College
with support from the Massachusetts Association of Older Americans,
the Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, and the
National Institute of Education. The purpose of this Conference
is to bring together a limited group of approximately fifty
community college administrators in the Northeast region and
experts in aging and education to discuss in depth specific solutions
to common problems encountered in educational program development
for elders.

This Conference, then, will provide the opportunity to
pool ideas and information, and to discuss experiences in program
development with other administrators having programs for elders
in various stages of development, or interested in developing such
programs. You can also avail yourself of the expertise of the
resource people and the topical printed information that will be
available.

The cost of the Conference will be $25. This includes
registration, materials, and a luncheon on April 10. In planning
this Conference, the basic consideration has been to keep costs
down and allow individual options on meals and accommodations.
The Conference will be held in Boston at the Holiday Inn in
Government Center. Room reservation cards are enclosed, and should
be returned directly, and as soon as possible to the hotel. A
block of rooms has been reserved under the name of Middlesex
Community College, and a notation of this has been made on your
room reservation card., Rates for a single room are $26.60 per
night, and for a double, $31.35.

Reservations for the Conference itself should be sent
directly to Middlesex Community College. (See registration
forM on next page.)

In order to achieve wide representation while maintaining
close interaction, we are limiting the conference to fifty people,
and a maximum of two persons from each college. If you are
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interested in attending, please send in your registration cards
as soon as possible.

Enclosed are a tentative agenda for the Conference and
a room reservation card. In order to assist in obtaining a better
perspective on current programming for elders in the Northeast
region, we are also enclosing a brief questionnaire which we
would appreciate your completing. The information will be used
in the development of a guidebook for Conference participants.

JHK:c
Encios

We look forward to meeting with you at the Conference.

es

Sincerely,

eitiiic&cil
. John H. Kendrick,
an of

Continuing Education

RETURN/
TO:

ELDERS PROGRAM,
Dean John H. Kendrick
Division of Continuing Education
Middlesex Community College
Springs Road
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

I (We) will be attending the "Education for a New Age:
Planning for Elders in Community Colleges" Conference
on April 10 and 11, 1975, in Boston, Massachusetts--
(Holiday Inn, Golrernment Center).
Enclosed please 'nd $ for

. registrations.

Name Name
Title Title
College College
Address Address

I (We) will not be attending, but am enclosing a completed
information sheet to be added to the Conference Source Book.



MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE Springs Road Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 Tel. (617)

275.8910

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION /COMMUNITY SERVICES

"EDUCATION FOR A NEW AGE:
PLANNING FOR ELDERS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES"

CONFERENCE BACKGROUND

This Conference grel, out of a nationwide survey
of community college programs nor elders undertaken by
Ben Hersey and Lillian Glickman for the Massachusetts
Association of Older Americans. This survey was the basis
for the preparation of a program planning guide for
educational services to elders through community colleges
which is soon to be published by the National Institute
of Education. The survey found growing interest and
enthusiasm on the part of community colleges in reaching
the older adult population. Most administrators expressed
particular interest in information on programming for
elders in other colleges, and many felt that while there
was a wealth of background information available on the
topics of aging and education, there was very little
material which dealt with the practical dynamics encountered
in planning and administering programs. Consequently,
Middlesex Community College engaged this survey team to
develop a Conference to fill that gap;

The core of the Conference will be problem-
solving workshops designed to confront practical issues
colleges face in educational program development for elders.
Each workshop will consist of approximately fifteen community
college administrators from both urban and rural areas
who have developed successful "model" programs, representatives
from the Office of Education and the Administration on
Aging, and other experts in aging and education. Through
sharing experiences and knowledge, practical solutions to
problems can be reached.

1 't



PROFILE OF CONRERENCE PLANNERS

Mr. Benjamin Herse MSW, has over ten years'
experience in direct work with elders and organizations of
elders. Following his graduation from Boston University
School of Social Work where he s udied the problems of
aging, he worked to form grass roots advocate organizations
of elders in the Boston area. As oirector of the Boston
Center for Older Americans, he workrd with elder leaders
to form the first state-wide advocat organization for
elders in the nation, the Massachuset s Association for
Older Americans. As both a board and taff member of
that organization, he assisted in its e.forts for both
legislative and educational programs fo elders.

During the past year, Mr. Herse has been
working on developing a program planning .,ide for community
college administrators for developing programs for elders
as well as working with businesses, unions, government,
educational, and private agencies toward the development
of pre- retirement programs.

Lillian Glickman, MSW, has had over six years'
experience working in the fields of aging, advocacy, and
citizen participation. A graduate of Radcliffe College and
the Florence Heller School of Social Planning and
Administration, she served as Coordinator for the Massachusetts
Special Planning Commission on Elderly Affairs, and the 1971
White House Conference on Aging, and was responsible for
coordinating Massachusetts' role in that national conference.
As Executive Director of the Massachusetts Governor's
Commission on Citizen Participation, she studied the
coordination of the voluntary action programs in the
Commonwealth, and the development of state-supported volunteer
programs. In recent years, she worked for the Massachusetts
Association of Older Americans developing and implementing
programs to train older adults as advocates and information
agents. Currently she is completing a program planning
guide on educational services to elders through community
colleges for the National Institute of Education. This
guide is based on a nationwide survey of community
college administrators and existing programs for elders.



MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE Springs Road Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 Tel. (617)

275-8910

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION /COMMUNITY SERVICES

"EDUCATION FOR A NEW AGE:
PLANNING FOR ELDERS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES"

A WORKING CONFERENCE
April 10 and 11, 1975

Holiday Inn, Government Center
Boston, Massachusett6

AGENDA

Thursday, April 10

8:30 - 9:30 A.M. Registration
Printed materials available
Coffee. and Danish served

9:30 - 10:00 A.M. General Meeting
Moderator: Frederic B. Viaux,

Associate Dean for Program
Development, Middlesex Community
College

Welcoming Talks:
Dr. William G. Dwyer, President,
Massachusetts Board of Regional

Community Colleges

Dr. James E. Houlihan, Jr., President
Middlesex Community College

Donald A. Thompson, President'
Massachusetts Association of Older

Americans

10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Panel Presentation of Issues in'Developing
Community College Programs for Elders:

A. From Gerontological perspective
B. From Community College perspective

(with consideration given to the
current state of the art.)

121,

Panelists:

''Dr. Bruce Bauer Director of Community
"Services, North Hennepin Community
College, Minnesota
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Panelists (continued):

Lillian L. Glickman, DART, Inc.

Benjamin S. Hersey, DART, Inc.

Dr. John H. Kendrick, Dean of
Continuing Education, Middlesex
Community College

11:00 - 12:30 P.M. Problem Solving Workshops

Each workshop will confront the
practical issues of programming for
elders through consideration of the
following areas:

1. Needs assessment
2. Outreach and recruitment
3. Choosing program content
4. Assuring program effectiveness
5.- Maximizing resources and

cutting costs
6. Initial funding and developing

a sound financial base.

Resource People:

Dr. Bruce Bauer, Director of Community
Services, North Hennepin Community
College, Minneapolis, Minnesota

George V. Bennett, Director of Adult
and Continuing Education, Hawkeye
Institute of Technology, Waterloo,
Iowa

Doreen D. Heller, Director of Services
for the Aging, Community College of
Allegheny County, Center North,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

William Palmer, Director of Continuing
Education, Indian River Community
College, Fort Pierce, Florida

Andrew S. Korim, AACJC, and author:
Older Americans and Community Colleges:
A Guide to program Implementation

2.
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12:30 - 2:00 P.M. Luncheon

Speaker: Franklin 011ivierre,
Regional Pt-6gram Director, Region I,
Administration on Aging

2:00 - 4:00 P.M. Continue in Problem Solving Workshops

5:00 P.M. Dutch treat cocktails

Dinner on your own
(List of restaurants available
at conference.)

8:00 P.M. Optional Bicentennial Slide Show

Friday, April 11

9:00 - 12:00 Noon

12 :00 - 1:30 P.M.

1:30 - 4:00 P.M.

Hospitality Suite open for individual
conferences, small meetings, and
socializing.

Continue in workshops
Coffee and Danish served

Lunch on own

General Meeting

Moderator: Benjamin S. Hersey,
DART, Inc:

Report on Workshops

Where do we go from here?
Individual and group options for
meeting present needs and anticipating
future ones. .

1.ii
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MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE Springs Road Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 Tel. (617)

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION / COMVIINITY SERVICES

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAM FOR ELDERS

INFORMATION SHEET

NAME OP COLLEGE:

LOCATION:

275-8910

NAME OF RESPONDENT:

NATURE OF AREA SERVED:

URBANr 1 RURAL1 SUBURBAN) 1 MIXEDI 1

If your college has'specially-designed programs or classes
for elders, please answer the questions below, and on the other
side of this sheet; if you have no such programs, please

\\\\

answer the questions on the other side.

What kind of programs for elders do you have?

At what cost to participants?

Are classes intergenerational?

What special provisions do you make for elders? i.e., transportation,
off-campus sites, special recruitment efforts, etc. Please describe.

What knowledge and information do you feel would be helpful to share
with others starting and developing programs for elders?

14



What would you like others who have developed successful programsfor elders to share with you_concerning the following and otherareas:

1. Needs assessment
2. Outreach and recruitment
3. Program content

Maximizing resources
5. Funding



MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE Springs Road Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 Tel, (617).

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION / COMMUNITY SERVICES .

"EDUCATION FOR A NEW AGE:
PLANNING FOR ELDERS IN COMMUNITY COLTEGES"

Thursday, April 10

8:30 - 9:30 A.M.

9:30 - 11:30 A.M.

A WORKING CONFERENCE
April 10 and 11, 1975

Holiday Inn -- Government Center
Boston, Massachusetts

AGENDA

Registration
Printed materials aVailable
Coffee and Danish served

General Meeting

Welcome 'and Introductions.

Dr. John H. Kendrick
Dean of Continuing Education
Middlesex Community College

. Dr. James E. Houlihan, Jr.
President
Middlesex Community College

Dr. William G. Dwyer
President
Massachusetts Board of Regional
Community Colleges

Mr. Donald A. Thompson
President
Massachusetts Association of
Older Americans, Inc..

Ms. Rose Claffey
Secretary of Elder Affairs

Mr. Paul Parks
Secretary of Educational Affairs

151
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Page 2

Overview

Lillian L. Glickman, DART, Inc.
Benjamin S. Hersey, DART, Inc.

Presentations of Current Programs

Moderator: Frederic B. Viaux
Associate Dean for Program Development
Middlesex Community College

Speakers

Dr. Bruce Bauer, Director of Community
Services, North-Hennepin Community
College, Minneapolis, Minnesota

George V. Bennett, Director\of Adult and
Continuing Education_, Hawkeye Institute.
of Technology, Waterloo, Iowa

Doreen D. Heller, Director of Services
for the Aging, Community College of
Allegheny County-Center North,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

William Palmer, Director of Continuing
Education, Indian River Community
College, Fort Pierce, Florida

11:30 - 12:30 P.M. Problem-Solving Workshops

Each workshop will confront the practical
issues of programming for elders through
consideration of the following areas:

1. Heeds assessment
2. Cutreach and recruitment
3. Choosing program content
4. Assuring program effectiveness
5. Maximizing resources and cutting costs
6. Initial funding and developing a

sound financial base.

Resource People:

Bruce Bauer
George Bennett
Doreen Heller
William Palmer

and'
Andrew S. orim, AACJC, and

Author: Older Americans and Community
Colleges:, A Guide to Program
Imp,lementaton



12:30 - 2:00 P.M. Luncheon

Speaker: Franklin 011ivierre,
Regional Program Director, Region
Administration on Aging

2:00 - )1:00 P.M. Continue in Problem-Solving Workshops

5:00 P.M. Dutch treat cocktails

Dinner on your own.
(List of restaurants available
at conference.)

Hospitality Suite open for individual
conferences, small- meetings, and
socializing.

Friday, April 11

9:00 - Noon Continue in Workshops

Coffee and Danish served

Noon - 1:30 P.M. Lunch on own

1:30 - 4:00 P.M. General Meetin,g.

Moderator: Benjamin S. Hersey, DART, Inc.

Reports from Workshops

Dialogue with resource panel

A special word of gratitude is due
Ms. Mary Rank and the members of the
"Task Force on Gerontology" (a volunteer
agtion team at Middlesex Community College)
for their generous efforts in serving as
hostesses at this Conference.
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DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION /COMMUNITY SERVICES

"EDUCATION FOR A NEW AGE:
PLANNING FOR ELDERS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES"

PROBLEM-SOLVING WORKSHOPS

Following on Page 1 are brief descriptions of three
community colleges and the communities they serve. These include
an urban, a suburban, and a rural campus. On Pages 2 and 3 are
four different situations which call for a college administrator
to develop a specific planning process for serving elders under
the Department of Continuing Education or Community Services. The
initiative and demand in each of these four situations comes from."
a different source, i.e., the President of the College, the Dean
of Continuing Education, a group of elders, and an outside Service
Agency. They represent, then, a constellation of situations which
might result in pressures for program development for elders.

Each workshop will first choose an area or campus description
from Page 1, and select one of the four situations from Page 2 or 3.
Using these as background, the workshop members will be asked to
develop, with the aid of the workshop leaders and resource people,
a planning process for program development.

Once this process has been developed, other situations and
other campus descriptions should be matched to determine how the
process of program development would differ for these different
s ua ions.

In outlining a process for program development, the
following are some of the major issues to be considered:

1. Needs Assessment
2. Outreach and Recruitment
3. Selecting Program Content
4. Maximizing Resources
5. Funding.



WORKING DRAFT Page 1

Area A - is a rural area with about a 17% elderly population. There

are several small towns with light industry and one larger town

having a large company which supports most of the town. The

remainder of the area consists largely of small farms. The

community college is located in an isolated airport. The college

serves a county area with a radius of 35 miles,having a potential

target population of 150,000 people. A community group is now

petitioning to get a cable TV station for the area.

Area B - is a suburban area about twenty minutes ouside of a large

city. About 10% of the population is elderly. The campus is a

large modern building. The only public transportation is an hourly

bus leaving from the center of the nearest town. The total number

of.people in the college's service area is 150,000.

Area C - is a large urban area. The campus is located in a converted

hotel next to a major bus terminal. About 15% of the 150,000 people

in the service area are elders.

1:j



WORKING DRAFT Page 2

(l)

The college president was recently elected to the board of the area

Agency on Aging. Through attending these meetings, he has taken on

a great Interest in developing programs for elders at the college.

He also sees this as a new clientele for the college as the

traditional younger student population diminishes. He has called

in the dean of continuing education and asked him to develop a plan

to initiate programs for elders. In this state, continuing education

programs are not funded by the state, and there is presently no

available funding for such program development.

(2)

You are the dean of continuing education7at a community college.

You have just returned from a conference of education and elders,

and, as a result, are interested in developing programs for elders

on the campus. No interest has been expressed in such programs by

the college administration. Continuing education courses can be

provided free of charge in your state.



WORKING DRAFT Page 3

(3)

Webster Community College currently provides elders with free

admittance to continuing education courses on space-available

basis. Just recently, however, the college president was invited

to speak at a meeting with a local elderly advocacy group. At that

meeting, the head of the advocacy group gave a strong speech

charging that the educational policies of the college were too narrow,

and that elders were not interested in being included as "second-

class citizens" in programs developed for younger people. The

president is interested in responding to these concerns, and asked

the dean of continuing education to develop program plans.

(4)

A group of agencies that provide social services to older people

has met with the dean of continuing education to express concern that

present college programs are only recreational in nature, and do not

meet the variety of elders' needs. They then suggest a joint effort

between the agencies and the college to develop these programs. None

of these agencies have education funds, but they claim that together

they have a complete picture of the problems and needs of the

community's elders, and can provide both professional expertise and

some community facilities to the college. They request that the

dean and the agencies develop a program plan based on a joint effort.
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ROTATION SCHEDULE OF

RESOURCE PEOPLE

Bruce Bauer A B CD E

Doreen Heller BCDEA
George Bennett C D E A B

William Palmer DEABC
Andrew Karim EABCD
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GROUP A

LEADER: ETHEL CASE
Director ot Community Service
Greenfield Community College
1 College Drive
Greenfield, MA 01301

1. Mts. Helen Goolishian
Associate Director of Continuing Education
and Community Services, Cape Cod Community
College, West Barnstable, MA

2. Don Hooper, Coordinator of Instruction
Community College of Vermont
Montpelier, Vt.

3. Mrs. Ann P. Marvin, Assistant Professor
Chesapeake College, Wye Mills, Md.

4. Dwight Milne, Dean
North Country Community College
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

5. William Taglianetti, Chairman of Division
of Allied Health, Northern Essex Community
College, Haverhill, MA

6. Kenneth Witt, Director of Special Programs,
Genesee Community College, Batavia, N. Y.

7. Robert Woolery, Dean of Community Services,
State Fair Community College, Sedalia, Mo.

8. Connie Pistone, Project Director
Executive Office of Education, Bostpn, MA

9. Robert Finlay, Coordinator of Pre-Collegt,
Advising, Corning Community College,
Corning, N. Y.

10. Tarry Mauzy, Frederick Community College
Frederick, Md.

Wayne Pevey, Associate Dean of Instruction
Suffolk County Community College, Selden, N. Y.

12. Mrs. Anita Voorhees, Middlesex County College,
Edison, N. 3.



GROUP B

LEADER: BARBARA WEBBER\
Assistant Director of Continuing EducationNorthern Essex Community College
100 Elliott Street
Haverhill, MA 01830

1. John D. Erb, Professor, Cape Cod Community
College, West Barnstable, MA

2. Margaret S. Henderson, Vice President, Salem
Community College, Penns Grove, N. J.

3. Beverly A. Hounsell, Director, .Retirement
Programs, Manchester Community College,
Manchester, Conn.

4. Hugo Malamphy, Director of CommUnity Service,
Allegany Community College, Cumberland, Md.

5. Jerry Sears, Acting Director of Community
Services, Greenfield Community College,
Greenfield, MA

6. John B. Trebbe, Dean, School of Education,
Triton College, Rivergrove, Ill.

7. Herbert C. Donaghey, President, Salem
Community College, Penns Grove, N. J.

8. Robert Gallo, Director of Continuing Education,
Auburn Community College, Auburn, N. Y.

9. Iris W. Gold, Coordinator, Programming for
Elderly, Cuyahoga Community College East,
Warrensvill6,Twp., Ohio

10. Mary Lou Kiley, Dean of Studentsp Westbrook
College, Portland, Maine

11. Kathleen Kurtz, Assistant Dean of Community
Mesquite, Texas

12. Mar O'Donnell, Assistant to Director of
Cont nuing Education, Berkshire Community
College, Pittsfield, MA

lb-



GROUP C

LEADER: PAUL WILLENBROCK
Assistant Dean
North Shore Community College
3 Essex Street
Beverly, MA 01915

1. Samuel L. Albert, Dean of Continuing Education,

Quinsigamond Community College, Worcester, MA

2. William G. Huber, Assistant Director,
County College of Morris, Dover, N. J.

3. Shirley Joly, Coordinator of Elder Educational
Projects, Holyoke Community College,

Holyoke, MA

4. Gail Patrick, Counselor for Retirement,
Manchester Community College, Manchester, Conn.

5. John Peroni, Dean of Continuing Education,
Northern Essex Community College, Haverhill, MA

6. Gwendolya Sanders, Dean, Delaware Technical
and Community College, Wilmington, Del.

7. Louise Sherman, Director, Late Start, North-
ampton County Area Community College,

Bethelehem,, Pa.

8. Maurice Strausbaugh, Director, Continuing
Education, Virginia Western Community College,

Roanoke, Va.

9. Sister Anne Francis Cavanaugh, Mercyhurst
College, Erie, Pa.

10. Leonard Lockley, Assistant to Dean of Academic

Affairs, Springfield Technical Community
College, Springfield, MA

11. Winniefred L. Schumacher, Coordinator of
Educational Resources for the Senior Adult,
Central Virginia Community College, Lynchburg, Va.

12. Debbie McFarland, Roxbury Community College,

Roxbury, MA



GROUP D

LEADERS: DR. MARGARET ARNOLD
Assistant Dean of
Faculty, Roxbury
Community College,
Roxbury, MA 02119

M. RICHARD SCHERZA
AssiStant to the Dean
of Continuing Educa-
tion, Massasoit
Community College
290 Thatcher Street
Brockton, MA 02402

1. Maude Arnold, Coordinator of Gerontology,
Quinsigamond Community College, Worcester, MA

2. Dr. Jane Berry, LaGuardia Community College,
Long Island City, N. Y.

3. Robert Charney, Instructor,"Learning Partner-
ship Program", Boston State College, Boston, MA

4. Gail Coughlan, Dean of Instruction, Delaware
Technical and Community College, Wilmington,
Del.

5 Barbara Drysdale, Counselor, Monroe Community
College, Rochester, N. Y.

6. Fannie Biser.stein, Associated Dean, New York
City Community College, Brooklyn, N. Y.

7. Dr. Ralph Johnson, Director of Project for
Elders, Miami -Dade Community College, Miami, Fla.

8. William Kraft, Dean, Open College, Bunker
Hill Community College, Charlestown, MA

9. John Patterson, Assistant to Director of
Continuing Education, Massachusetts Bay
Community College, Watertown, MA

10. Richard Segan, Assistant Project Director,
Bronx Community College Boro-wide Program for
Older Adults, Bronx, N. Y.

11. Mary Pandaleon, Queensborough Community College,
Bayside, N. Y.

12. Roberta Kevelson, Coordinator Women's Center,
Bristol' Community College, Fall River, MA



GROUP E

LEADERS: FRAYDA COOPER
Editor, Ginn & Co.
191 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

WORKSHOP LEADERS

1. Joan Gallo, Aging Specialist, Cayuga County
Office of Aging, Auburn, N. Y.

2. John Haluch, Special Project-Research Assistant,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

3. Janice Neri, Office Manager, Boston: College,
Chestnut Hill, MA

4. Frances Olrich, Boston University School
of Social Work, Boston, MA

5. Sandra Timmerman, Associate Dean, Institute
of Lifetime Learning, Washington D. C.

6. Jane Zorzy MCC TASK FORCE ON GERONTOLOGY

7. Priscilla Payne
it 11

8. Esther Shapiro
It

9. Varbara Sherman

10. Georgianna Dickson
it

11. Barbara Rubin

12. Marion Tateosian
11
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
ON

CONFERENCE PLANNERS AND
RESOURCE PEOPLE

Dr. John H. Kendrick
Frederic B. Viaux
Benjamin S. Hersey
Lillian L. Glickman
Andrew S. Korim
Dr. Bruce M. Bauer
George V. Bennett
Doreen D. Heller
William B. Palmer
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PROFILE OF CONFERENCE PLANNERS

DR. JOHN H. KENDRICK is Dean of Continuing Education at Middlesex
Community Gollege, Eedford, Massachusetts. Since its opening in
1970, Middlesex Community College has developed its programs for
adults to include ten suburban campuses, serving 6,000 different
individuals annually. Its programs for Social Work Associates and
its Women's Opportunity Research Center have received national
recognition. Dr. Kendrick is especially active in organizing con-
sortia between Middlesex Community College and private, as well as
public, higher education. Boston University, for instance, is
collaborating on a project tq prepare doctoral.students for future
community college careers. Antioch and Harvard are working with
Middlesex to locate Promising associate degree candidates for
direct acceptance into their Masters in Education programs. Framing-
ham State and Boston State College co-sponsor courses with Middlesex
for.graduate credit, Dr. Kendrick is presently a consultant to
the Fund For the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (H.E.W.),
a former advisory member to the Massachusetts Advisory Council on
Education (M.A.C.E.) research project on Continuing Education (The
Nelfi Study), and a former member of the Governor's Task Force on
Mental Health. He was most recently elected to the Board of Trustees
of both the Boston YMCA Counseling Ceyter,. anl the Newton-Wellesley
Multi-Service Center. He has written numerous articles on the entre-
preneurial dynamics of administering self-supporting programs in
continuing education. For ten years he served as a pastor to
congregations consisting mainly of persons over sixty years of age.

* * *

MR. ITEDERIC B. VIAUX is Associate Dean for Program Development at
Tar3TOZ=ZENTIBITy-tbllege. He has been the person most responsible
for getting Middlesex involved in programs with the elderly. He
served on the act-lon team with the Boston University Social Gerontology
Project: stimulating community colleges in Massachusetts to put the
elderly on their planning agendas. He has initiated numerous courses
for and &P out the elderly, and is considered a leader in this field
by his peers.



Pk. ''wildAMI :;LkSM, M:11d, has over ton years' experl(ney in
alroeL worl with elders and omani7ations of eidorn. !ollowinj his
uxaduaLJon lawn 1:oston kniversity School or Social Work 4:1(ro tv.!

studied Lilo problems or :wing, he worked to Corm grass roots ad-
vocate or.,:ani::aLions of elders in the Poston area. An dinctor of
th BosLon tenter for Older American:;, he worked with elder loaders
to form thy Ornt state-wide advocate organizations for elders in
the nation, the Massachusetts Association for Older Americans. As
both a board and staff member of that organization, he assisted in
its efrort; ror both legislative and educational programs for
eiders. huring the past year, Mr. lorsey has been working on
developiry a program-planning guide for community college administra-
tors ror dcvoloninj programs for eiders, as well as working with
buninosson, union::, goverment, educational, and private agencies
toward the development of pre-retirement programs.

X -h

IJIAJAH L. ,11JCI,IMANi W1W, has had over six :fears' experience working
in the fields of aging, advocacy, and citizen participation. A
graduate of Radcliffe College and the Florence hell-r School of social
Planning and Administration at Brandeis Isiniversity, she served as
Coordinator ror the Massachusetts Special Planning ommission on
Elderly Affairs, and the 1971 White hou Conference on Aging, and
was responsible for coordinating Massachusetts' role in that
national conference. As executive Director of the Massachusetts
Governor's Commission on Citizen Participation, she stulied the
coordination of tht voluntary action programs in the Commonwealth,
and the development of state-supported volunteer programs. In
recent years, she worked for the Massachusetts lkociation of Older
Americans developing and implementing programs to train older
adults as advocates and information agents. Currently she is com-
pleting a prorxam-planning guide on educational services to elders
through community colleges for the National Institute of Education.
This guide is based on a nationwide survey of community college
administrators and existing programs for elders.

1 ; t
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PWW1LE Ov CONVERFNCE RESOURCE PEOPLE

ANPREW WHIM has served as a specialist in occupatiOnal education
for the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges since
1969. He recently developed a series of publications, Older Americans
and Communit, Colleges, including An Overview, A Guide to Pro ram
Imp emen aaon, and Se ected Papers. Among other projects he as
worked on ror AACJC arc the education of correction officers, as well
as education for careers in government and in the transportation field.
Mr. Korim previously served as Dean of Occupational Education, City
Colleges of Chicago. He has a Master's degree in Economics from
the University of Michigan.

DR. BRUCE M. PAI'FR has been Director of Community Services at North
Hennepin Community College, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota, r'nce 1969.
During this time he has been the initiator and director of an
innovative "Seniors on Campus Program" which involved over 2,000-
elders in the college programs. He was also responsible -Per--
obtaining federal funding and support for this_pregrAh. While
working towards his doctorate In Education Administration from the
University of Minnesota, Dr. Bauer researched the dynamics of
educational program development for elders. He has had articles
featured in several professional journals on the community college's
role in responding to elders. Dr. Bauer is a member of the Minnesota
Governor's Advisory Council on Community Education, a Vice President
of the Minnesota Association for Community Services and Continuing
Education, and a Resource Consultant for the Minnesota State Depart-
ment of Education. He has also served as a member of the Technical
Review Panel of the Higher Education Coordinating Commission of
Minnesota for Title I funding under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

GEORGE V. BENNETT has served as Director of Adult and Continuing
Education at Hawkeye Institute of Technology, Waterloo, Iowa, since
1966. He has been responsible for the implementation and supervision
of "The Senior Adults' Awareness and Involvement Program" which has
served over 15,000 senior adults over sixty through approximately 500
separate activities. Prior to his present position, Mr. Bennett
served as State Supervisor of Area Vocational-Technical Schools for
the State of Kansas. In all, Mr. Bennett has had fourteen years'
experience in administration and supervision of adult and vocational
education, as well as prior teaching and industrial experience, and
he has both ,,raduate and undergraduate degrees in in,lustrial educa-Aon.
He is a Past President of the Iowa Association for [Voile Adult and
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Continuing: Education, Part President of the State Coordinating
Committee ro continuing Education, and a member of the Board of
Directors or the Naional Association for Public Continuing and
Adult Edueatdon.

*X-X

DOREEN D. IINEENE has served as Assistant Director of Community
Services :t171175rdinator of the Aging Project at the Community College
of Allegheny County, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, since 1973. During
this period, she has had primary responsibility for researching and
developing a variety of innovative educational programs for elders.
She also serves as an educational consultant for the local Council
on Aging, and for the Pennsylvania Governor's Council on Aging. Past
positions in education and administration includa Director of the
Office of Pinancial Aid, Oberlin College, Student Counselor at
Broome Community College, Binghamton, New York, and Associate Director
of Alumni Activities at the University of Pittsburgh. Ms. Heller
received a graduate degree from the University of Pittsburgh with
a major in Speech and Theatre Arts. She has also served as a
member of the New York Governor's Commission for Women.

WILLIAM B. PALMER is presently Community Service Coordinator for
Indian River Community College, Fort Pierce, Florida. In this
position, Mr. Palmer has been responsible for the development and
administration of a wide variety of programs for elders in four
counties, and has involved elders not only as students and
participants, but also as instructors and administrators. Mr.
Palmer's past experience includes service as an Adult Education
instructor, as Director of a Migrant Farm Work Project, and as a
Vocationdl,Rehabilitation Counselor. He has a Master's Degree in
Administration and Supervision of Adult Education, and is a member
of the Florida Adult Education Association, the Florida Association
of Community Colleges, and the National Education Association.
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CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

Dean Samuel Albert
Continuing Education
Quinsigamond Community College
670 West Boylston Street
Worcester, MA 01606

Dr. Margaret L. Arnold
Assistant Dean of Faculty
Roxbury Community College
424 Dudley Street
Roxbury, MA 02119

Maude Arnold
Coordinator of Gerontology
Quinsigamond Community College
670 West Boylston Street
Worcester, MA 01606

Dr. Jane Berry
LaGuardia Community College
31-10 Thomson Avenue
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101

Mrs. Ethel Case
Director of Community Services
Greenfield Community College
One College Drive
Greenfield, MA 01301

Sr. Anne Francis Cavanaugh
Educational Specialist in Aging
Mercyhurst College
501 East 38th Street
Erie, Pa. 16501

Robert Charney
Instructor, "Learning Partner-
ship Program

Boston State College
625 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA

Mrs. Frayda Cooper
Editor, Ginn & Co.
191 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Mrs. Gail Coughlan
Dean of Instruction
Delaware Technical and Community
College, Wilmington Campus
333 Shipley Street
Wilmington, Del. 19801

Herbert C. Donaghey
President
Salem Community College
P. O. Box 551
Penns Grove, N. J. 08069

Barbara J. Drysdale
Counselor
Monroe Community College
1000 P. Henrietta Road
Rochester, N. Y. 14623

Fannie Eisenstein
Associate Dean
N. Y. City Community College
300 Jay Street
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

Dr. Thomas W. Elwood
Coordinator Health Education and
Health Affairs, National Retired
Teachers AsSociation, AARP
1909 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20049



(Participant Listing)

Prof. John D. Erb
Cape Cod Community College
West Barnstable, MA 02668

Robert Finlay
Coordinator of Pre-College
Advising, Corning Community
College, Spencer Hill
Corning, N. Y. 14830

Mrs. Joan Gallo
Aging Specialist
Cayuga County Office of Aging
Genesee Street
Auburn, N. Y. 13021

Dr. Robert Gallo
Director of Continuing Education
Auburn Community College
Franklin Street
Auburn, N. Y. 13021

Iris W. Gold
Coordinator, Programming for
Elderly
Cuyahoga Community College East
25444 Harvard Road
Warrensville Twp., Ohio 44122
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Dportinent of Health, Educotion, ond Welfare

-
NAML ANL) At3P1 V. Of oil...NILE III.. Mu I ION

Massachusetts Association of Older
Americans, Inc..

110 Arlington Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

IfIANSAC iOu NO

INSTITUTIONAL IL) Na

NIEG-74-0060

Grant No.

VAII- Of T.u-S-146.01111NOPIINO0

rn" 81 1134 _22.1_AL1517 r
1110.11CT PC11100

6/20/74 4/15/75rriou TO

CI((CK IF FINAL CUPORT

1. Expenditures of O1IEW Funds for this Report Period

p. Porsonnol
S 19 2112

h. Alto..otions ond rono,.otions 0
6. Conseltont so ry ices

7,500
I. Other

7,072

c. Equipment 0 Middlesex Comm. College 3,271

d. Supplios
309

j. Total direct costs
39,257

**4' ,%0,777,7
'e\* . Z''

____.2.4k/2.?2'%.:
e. Trove!, domestic .--' 1,863

k. Indirect costs:

Rote. x IN 58.W 0 TDC

f. Trov ol. foreign 0 Bose $ 0
g. Poilent core costs 0 I. TOTAL

39,257

2. Expenditures from Prior Periods (previously reported) 0
3. Cumulative Expenditures

39,257

4. Totol Amount Awarded - Cumulatively
111,373

5. Unexpondd Datanco (ham 4 loss Itom 3)
2,116

6. Unliquidated Obligations .

2.116 *
7. Unobligatod Calance (nom 5 loss Item 6) 0-
5.a. Cost Shoring Information - Grontee Contribution This. Period 0

b.% of Total Projoci Costs (Itom 13a divided by total of Items 1 and 8o) X 0
9.0. Interest/Income (inclose check) . 0

b. Other Refundable Income (enclose check) 0
18. Remarks

\

* Notification of Grant Award signed by Mr- Raymo,A F. Wormwood on January 15, 1975
extended program period to April 15 to include a two conference for Community
College Administrations, elderly community leaders, etc. Contracted to Middlesex
Communit; College

I Milroy SrliIy that Ibis rpasl Is Irv and corrct to the Witt 01 my knowldo, and that all tpndilvr4 rpartd hrin hoe been mod in
ccordonc with oppropriate grant pales11 and for M purpott sett forth In 111 application and award docvmnte

,(2, A, April 23, 1975

Ithiv41111 INV/ /1171

SIGNATURE Or INLIIIUTIOrf 0# f iEER DAT(

REPORT OF RESEARCH GRANT. SUMS? SURSAU NO 122 ROI ill
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NORTH HENNEPIN

STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE

7411 85th Avenue North
Minneapol:s, Minnesota 55445

425-4541

January 17, 1975

Lillian L. Glickman
Benjamin S. Hersey
Massachusetts Association for Older Americans, Inc.

110 Arlington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Dear Lillian and Ben:

I have finally finished reading the rough draft of your report
"Plan Guide for Educational Services to the Elderly" and I must
say that I am quite impressed with what I feel is a very percep-
tive yet practical guide for people ,involved in the community

college "business".

Since I have not received the final draft, I must reserve com-
plete accolades until you finish such chapters as "Program: A
vision of the Future-, and I would be most interested in seeing
what the case studies look like. But if both those chapters, I

along with the complete appendix reflect the thought and style
of the ocher chapters (which I am sure they will), then I would
say to "hustle" and get this manual. published because I feel
it's necessary and most timely.

Please keep me informed of any new developments and I wil: look
forward to leading the final draft.

Sincerely,

Bruce M. Bauer
Director of Community Services

BB.bn

e)1



-
VENTURA COLLEGE

4667 TELEGRAPH ROAD, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA 93003 (805) 642-3211

March 4, 1975

Mr. Benjamin S. Hersey
c/o Massachusetts Association for Older Americans, Inc.
110 Arlington Street
Boston, MA 02116

Dear Ben:

I want to congratulate you and your colleagues on your "Program Planning
Guide for Educational Services to the Elderly." I feel that your publication
gives a comprehensive treatment of the problems of older people in education,
some plans for organization, and suggestions for action including program
effectiveness and financial implications. The case studies have been especially

valuable. I am sure that educational institutions will benefit greatly from
your guide.

As you know, I have implemented the Emeritus College concept at Santa
Monica and Ventura Colleges respectively. The Sapta Monica Program is going
great, and we recently got the Ventura College Program off the ground. Getting

programs such as these requires a lot of preliminary groundwork and detailed
knowledge about successful programs (and their histories) atither educational
institutions is a must in the implementation of any such programs.

I understand that your organization is sponsoring a workshop on Education
for the Elderly in Boston in ApriA of this year. I would be most willing to
participate in your workshop if travel funds can be made available. My college

is willing to provide my other exp-::ses.

In any case, hope all is going well.

Hello to Lillian

Very truly yours,

Ca,
Alfred P. Fernandez
Dean of Instruction

ck



BUCKS COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NwrowN. P NNS\ INANIA 18910

March 3, 1975

lassachusetts Association of
alder 1mericans, Inc.
110 Arlington Street
Boston,- 'A 02116

Gentlemen:

Our college is very much interested in bettering the
programs we offer to the elders in our communit:.% "'e would

also like to see what other community colleges offer to the
people in their areas. Therefore, I would appreciate it if
you,could_send me two. conies of the_suruy you compiled on
January 15th on special programs for elders.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,

David J. Johnson
Assistant Dean for Evening Programs

DJS:ck



ROBERTILWOMYRY
DVAN OF COMMIS:Sill SI R%

(limp .31.7.11' k.,/0111M1111.1711

( Lain. Atsouri 67101 V/tone (M) S26-7100

Ms. Lillian L. Glickman
Massachusetts Association of
Older Americans, Inc.

110 Arlington Street
Boston, MA 02116

Dear Ms. Glickman:

February 3, 1975

Last August we received notice that you were developing a planning
guide on educational services to elders.

It is time for us to concentrate on these services, and we can use
all the help we can get. Would you send a copy of the planning guide

when it becomes available. If you need to charge us for this copy,
please advise so I can send you a purchase order.

RHW:lia

cc Dr. Marvin Fielding

1' k)

Sincerely,

A
Robert H. Woolery
Dean of Community Services
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE at Farmington

86 Main Street
Farmington, Maine 04938

207-778.3501

October 18, 1974

Dr. Lillian Glickman
Massachusetts Association

of Older Americans
110 Arlington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Dear Dr. Glickman:

I have read in the September 2, 1974 issue of Adult and
Continuing Education Today that you will prepare a program
planning guide for community colleges interested in developing
new programs for the elderly.

Your guide would be most helpful to me as I search for
methods to include the elderly in this area in Public Services
programs offered by this College.

Will you please advise me when this guide will be available
and how I may obtain a copy of it? Thank you.

DSF/eb

Sincerely,r-

David S. Fearon
Dean of Public Services



z ,77;n9 "Id4Liachiebeeb
c9Z-r& nwmatid,W

get4,j6JacZaela, 01915
TELEPHONE:

927-4850

April 14, 1975

Mr. John Kendricks
Associate Dean of Continuing Education
Middlesex Community College
Springs Road
Bedford MA 01730

Dear John:,

For your information I thoroughly enjoyed the Conference that
you, Ben and Lillian developed on Planning Programs for the Elderly.

I believe it was structured so that those individuals who
had come to pick up practical information were afforded the
opportunity to do so. The Conference was well thought out and

very well directed.

I picked up a number of very valuable ideas which I hope to
expand within the coming month.

Congratulations on a job well done.

Sincerely,

Paul K. K. Willenbrock

Assistant Dean of
Continuing Education
and Community Services

PKW:lr

1 ,) APR 15 1975
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Statement made by Paul Parks, Secretary of Education to the Middlesex °immunity
College Planning for Elders, March 10, 1975

ELDER EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS

Today one in every ten Americans is over 65 years of age,

by the year 2000 one out of every nine will be over 65 years of

age. The implications of this increasingly older population

are considerable. Currently, many people 65 years of age or

over have had eight years of formal schooling. In the next

twenty five years, elders will all share a higher level of

formal education, with high school diploma and some post-

secondary education becoming the norm. The educational needs

of such a population have to be considered and planned for now.

.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts recognizes-its responsibility

to its elder citizens and has become increasingly committed

to providing educational opportunities for elders through

programs directly for elders and for those working with elders.

In the past two years the Commonwealth has more than doubled

its financial and programmatic commitment to elders. In 1974

The Executive Offic-: of Educational Affairs and the-. Community

College Board collaborated with the Boston University Gerontology

Center to deliver "training for trainers" at five different

community colleges. At present, The Executive Office of

Educational Affairs a. 1 the Office of Elder Affairs are working

in a joint effort with community colleges throughout the' state

to deliver educational services to elders and those working with

elders. Ten community colleges are involved in this project

funded through Title IV-A of the Older Americans Act. One thousand

. persons are receiving tuition free courses from this grant.

I



Along with these direct educational services, Massachusetts

is also conducting a survey of the educational needs of elders.

The results of this study will be published early in June, 1975

along with two resource handbooks of educational opportunities

that exist in the state for elders, one handbook for service

agencies for elders, and one handbook for elder consumers.

For the future, I and Secretary of Elder Affairs, Rose Claffey,

have formed a planning group to develop a statewide elder education

plan. The objectives of this group will be to meet tLa educational

needs of elders throughout the state through a long-range plan

based on state commitment to elder education, the solicitation of

federal funding, private funding, and the collaborative efforts

of those post-secondary institutions interested in providing

elder education services. Some of the immediate possibilities

that could emerge from this planning grip are:

. A renewal of the current IV-A grant for the community
colleges.

. A formulation of a plan that would involve elders in
sharing in the state scholarship fund; applying for
Basic Opportunity Grants from the federal government;
increasing the awareness of elder veterans to their
benefits of free tuition at state educational institutions.

. Sponsorship of regional collaborative efforts oficommunity
colleges by the Executive Office of Educational Affairs.

. The creation of a tuition-free, space-available formula
for elders interested in taking courses at the community
and state colleges.

. A public education program for elders informing them
of existing educational opportunities throughout the state.

Words of Frederick Douglass: it is important to make the best of both worlds,
(here and the hereafter), but make the best of this world first,*because it canes
first--and he who does not improve himself by the motives and opportunities
afforded by this world gives the hest evidence that he would not improve in
any other world."
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' Community Colleges s-ae

Have An Obligation
To Serve Elderly

SOCIAL SECURITY
By WENDELL COLTIN

Community colleges have an obligation to provide
educational opportunities for older persons and i n
Massachusetts, "them is leadership :.s direction," we
were told recently by Andrew Kori. American Ass'n.
of Community and Junior College D.C.

Korim came to Boston fo.. .e sponsored by
Middlesex Community College, dni; rincipally by Mrs.
Lillian Glickman and Ben He :Ley, who have spent con-
siderable time looking into the programs community col-
leges have been offering the elderly throughout/the country;
and considering the potentialities for gteater'service.

:ileed, State Education Secretary Paul Parksone of
the speakers, pointed out the educational/needs of a growing
population of elders must be considered and planned for
now; and he disclosed he and Elder Affairs Secretary Rose
Claf fey have formed a planning group to develop a
statewide education plan.

SOme of the "immediate possibilities that could
emerge" from the planning group, he said, could have
elders sharing State scholarship funds; and increasing
awareness of elder veterans to their benefit rights in State
educational institutions; creation of a tuition-free, space-
',enable formula forelders -interested in taking courses at
community and State colleges; and a public education pro-
gram for elders, infOrming them of existing educational op-
portunitites throughout the State.

JACK LEFF'S FRIENDS, including those who have
been associated with him in programs as an advocate for
the elderly and others familiar with his work as the first
Massachusetts Secretary of Elder Affairs, were pleased to
learn of hisiemaining in Massachusetts after leaving State
service.. He did have opportunities to take his knowledge,
exrerlence and his familyto other States; but did tiL
want 'to leave here. He has become associated with the
newly- created Brandeis-Boston U n i v e r s i t y Gerontology
Consortium, which formally links the resources of the
Brandeis University program in Economics and Politics of
Aging with the B.U. Gerontology Center for the purpose of
developing longtcrm training programs leading to a grad-
uate degree and short-term training programs for persons
currently working for public and private agencies. It will
also prove ideal technical assistance to public and private
agencies In all aspects of program development and
management.

The Consortium will host a symposium entitled, "Govern-
ment; A Positive View" on Apr. 30, May 1 and 2 at the B.U.
Gerontology Center, 635 Commonwealih Ave., Speakers will
include Judge Albert Kramer of Quincy District Court;
State:Rep. David J. Mofenson, chairman of the Committee
on Human Services and Elderly Affairs and former Gov,
Francis W. Sargent; HEW Regional Director Robert Fulton
and U.S. Rep. Michael Harrington.

((Your questions are welcome. Address Medicare
Mailbox, Herald American, 300 Harrison Ave., Boston,
Massa 02106)./
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By WENDELL COLTDV'-
A Working conference with the theme, "Education for a

New Age: Planning for Elde7ly" will be held Apr. 10 and 11
at the. Holiday Inn, GoTAirnment Center. Boston. under
sponsorship of Middlese'c C elmunity Cellege, Bedford.

The college haske threonference with support
from the Massachusetts Ass'it- of Older Americans,
Massachusers Board of Regions/ Conur,iunity Coilges and

I. The National Institute of Education. Its purpose is to bring
: together a liralted group of approximately 50 community
: Allege administrators in the Northeast region, and experts

in aging and education, to discuss in depth specific solutions
tommon problems encountered in educanong program

lopment for elders.
Dr. John H. Kendrick., dean of continuing education at

Middlesex Community College, said the conference grew out
of a nationwide survey of community college programs for
elders undertaken by Bert Hersey and Mrs. Lillian Glickman
for the Massachusetts Ass'r of Older Americans.

.The survey was the basis for preparation of a program-
: planning guide for educational services to elders through

community colleges, which is soon to be published by the
National Institute for Education. It fouild growing interest
and 'enthusiasm on tke part of community colleges in.
reaching the older adult population.

'Most administrators expressed oarticular interest in la-
Sarmatian on programming tor elders in other colleges and
many felt that, while there was a wealth of background in-
formation, there was very little material which dealt with

, the practical dynamics encountered in planning and ad-
ministering programs. Consequently, Middlesex Community
College engaged the survey team to develop a conference to
El the gap.

i Hersey and Mrs. Glickman have masters' ziegrc- s in
social work. He was graduated from the Boston University
School of Social Work. she from Radcliffe. He sered es
director of the Boston Center for Older Americans, also as a
Staff and board member of the MAOA. Mrs. Glickman. who
Vas also graduated from the Florence Helier School of Se-
de Flaming and Administration. Brandeis. served as
soolinator for the Massachusetts Special Planning Com-
telsslan on Elderly Affairs and the 1971 White :louse Con-
ference on Aging; and v.as respznsible for coordinating
Massachusetts' role in the conference. ,

As executive director of the Nassachusetta Governor's
Commission on Citizen Participation, -she studied the vole.n-
tary action programs in the Commonwealth and develop-
ment of state-supported volunteer programs. In recent
years, Mrs. Glickman worked for the MAOA. developing
and implementing programs to train, older adults as ad-
vocates and informaticn agents

While serving as director of the Fostor. Corner tar Oder
Americans, Hersey worked with elder lenders to form the
first statewide advocate organization for f,llders in the r.:1-
don, the M.t.OA.

(Your questions are SPIC4171e. Address Medicare
Mailbox, Boston tier2ld Americzn 2r.0
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